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ABSTRA 

Transition of the attachment fine boundary layer was investigated using a large 

swept cylinder. Results for natural transition and transition tripping with two-dimensional 
trip wires were simila to those obtained by Poll using a similar, but smaller, model. ]Lower 
displacement thickness Reynolds numbers but larger trip sizes, than for the flat-plate 
boundary layer, were required for transition. ]Fhe investigation of transition tripping was 
then extended to involve three-dimensional trips. ]Fhe attachment line boundary layer was 
less susceptible to three-dimensional trips than to two-dimensional trips but upper and lower 
bounds of attachment line Reynolds number for transition were identical. It was also found 
that the roughness Reynolds numbers for fully effective three-dimensional trips were similar 
for the attachment line and flat-plate boundary layers. Another common feature was the 
more abrupt upstream movement of the transition front with increasing Reynolds number 
for three-dimensional trips than for two-dimensional trips. Turbulence spreading 
downstream of a three-dimensional trip was also examined and, as in the flat-plate boundary 
layer, was found to be heavily dependent on Reynolds number ( varying from 3* at low 
Reynolds number to a value approaching 10* as Reynolds number exceeded the value for 

natural transition), but was also dependent on either the trip size or the initial conditions at 
which the trip first introduced turbulent spots. The effects of higher levels of freestrearn 
turbulence were then investigated for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional trips. 
With a small increase in freestream. turbulence the conditions for transition with two- 
dimensional trips were affected far more than those for three-dimensional trips, for which 
only the transition completion conditions were affected signfficantly, resulting in a reduced 
extent ofthe transition region. Larger levels of turbulence appeared to have similar effects 
on the two trip types. Restrictions in model length and windspeed for the higher turbulence 
tests prevented an accurate investigation ofthe effects ofturbulence, on the upper and lower 
bounds for transition tripping and on the influence of sp anwise, distance at higher levels of 
turbulence. Finally, the interaction between two trips positioned on the attachment line was 
examined. Ibe effect of the second trip on the transition Reynolds number was found to a 
fimction of the streamwise separation distance between the two trips. 
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In early studies of transition on swept wings, Gray('52) observed transition 
occurring very close to the leading edge of several swept wings. He concluded that the 
transition was caused by instabilities linked to the streanihe curvature in the flow 
downstream of the leading edge. Owen & RandaU('52&53) investigated this finther and 
discovered that the transition near the leading edge was indeed caused by a mechanism later 

named cross-flow instability, a conclusion supported by Gregory('60). Tlius, in 1965, the 
teams, including Gaster at Handley Page and Pfenninger at Northrop Norair, investigating 

transition on swept wings had expected the main transition problem to be cross-flow 
instability. During the tests, however, it was discovered that the turbulent boundary layer 
from the fuselage was contaminating the attachment line boundary layer at the root junction 

and the resulting turbulence was spreading along the attachment line resulting in a turbulent 

wing. This process was named attachment line contamination. Gaster('67), Gregory & 
Love('65) and Pfenninger('65) immediately started to investigate the problem and several 
possible solutions were proposed. Gaster developed a 'bump' which produced a local 

stagnation point and prevented the turbulence from advancing along the attachment line, 

while Pfenninger used a combination of boundary layer suction and fences to remove the 
turbulence. However, these investigations were terminated at an early stage, before the 

processes involved in attachment line transition could be investigated in detail. 
In the 1970's. with the occurrence of the oil crisis, interest in laminar flow was 

rekindled and investigations into swept wing flows and attachment line transition were 
reintroduced. Although numerous companies and research institutes, including NASA, 
Boeing, McDonnell Douglas and Airbus, have examined aspects of laminar flow wings the 

majority ofthe work investigating attachment line transition has been performed by Poll('78- 
'92) at Cranfield and Manchester Universities and, to a lesser extent, Amal('88&92) at 
ONERA. 

Although Poff s work examined attachment line transition fairly comprehensively, 
covering semi-infinite wings, tapered wings, effects of compressibility, etc., it was limited 
to 2D trip wires at low levels offreestream turbulence. The present investigation is intended 

to extend the work ofPoll to include transition tripping using 3D trips (in this case spheres) 
and the effects of higher levels of freestream turbulence on a semi-infinite wing in 
incompressible flows. Gregory & Love('65) and Firmin & Cook(unpublished) briefly 

examined attachment line transition with 3D trips but the results were very limited. The 

present investigation covers a wider range of 3D trip sizes and Reynolds numbers, with the 
3D trips positioned both on and downstream of the attachment line. The latter allowed the 
spreading angle ofthe turbulent wedge formed downstream of the trip to be examined and 
thus give an indication of the influence of the trips on the attachment line boundary layer. 
No previous investigations of attachment line transition with high levels of freestream 
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turbulence could be found, however, the effects of freestream turbulence on attachment line 
transition are ofinterest, especially with respect to internal flows and in particular transition 
on turbine blades. Finally, the affect of interaction between two trips, on transition Reynol ds 

numbers, was briefly investigated. 
Ile experiments carried out in the present investigation were intended to cover a 

wide variety of topics and provide information on the conditions for attachment fine 

transition for each ofthese. Mechanisms involved were not investigated and in some cases 
restrictions in the facilities, and their availability, prevented as complete an investigation as 
would have been liked. 
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1 THE ATTACHMENT LINE BOUNDARY LAYE 

Ile attachment line boundary layer forms along the leading edge of a swept wing 
at the loci ofthe points where the flow attaches to the wing before diverging over the upper 
and lower surfaces. As a result of the wing sweep, a flow exists along this line and hence 
the attachment line boundary layer is formed. A sketch of the attachment line boundary 
layer, taken from Poll('83b), is presented in Fig 1.1, where the line AA represents the 
attachment line. The axis system is also shown. 

From the sketch it is clear that the flow in the vicinity ofthe attachment line is highly 
three-dimensional and the attachment fine boundary layer is heavily influenced by the flow 
divergence. In order to simplify this complicated problem, the attachment line boundary 
layer is often studied using models where infinite swept wing conditions can be assumed. 

The infinite swept wing flow is an idealised situation that is often a close 
approximation to conditions on the leading edge of a high aspect ratio untapered wing. In 
this case the attachment fine boundary layer quickly reaches an asymptotic condition where 
boundary layer growth is cancelled by flow divergence on to the upper and lower surfaces 
ofthe wings. Due to this balance between the fluid that enters the layer from the freestream 
and that which is removed by the divergence, all spanwise variations are eliminated. Thus 
the attachment line boundary layer must have constant properties along the span, e. g. 
constant thickness, constant skin friction coefficient, etc. 

Since the fluid that is withdrawn from the attachment line forms part of the 
developing chordwise boundary layer flow, attachment line transition is the critical 
transition mechanism and must be dealt with before finther transition mechanisms 
downstream can be considered. If the attachment line boundary layer is turbulent then the 
whole wing boundary layer will be turbulent, unless there is relaminarisation in the 
favourable pressure gradient immediately downstream of the attachment line. 

The present investigation is limited to the case of a cylinder with a constant section 
and a large spanwise extent and can therefore be assumed to be semi-fiffinite. Poll et al('92) 
argued that since differences between the values of sweep back, transition location and 
chordwise velocity-gradient for aircraft and wind-tunnel models have no particular 
significance (provided that the value of the non-dimensional characteristic parameter, R, 
is reproduced in the experiment), then accurate flight scale information can be obtained on 
a highly swept model, with a large leading edge radius, in a large low-speed wind-tunnel. 
Thus the criteria developed for infinite swept cylinders can be applied to swept wings and 
slender bodies at incidence. 

It has already been mentioned that in the case of an untapered, high aspect ratio 
cylinder the external inviscid flow and the boundary layer are independent of spanwise 
position. In addition, PoW78) stated that freestream. turbulence levels are also unimportant 
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unless the turbulence intensity is greater than 0.8% (although this was based on studies of 
the effect of turbulence on heat transfer) and Poll et al('92) showed that for a typical civil 
aircraft at cruise condition the spanwise Mach number is approximately 0.3. Compressibility 
is therefore unlikely to present a problem and it is not necessary to examine attachment fine 
transition in a transonic wind tunnel. The attachment line boundary layer can therefore by 

completely specified by the Reynolds number R. This conclusion was previously made for 
low speed flows by Cumpsty & Head('67) for their similarity parameter C*. Poll later 

rejected this parameter since the length scale is not directly related to the boundary layer 
thickness. He introduced the parameter R(= C*") where : 

Ve 'I 

ve 

and il is the characteristic length scale, which for the attachment line boundary layer is 

related to the flow divergence and is defined by: 

I, =( )lt2 
(dU, Idc),. o 

In the present investigation the attachment line boundary layer is tripped, using trip 
wires and spheres, to cause premature transition. These trips lead to an additional two 
parameters related to the trip height, d, and the distance, s, from the trip to the transition 
detection location. Ilree independent non-dimensional groups are therefore required to 
describe the transition conditions, namely: 

R, d/il, shl 

In order to derive a simple relation between the experimental conditions (model 

sweep, windspeed etc. ) and the parameters R and il, it is necessary to examine the flow in 
the vichifty ofthe attachment line. On and immediately downstream of the attachment line 
there is a region where the flow at the edge of the boundary layer may be estimated by the 
following relations: 

U, = kx V, = Tý = constant 

where k is a constant and can be obtained from: 
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k=c and U, =1 d(x1C) 
l,.. 

Ilese relations allow the derivation of the characteristic length scale il, and also 
therefore the Reynolds number R, in terms of leading edge sweep and radius, and 
freestream parameters for the particular case of the swept cylinder. Appendix A shows the 
calculation of il, the result of which is: 

V. r 

2 Q. cosA 

this gives 

Q_ r sinA tanA 
2 v. 

Cumpsty & Head('69) investigated the use of a similar equation, for their swept 
cylinder modeL given that the effective values of the model dimensions were not known. 
Ile method they used to obtain the effective value of C* (=R 2) is detailed in their report. 
From their results Cumpsty & Head concluded that the geometric value of C* could be 
taken as the effective value. Ilus C* can be calculated on the assumption that the velocity 
gradient around a leading edge is the same as that around a similar leading edge in two- 
dimensional potential flow. 

Cumpsty & Head also concluded that, since the boundary layer properties on the 
leading edge were uniquely defined by the value of C*, only a single experimental 
arrangement with a range of tunnel speeds was required to obtain results which would be 
valid for all. combinations of sweep, leading edge radius and stream velocity. 

Since the majority of work investigating transition mechanisms is done using flat- 

plate models, it is necessary to compare the attachment line boundary layer to the flat-plate 
boundary layer. 

Due to the asyýptotic; condition created by the flow divergence, the attachment line 
boundary layer is closer to the asymptotic suction layer or the fidly developed pipe flow 
than the flat-plate boundary layer. However, several authors, including Arnal & Juiffen('88) 
and Cumpsty & Head('67), have stated that the attachment line profile is almost 
indistinguishable from the Blasius flat-plate profile. Ile theoretical attachment line laminar 
velocity profile from Rosenhead('63) was plotted against the Blasius profile and presented 
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in Fig 1.2. It can be seen that while the profiles are indeed similar, the attachment line 
profile is slightly fuller and hence a slightly more stable velocity profile. 

TIle relations between the non-dimensional parameters used in attachment line 
investigations and the standard non-dimensional parameters used for laminar boundary 
layers in flat-plate studies can be obtained from tabulated data in Rosenhead('63), leading 
to the following relations: 

8.99 = 3.055 . 

80 = 1.026 . 

and R4.99 = 3.055. 

and &. = 1.026. 

0=0.404. il and &=0.404. R 
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TRANSITION ON SWEPT WINGS 

2.1 NATURAL ATTACENENT LINE TRANSMON 

Attachment line transition was first discovered due to contamination from the 
turbulent boundary layer of the fuselage. In the absence of these upstream disturbances and 
with a smooth surface, attachment line transition may occur due to amplification of small- 
scale turbulent and acoustic fluctuations present in the freestream. Ile process is the same 
as natural transition on a flat plate and involves selective amplification of small disturbances, 

characterised by their frequency and wave number, leading to the creation of wave packets. 
The wave packets consist of predominately two-dimensional travelling waves normally 
refeffed to as Tollmein-Schlichting (TS) waves. 

Many authors, including Poll, Cumpsty & Head(69), and Hall & MacKerrell('88) 
have studied natural attachment line transition and a critical value of R of about 600 has 
been generally agreed upon. For values of R above 600, the disturbance amplitude of the 
wave packets increase as they are convected downstream eventually leading to breakdown 
and the formation ofturbulent spots. It is the appearance of these turbulent spots that mark 
the onset oftransition. As the value ofR is increased, the amplification ratios get larger and 
the transition point moves upstream towards the wing root. For values of R below 600 the 
waves decay and the flow remains laminar. 

Natural transition was briefly examined in the present tests during both the 2D trip 
and 3D trip work, although this does not constitute a major part of the present investigation 

and was done primarily to check the model. 

As described in chapter 1, IL can readily be converted to a Reynolds number based 
on more famiffia boundary layer characteristics. The above value of R= 600 is equivalent 
to &. = 615. For the flat-plate boundary PoW89) gave &. = 425 as the minimum value for 
the onset of instabilities. However, due to the large streamwise distance required for the 
disturbances to breakdown into turbulent spots, and the increase in &. with increasing 
streamwise distance, Poll obtained a value of 2500 as a minimum for transition onset 
on a flat plate. 

2.2 TRANSITION TRIPPIN 

Fasel showed that if disturbances whose magnitude exceeds approximately 1% of 
the freestream. velocity are introduced into the flat-plate boundary layer (Blasius profile) 
then they may be amplified at Reynolds numbers where only damping was predicted by 
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linear stability theory, ie. at Reynolds numbers below the linear stability limit. In this case 
the large amplitude disturbances undergo non-linear amplification and rapidly breakdown 
to form turbulent spots. Morkovin referred to the process as bypass transition, where the 
relatively gradual linear amplification part of the transition process is bypassed. Attachment 
line contamination is an example of bypass transition. Other causes of bypass transition are 
high levels of freestrearn turbulence and surface roughness (or trips). 

In practical situations transition can be tripped by surface imperfections such as 
waviness, steps and gaps at structural junctions, and three-dimensional roughness elements 
linked to the surface (screws, rivets, etc. ) or generated by environmental factors (insects, 
ice crystals, etc. ). Hardy('88), Wbo studied attachment line transition in a high lift situation, 
cited isolated roughness (e. g. surface imperfections) as a possible reason for the observed 
erratic behaviour of the boundary layer state with a change in incidence. - Pfenninger & 
Groth('61b) also demonstrated, during flight tests, that both large gusts and rain clouds 
could cause transition, on the attachment fine, at Reynolds numbers where laminar flow had 
previously been present. Ile gust caused the occurrence of a negative pressure peak and 
an adverse pressure gradient close to the leading edge. In both cases laminar flow was 
recovered shortly after leaving the disturbance source. In the same tests, flyspecks on the 
wing leading edge were found to cause transition at lower altitudes. However, as the 
altitude increased and the unit Reynolds number decreased, the surface roughness caused 
by the flyspecks became more and more immersed within the boundary layer until eventually 
the flyspeck roughness became subcritical and fidl chord laminar flow was again established. 

In experiments, common tripping devices are 2D wires and 3D spheres, cylinders 
or cones. There are several other experimental methods commonly used to introduce 
disturbances. PoU('78) used a turbulent end plate, Gaster('67) used a spark (generated 
between a small pair of electrodes on the model surface) and also an earphone in a small 
hole on the model surface, and several authors have used a thin flat vibrating ribbon near 
the su&ce of a flat-plate. Sparks are mostly used in studies of the turbulent spot since the 
introduction ofthe turbulent spots can be controlled, unlike trip wires where the spots occur 
randomly at a certain Reynolds number. Both the earphone and the vibrating ribbon are 
used to excite travelling waves in the boundary layer thus allowing the investigation of 
ToUmein-Schlichting waves, although the vibrating ribbon is unsuitable for use on curved 
surfaces. 

Trips used in the present tests consist of 2D wires and 3D spheres. Ile flow 
downstream of both 2D and 3D trips, and the mechanisms by which they introduce 
turbulence, have been studied in detail on flat plates. Klebanoff et al('92) stated that 2D and 
3D roughness elements behave in a similar manner, at least qualitatively, in inducing 
transition. However, the mechanisms by which the two trip types cause transition are quite 
different and will be described in more detail in the chapters on 2D and 3D tripping. Briefly, 
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it would appear that both trip types are capable of causing transition via two mechanisms. 
The first, for smaller trips, involves the introduction of large, but laminar, disturbances 
which breakdown to form turbulent spots at some point downstream. A 2D trip introduces 
2D vortices that develop into a 3D configuration before breaking down into turbulence. A 
3D trip produces the 3D vortices more directly, but may involve some interaction with the 
horseshoe vortex also created by the trip. Ile second mechanism for each trip type enables 
sufficiently large trips to cause transition at, or at least immediately downstream o& itself 
In this case the trip is referred to as 'flilly effective. 

In addition to diffierent mechanisms being responsible for tripping, 2D trips and 3D 
trips also exhibit diiTering critical conditions. A 3D trip is less effective in causing transition 
and so larger 3D trips are required to produce transition, at similar Reynolds numbers, than 
2D trips. However, 3D trips are of a more critical nature and transition moves forward 
more quickly than with 2D trips as soon as critical conditions, for producing transition 
downstream, are exceeded. 

A common parameter used in examination of transition tripping is the roughness 
Reynolds number, Rkk, based on the height, k, of the trip and the velocity NC at the trip 
height. 

Vt k 
Ra 

v 

Critical values of Rkk normally refer to the minimum value for fully effective tripping 
and provided the trips are fully immersed in the boundary layer, critical conditions can be 
fairly well represented by a constant value of Rkk. 

Critical values of Itikfor fiffly effective tripping of the attachment line boundary 
layer were given in PoW89) as Rkk = 400 - 500 for transition onset with 2D trips. Pofl('89) 
also presented values for 3D trips from work done by Gregory & Love and Firmin & Cook, 
for transition onset Rkk = 500 - 600. 

Comparing the tripping process on the attachment line and the flat plate, Poll 
demonstrated that although the attachment line boundary layer is more stable and is less 
susceptible to 2D trips, it can be tripped at values of 116. considerably lower than the flat- 
plate boundary layer. The attachment line boundary layer is less susceptible to 2D trips since 
a trip wire placed on a flat plate will cause an increase in the momentum thickness, 0, by 
an amount equivalent to the drag of the wire. In contrast, on the attachment line no such 
increase in 0 occurs downstream. The flow, with reduced momentum, is removed in the 
chordwise direction by the flow divergence. Therefore the trip merely acts as a source of 
dimubance and transition is not induced by an artificial increase in 0. Tolerable heights for 
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3D trips appear to be similar for the two flows. 
Although the actual values vary slightly from text to text, the critical values for 

transition tnppmg on a flat plate are of the order of RL. k = 200 for 2D trips and Rkk = 600 
for 3D trips, where these values refer to transition onset. 

Although, as has been discussed, the boundary layer can be tripped to cause 
transition at Reynolds number below the linear stability limit, a minimum Reynolds number 
exists for the turbulence created to be self sustaining. TIds Reynolds number, referred to 
here as the lower limit for transition tripping, represents a limit for stability to the larger 
disturbances introduced via the bypass mechanisms. 

On the attachment line, large trips, referred to as gross disturbances, are capable of 
causing turbulent spots at Reynolds numbers below this lower bound for transition tripping. 
Numerous authors, including Amal & Juillen('88), Poll, Cumpsty & HeadC69), Gaster('67) 
and Gregory & LoveC65) have examined this lower bound. Values of R for transition onset 
ranged from 223 to 260 but a value of approximately 250 is generally accepted. T'llis is 

equivalent to a value of Ra. = 254, which is considerably lower than the flat-plate value. 
It is widely accepted that the stability limit for the flat-plate boundary layer, of the 

order of Rg. = 400 - 500, also represents a lower bound for transition tripping of the 
boundary layer. 

For Reynolds number greater than the lower bound turbulent spots expand as they 
travel downstream while for Reynolds number below the limit the spots contract. Gaster 
studied the relative velocity of the leading and trailing edges of the turbulent spots on the 
attachment line. He confirmed that for large Reynolds numbers (R> 280) the leading edge 
moves faster than the trailing edge so that the spots expand, while below this critical speed 
they contract. Between values of R of 250 and 320, Amal & Juillen were able follow the 
movement of individual spots and calculate convection velocities of the upstream and 
downstream fronts of the spots. The velocities remain close to O. W. but the downstream 
fronts moves slightly faster resulting in the growth of the spots. 

For My turbulent flow the lower bound is slightly greater, with observed values of 
between 292 and 318. R= 300 is the accepted value, although Cumpsty & Head 
demonstrated that the fiffly turbulent law of the wall could not be applied until R= 374. 

For transition caused by gross disturbances, the mean flow is heavily distorted by 
the trip and the boundary layer retains a long memory of disturbances introduced. However, 
at large distances along the attachment line there is no distinction between disturbances 
introduced by a turbulent boundary layer and those introduced by a very large trip wire. 

In the case of attachment line contamination aU surfaces are smooth but the 
intersection ofthe wing and fuselage flows can constitute a source of gross disturbance for 
the developing attachment line flow on the wing. 
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2.3 INTERMITTENCY 

The intermittency factor, r, can be defined as the measure of the probability that the 
flow at a given point in the boundary layer wiff be ttubulent. IMus r is zero for laminar flow 

and unity for fully turbulent flow. During transition the turbulent intermittency must vary 
along the attachment line even, "hen R is fixed, Le. the completion of turbulence is always 
dependent on s. 

PoUC78) examined the intermittency distribution on the attachment line for various 
experimental configurations and showed that although R for transition onset is a fimction 

of d and s, the intermittency distribution could be represented by a single fimction if r was 
plotted against the normalised co-ordinates C, or C2, where both coordinates are functions 

of R as follows: 

R- Rr-o. 
5 

Rr-0.75 -Rr-0.25 

and 
R- RTransitiononset 

ý2 
Rr-0.75 - Rr. 

0.25 

Poll('83b) demonstrated that Narasimha! s('57) universal flat-plate intermittency 
distribution can also be applied to the attachment line boundary layer. T'hus Narasimha's 
distribution can be expressed as a fimction of both C, andC2 : 

I- EAP ( -0.412 (Cl + 1.3 fl 

and 
(2) I- FYP ( -0.412 2 

The above equations allow an estimation of the intermittency distribution given 
measured values of R at the three specific values of r. 

Poll('78) also developed an equation to estimate r for the specific condition of 
attachment fine transition due to gross contamination. The experimental data used to obtain 
this equation was very limited and Stewart('87), having obtained more extensive 
experimental data, altered the equation slightly to obtain the following : 
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The applicability of this equation is limited to measurement positions at greater than s/11 
2000 downstream of the gross disturbance source. 

Intermittency distributions from the present tests were compared with each of these 
universal distributions and the also with Poll's and Stewart's prediction for gross 
contamination. 

2.4 RELAMINARISAnON 

Relaminarisation was not investigated in the present tests, however the possibility 
of the flow from a turbulent attachment line relaminarising in the favourable, pressure 
gradient area downstream of the attachment line is an importani feature of leading edge 
flows. A brief review of previous tests is therefore presented. 

Ile relaninarisation of a turbulent boundary layer to the laminar state in regions of 
strong favourable, pressure gradients has been studied in detail and is a well established 
phenomenon in two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. Critical values of pressure 
gradient have been calculated for both two-dimensional and infinite swept wings. 

A review of relaminarisation criteria is presented in Pofl('78). Ilie relaminarisation 
parameter K=u. (dUJdx)/U. 2was defined for two-dimensional flows. When applied to the 
attachment line boundary layer and the possibility of relaminarisation in the favourable 

pressure gradient just downstream, this parameter is inversely proportional to the square 
of the leading edge similarity parameter R. Tlie critical value of K for 2D flow was given 
by BeasleyC73) as 5xlO-6, while Arnal et al('92) suggested 10 ' as a possible value for the 
beginning ofielaininarisation, but 5xlO' as the value required for complete relaminarisation. 
Arnal also assumed that the value for three-dimensional boundary layers would be of the 
same order if the velocity and its derivative were evaluated along the external streamline. 

By applying these expressions at the attachment line and considering the 
characteristics of the attachment line region, Poll('83a) derived the simple criteria of R< 
265 for relaminarisation downstream of the attachment line. It was therefore concluded that 
turbulence resulting from either attachment line contamination or cross-flow instability is 

unlikely to be relaniinarised in the strong favourable pressure gradient existing in the leading 
edge region. 

Other authors have determined that relaminarisation is possible in certain situations, 
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most important of these is a high-lift configuration. In this case a pronounced velocity peak 
is observed on the upper surface close to the leading edge. The acceleration parameter 
attains a very large value, larger than at the attachment line location. In his experiment 
Arnal et al('92) obtained a value of K of about 10' (double the required value) at the 
suction peak, with a high lift configuration. Arnars measurements were performed at the 
wall and he concluded that the relaminarisation was not necessarily complete up to the outer 
edge of the boundary layer. 

Both Hardy('88) and Bertelrud('83) also found evidence of relaminarisation of 
turbulent attachment line boundary layers in high lift configurations. 

Relarninarisation would be extremely unlikely to occur downstream of the 
attachment line on the present modeL 

2.5 CROSS-FLOW INSTABIL= 

Investigations of attachment line transition and cross-flow instability have in the past 
been closely linked. In fact attachment line transition was discovered while investigating 
cross-flow instability. In the present tests cross-flow instability is not investigated, however, 
it was necessary to briefly consider the possibility that cross-flow instability may affect the 
tests involving 3D trips positioned downstream of the attachment line. For this reason a 
brief review of cross-flow instability was performed. 

Cross-flow instability occurs downstream of the attachment line and is a 
consequence ofthe rapid acceleration of the flow in the chordwise direction. A combination 
ofthe spanwise flow and the accelerating chordwise flow, produces an imbalance between 
pressure forces and centrifugal forces within the boundary layer, in planes drawn parallel 
to the surface. The result is the formation of a velocity distribution in the direction normal 
to the local streamline direction at the edge of the boundary layer. This is the cross-flow 
velocity profile. It has a zero component at the wall and at the boundary layer edge, with 
a maximum at some intermediate position. Most importantly, the profile has a point of 
inflection between the locations of the maximum cross-flow velocity and the edge of the 
boundary layer. According to Rayleigh, the existence of an inflection point is a sufficient 
condition for flow instability in the limit of infinite Reynolds number (inviscid instability). 
In practise, the existence of an inflection point usually results in instability and subsequent 
transition to turbulence at very low Reynolds numbers. 

The existence of zero-frequency, stationary waves in the laminar flow is a 
characteristic feature of cross-flow instability. In experiments cross-flow instability is easily 
identifiable using visualisation techniques. Tlie cross-flow waves, which are actually co- 
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rotating vortices within the boundary layer, take the form of streamwise, streak lines. 'Ibese 

waves are amplified by the cross-flow instability. 

Many authors have studied cross-flow instability, including Hall et al('84), Poll, 
Arnal, Cumpsty & Head('67), Flores et al('91), Pfenninger & Groth('61b) etc. Owen & 
Randall('52) developed a cross-flow Reynolds number and a critical value above which 
cross-flow instability, in the absence of attachment fine transition, dominates the transition 
process. 
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3 INTRODUCTION TO MODEL. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND WIND TUNNEL. AND 
GENERAL PRELIMES"Y TESTS 

3.1 8'x6'WIND TUNNE 

The 8'x6' wind-tunnel is a closed working section, closed return tunnel with the 
following working section dimensions: 

Length 5.18m 
Width 2.43m 
Height 1.82m 

A diagram ofthe tunnel is presented in Fig 3.1. Ile tunnel speed range extends from 3msý' 

up to approximately 40nis7l (for the present model). The tunnel has a longitudinal 
turbulence intensity of 0.09% on the centre line at 40ms", while the flow velocity uniformity 
is: LO. 7% over 93% ofthe horizontal centre line and : Ll. 1% over 9 1% of the vertical centre 
fine. Flow angularity on the centre fine (for Q. =5- 60m! sý') was quoted as 0.25 " (yaw) and 
0.75 * (pitch). Finally, the static pressure gradient is negligible. 

The tunnel freestream turbulence was checked using a hot-wire probe, held on a 
large and steady strut in an otherwise empty test section. The raw hot-wire output was 
sampled at I OkIU for 10 seconds at a range of windspeeds. Ile sampled files of data were 
then reduced, using part of the 'Streamware' software* (see section 3.3.1. ) to give mean 
perturbation components, and the freestream. turbulence was calculated. Over the range of 
windspeeds used in this test, which was representative of the range to be used during the 
transition tests, the measured freestrearn turbulence remained at a fairly constant level 
slightly below the specified value given above (Le. slightly less than 0.09%). 

The windspeed during the tests was measured using the tunnel static rings, which 
are connected to a Fumess FCO 16 digital manometer that was calibrated by comparing the 
output to that from a Pitot-static probe positioned in the centre of the empty test section. 
Ile following linear relation was obtained: 

q. (NIO) = 10.88 x, &P (mmH20) 

where, &P is the Furness reading. 
This value was re-confirmed at a later date mid-way through the tests. 

*- StreamWare Version LOOD, by Dantec MT 
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3.2 SWEPT CYLINDER MODE 

3.2.1 MODEL DESI 

The model is a swept, faired cylinder of span 2.6m and chord 0.68m. Fig 3.2 shows 
a sketch of the model and it's dimensions. Initially the model was built in two spanwise 
sections (1.6m lower & I. Orn upper). This allowed the model to also be used in Cranfield's 
8'x4' Tunnel, where the effects of medium and high levels of freestream, turbulence were 
investigated (for details of 8A' Tunnel, see chapter 7). The leading edge radius is 0.17m 
and the thickness/chord ratio is 0.5. The design sweep is 60% however the model is 

mounted on a pivot that aHows, a sweep range of 55"- 72 *. 

h" tests examining transition onset, without any trips present, indicated that there 

was a problem with the model in the leading edge tip region. It appeared that the moders 
base plate, added to protect the sharp leading edge, was leading to the presence of a 
separation bubble. This problem was more evident at higher sweep angles and was at a 
minimum at the design sweep. The separation bubble problem appeared to be confirmed 
when the hot-wire probe was positioned near the leading edge tip and turbulent spots were 
detected at low Reynolds numbers. 

The moders leading edge tip was reshaped by the addition of a bulbous nose. This 

gave a smooth attachment point and was blended into the rest of the model to ensure that 

no steps had been introduced. Further transition detection tests with no trips present yielded 
transition onset Reynolds number of the same order as Polrs(178) results. It was therefore 

assumed that the bulbous nose had corrected the leading edge tip problem. 

For pressure measurements, the model is equipped with three sets of static pressure 
taps with each set consisting of 46 taps between ±1* and ±110*. The three sets of taps are 
positioned along the span at 0.90m, 1.40m and 2.00m from the leading edge tip. 

Elsenaar('90) expressed concerns over transition tripping by the model static 
pressure taps, due to inflow and outflow of air from the tap tubing. Authors examining 
suction and blowing have likened the holes to 3D trips of a size dependent on the size of 
the hole and the suction velocity. Elsenaar recommended a maximum hole size of 0.25mm, 

although this value referred to a 2D aerofoiL 
The pressure taps on the present model are greater than 0.25mm- Ile possibUity 

that the taps may influence transition was therefore examined during the initial tests. Several 
hot-YAre locations along the attachment line were used with the upstream location upstream 
of the pressure taps. At various sweeps with no trips present, the transition onset Reynolds 
numbers from this upstream location were compared with values obtained from 
extrapolation of results from the hot-wire locations downstream of the static taps. Good 
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agreement was obtained and the pressure taps are not, therefore, thought to represent a 
problem with regards to the flow stability. 

3.2.2 MODEL MOUNTIN 

The model was mounted on a pivoting block, positioned on the tunnel floor 
upstream of the centre of the test section. The actual pivot is 160mm above the floor so that 
at the design sweep of 60* the leading edge tip is 250mm above the tunnel floor. At the 

sweep, where the leading edge tip is closest to the floor, it was still considered 
to be safely outside the tunnel floor boundary layer. Ile rear of the model sat on a block 

of appropriate size for the sweep angle and the top of the model was held tight using wire 
and turnbuckles. This set-up allowed easy fine tuning of the model alignment and in 

conjunction with the moders weight kept model vibration to a minimum. Poll('78) used a 
similar configuration. 

Initial tests indicated that slight model vibration was present at the lower sweep 
angles with the higher windspeeds. With the greater windspeeds required for transition at 
smaller sweep angles, it was perhaps unsurprising that problems with model vibration 
increased as the sweep was reduced. Transition onset results for zero and very small trips 
clearly demonstrated the effect of the vibration, with values of R smaller at smaller sweep 
angles. Ile effect therefore presented itself as a sweep effect. Ile fact that even with zero 
trip and minimum sweep the vibration was onlyjust detectable, by observing the trailing 
edge tip, suggested that this may only be a problem at higher windspeed. Supporting this 
was the absence of the apparent sweep effect with medium and even small trips. Since the 
vast majority of the work was performed at low enough windspeeds to avoid vibration, it 
was decided to proceed with the existing set-up. For the case of zero and very small trips, 
the results obtained with the maximum sweep agreed with Poll's results, suggesting again 
that at higher sweep there is no effective model vibration. The low values of R at lower 
sweep angles with zero and very small trips were therefore neglected (though they win be 
required in the turbulence spreading tests in chapter 5). 

The apparent sweep effect with very small trips was observed while using both 2D 
and 3D trips. 

3.2.3 MODEL ALIGNMENT AND ATTACHMENT LINE 
POSMON 

Ilie attachment line was marked on the model using a felt-tip marker pen such that 
it did not affect the model surface in any way. Each of the ±I" static taps were used as 
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references and the attachment line was marked midway between each pair. A large rule was 
then used and the attachment fine was drawn. The reference positions for trips and hot-wire 
locations were also marked on the surface. Subsequent pressure distribution tests, where 
the attachment line position can be identified as the point where Cp achieves a maximum, 
and checks on accuracy requirements (where the change in transition onset conditions due 
to 3D trips and/or the hot-wire being slightly off the attachment line were found to be 

negligible) suggested that the fine marked in this way was entirely satisfactory. 
During the actual tests the model sweep angle was changed very often and it was 

felt that it was too time consuming to check the model pressure distribution to ensure model 
alignment after each alteration. Instead, each time the model was inserted into the tunnel 
at the start of session the model alignment was checked and a reference position marked on 
the floor (this was necessary due to the fact that the floorboards were removable and their 
positions could alter very slightly from previous sessions). This reference position was then 
used with a plumbline from the model trailing edge to check the alignment for each test. 
From preliminary tests, where the pressure distribution was routinely checked after each 
change in sweep, the plumbline proved satisfactory. Despite this, a brief test was performed 
using a medium 3D trip to check the affect of model alignment. At a sweep angle of 66", 
after first burst conditions had been obtained, the rear of the model was moved laterally by 

approximately 5mm. (using the tumbuckles). Transition onset was re-examined, and the 
value of R for transition onset was found to be within 1% of the original value. T'hus it 

appears that even very large errors in alignment have little effect on the transition Reynolds 
number for the present model and experimental set-up. 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1 HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETRY 

Ile transition detection tests were performed using a Dantec, 90CIO hot-wire 

anemometer with a ID straight-pronged TSI hot-wire (due to availability). The Dantec 
anemometer was controlled using Dantec's'Streamware' software on a Dell 486 PC. Ile 
hot-wire probe was inserted in a short probe holder which was held in a cradle at an angle 
of 20* to the model suffice. Ile probe holder could be moved through the cradle in order 
to adjust the hot-wire probe height, while the cradle sat on the model surface held by 

adhesive tape. The hot-wire anemometer output, which remained uncalibrated, was fed into 

a root-mean-square (RMS) meter, the range of which was kept at a constant value 
appropriate for the whole transition region, with peak values of the RMS voltage, V, 
about mid-scale on the meter. 'Me RMS meter output was observed on an oscilloscope. A 
scopadaptor was used to obtain a time base for the oscilloscope of I sec/div and a sensitivity 
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of 0. IV/div. 

Transition onset was easily observable as the appearance of turbulent bursts was 
usually very clear. In a few cases the turbulent bursts were quite small (this was more of a 
problem in the 8'x4'tunnel) but transition onset was taken to be the condition where, on 
average, I clear burst of turbulence occurred approximately every 15 seconds, as defined 
by Pot It should be noted however that in some cases transition onset is quite sudden and 
only a very small increase in windspeed is required to move from no spots to numerous 
spots. This is particularly true for medium and large trips. in fact, for the largest trip this 
change in windspeed can be too small to alter the actual Furness reading for windspeed. For 

small and zero trips transition onset is more gradual and large changes in windspeed only 
increases the rate of turbulent spots slightly, for example with one set-up an increase in R 

from 515 to 560 resulted in an increase in the rate of turbulent bursts from I every 15 

seconds to I every 5 seconds. 
The fully turbulent signal was more difficult to define. Obviously complete 

turbulence should refer to the minimum conditions at which laminar spots disappear, 
however this is not easily observed. Poll & Paisley('85) also expressed difficulty in defuýng 
a fidly turbulent signal and concluded that a simple visual examination of a fluctuating signal 
is insufficient when dealing with essentially turbulent flows. However, in the absence of a 
viable alternative, it was decided to proceed with determination of fiffly turbulent conditions 
by observing the RMS output on an oscilloscope. Ile fully turbulent RMS signal should 
be similar in appearance to the laminar signal. This could be easily obtained in the case of 
small and zero trips but with larger trips small peaks (possibly laminar spots) were difficult 
to exclude entirely, even at very high windspeeds. Complete turbulence was therefore 
accepted as a roughly'laminar-like' signal where small peaks were not treated as laminar 
spots -, ie. only large and obvious laminar spots led to the windspeed being increased again. 
In some tests the mean value of V. appeared to continue decreasing (though only very 
slightly) with finther increases in windspeed after conditions for complete turbulence had 
been recorded. 

Thus the complete transition region, as observed using the RMS output, can be 
described as follows: with increasing Reynolds number, the appearance of turbulent spots 
is followed by a steady increase in the rate of these spots, as the spots begin to merge the 
RMS signal becomes smoother (since Vm. no longer returns to zero after each spot) and 
eventually can attain quite a smooth signal not much rougher than the laminar signal. Ile 
mean value of V. reaches a peak at this point and then begins to decrease as lanlinar spots 
appear, resulting in a loss ofthe smooth signal. Ile laminar spots appear relatively quickly 
and then slowly decrease in frequency until the flow is fiffly turbulent resulting in a fairly 
smooth signal and V,,,. reaches a minimum (but still greater than the laminar value). 

T'his change in V,. is due to the rapid increase in amplitude of turbulence to a 
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I maximum value, at the point where the intermittency is approximately 0.5, and the 

subsequent reduction in the amplitude of turbulent fluctuations as fiffly turbulent flow is 

approached. 
Observation of the Taw hot-wire signal would simply show an increase in the rate 

of generation of turbulent spots leading to merging of spots until eventually the laminar 
regions between them disappear and the signal is fiffly turbulent. 

A comparison between results obtained by observing the RMS meter output and the 
raw hot-wire output, showed that the results for transition onset were identical and, with 
the RMS meter range at the range used during tests, the size of turbulent spots was similar. 
Conditions for complete turbulence were, in general, also similar. 

Depending on the experimental set-up, the extent of the transition region can vary 
and different parts can pass unobserved. Thus the calm signal at peak V,. was often too 
short to be noticed. It appeared that the calm signal was more difficult to observe with the 
hot-wire closer to the trip. In addition, the fully turbulent signal appeared rougher with the 
hot-wire nearer the trip, perhaps further downstream the turbulent boundary layer was 
better developed. 

The Dantec anemometer was also used to sample the hot-wire signal. Via the 
'Streamware' software on the Dell 486, the Dantec could be set up to sample the signal at 
a specified frequency for a specified duration. Each run was started manually and the data 

was stored on the Deffs hard-drive in a format useable only with the 'Streamware! software. 
These files could then either be exported as an ASCII file (American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange) or used as an input to various fimctions within the'Streamware' 
software. Two sample frequencies were used and in each case it was the uncalibrated, raw 
hot-wire output which was sampled. 

For frequency spectra, data was sampled at 14kHz for 10 seconds. This was 
performed for transition onset and completion conditions for several experimental set-ups 
which covered each region oftheR vs d/ij graph for each block of tests. Ile sampled data 

was then input into 'Streamware's' own frequency spectra program and the resulting graph 
printed as a hard copy (file sizes made storage of files on disk problematic). 

For calculation of the intermittency distribution, data was sampled at 2kHz for 20 

seconds. This was performed at several points across the transition region for several 
experimental set-ups covering each region of the R vs d/ij graph for each block of tests. 
The intermittency data was exported as CSV files (Comma Separated Values) and were 
then input into a program written to calculate the intermittency factor for each file. Details 
of the program and equations used are given in Appendix B. Briefly, this program worked 
by calculating the second derivative of the hot-wire output (with respect to time), the value 
of which was then compared to a specified value equal to the maximum derivative observed 
in laminar flow. If the derivative was greater then that particular period of time was 
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declared turbulent, if the derivative was less it was declared laminar. By totalling up all the 
turbulent regions of time the intermittency factor was obtained. 

3.3.2 CHECKS ON HOT-WIRE INSTRUMENTS 

A few brief initiA tests were pmformed to check the effects of instnunent sensitivity 
and the possibility that the hot-wire cradle assembly may cause intrusion effects. 

A test was performed with an older anemometer (a DISA 55M anemometer) and 
the signal appearance compared with that from the Dantec. It was observed in the check 
that turbulent bursts were smaller in amplitude and background fluctuations were greater 
for the DISA. This led to the turbulent bursts being more difficult to identify and having a 
different appearance - more of an increase and then slow decrease of turbulence than a 
single burst of turbulence. Perhaps as a result of this, transition onset Reynolds numbers 
obtained were about 8% greater. It appears that the Dantec anemometer is, in some way, 
more sensitive to the disturbances. The difficulty in identifying turbulent spots with the 
DISA anemometer also leads to the conclusion the Dantec also produces the more accurate 
results. 

The effect of the RMS meter was also investigated using the Dantec anemometer. 
Transition onset conditions with various trip sizes were observed with the RMS meter range 
set to 30mV, IOOmV, 300mV and IV. For some tests the smallest RMS range led to 
overloading while in others the turbulent bursts were too small to be distinguished when 
V. was at IV. In all cases, a smaller RMS range led to lower transition onset Reynolds 
numbers although it should be noted that typical changes in R were only of the order of 3- 
5 (ie. about 1%), although in a few tests with very small or zero trips larger decreases were 
obtained. The 300mV range was chosen since this gave a range suitable for the whole 
transition region. 

The observed oscilloscope signal could also be altered by changing the sensitivity 
of the scopadaptor. Although a final value of 0.1 V/div was settled on, a brief test indicated 
that altering the scopadaptor sensitivity could have a similar effect to altering the RMS 
range. 

In conclusion, it appeared that small disturbances, observable at Reynolds numbers 
below first burst conditions, could take on the appearance of turbulent spots with increased 
instrment sensitivity. Ilerefore, only turbulent spots which were evident (and whose shape 
was evident) with the defined instrumentation sensitivity were regarded as true turbulent 
spots. Small blips in the signal which took on the appearance of a turbulent spots only when 
the instrumentation sensitivity was increased were assumed to be either laminar disturbances 
or turbulent spots in the very early stages of development. In order to obtain a consistent 
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and repeatable definition of transition onset these blips were disregarded. 
For the fidly turbulent signal, any increase in sensitivity made the signal appear 

rougher. 

In order to check that the probe holder/cradle assembly did not affect the flow at I 
the hot-wire probe position, the model static pressure at I* off the attachment line was 
measured at a range of windspeeds. The probe was then placed immediately downstream 

of the tap and the static pressure re-measured. T11e static pressure in each case was 
identical, it was therefore concluded that the probe holder/cradle had a negligible effect on 
the flow at the probe location. 

During the tests it was necessary to frequently move the hot-wire probe and since 
the surface is not completely flat (to scale discussed here as 10's of pm) the probe height 

varied slightly when relocated. It was also decided that to help ensure the safety of the 
probe it would be better to move the probe away from the surface within the cradle before 

moving the actual cradle. It was therefore necessary to check the effect of the probe height. 
11is was investigated using several experimental set-ups over a few sessions. In each test 
the transition onset and completion conditions were examined while varying the hot-wire 

probe height over a small range (though greater than the range which may occur during 

actual tests where the probe is moved to different spanwise locations). 
In each case no detectable changes in the results were found although the magnitude 

ofthe turbulent spots varied very slightly, first increasing as the probe height increased and 
then, when the probe was higher than used in any tests, decreasing. This variation in the 
magnitude of the turbulent spots is not surprising, it is well known that measured 
intermittency varies with the position within the boundary layer. Cump sty & Head(169) also 
observed a change in length of turbulent spots at different heights within the attachment line 
boundary layer. In addition, one of their tests produced a situation where a fiffly turbulent 
boundary layer was observed with the hot-wire in the centre of the boundary layer, while 
some areas ofnon-turbulent flow were observed both towards the surface and towards the 
edge of the boundary layer. In Cumpsty & Head! s tests, however, the change in hot-wire 
height was far greater than used in these preliminary tests, which were greater than the 
unintentional variations during the actual tests. Since the observed variations were very 
small, errors in measured intermittency should also be very small. It was, therefore, decided 
that it was sufficient to usejust the operator's judgement (Le. naked eye) in positioning the 
probe as close to surface as possible without risking damage to the probe. 

It was estimated that the probe height was maintained at a height of between 
0.25mm and 0.4mm 
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3.3.3 OTHER INSTRUMENTATI 

The pressure distribution was measured at the first and third set of static taps (Le. 
0.9m & 2.0m). Only two sets of taps were used due to restrictions in instrumentation and 
number of channels available. The taps were connected via scanivalves to the total ports of 
two ±0.5psi pressure transducers that were previously calibrated using a Druck pressure 
calibrator. The tunnel static rings were connected to the static ports of the transducers, thus 
providing a freestream. static pressure which was later corrected to the freestream static 
pressure in the test section in the presence ofthe model (Le. for static pressure gradient and 
blockage). Ile transducer output was filtered through a low-pass bandwidth filter (to 

remove noise) within Dana amplifiers (with gain = 1) and then input to an ADC (Analogue 

to Digital Converter). 'Ihe ADC output was sampled using a microcomputer (typically 200 

=Vles for the zeroes and 50 samples for each port) and the average voltage for each port 
was stored in an ASCH file. 

Velocity profiles were measured using a traversable flattened Pitot probe. This 
consisted of a probe holder mounted on'sW, the Pitot probe could then be moved through 
the holder, at an angle of 27 * to the model surface, by turning a control nut. The external 
dimensions of the inlet of the Pitot probe are 1.67mm wide and 0.23mm thick. Tle probe 
holder was taped securely to the sufface of the model. It should be noted that due to the 
very slight fleýdbility in the ski legs the angle to the model may have been altered slightly 
during application of the base and may have also allowed a very slight movement during 
tests. Great care was taken to ensure that the probe was always parallel to the surface. The 
control nut moves the probe 0.66mm per full revolution of the nut, at the angle of 27* to 
the surface. Thus the vertical movement of the probe is 0.3mm per full revolution of the 
control nut. Accurate measurement of the probe height therefore required that the initial 
height be known accurately. 

During the tests, the initial height involved the probe being in contact with the 
surface. Care was taken to insure that the probe was onlyjust in contact. This was checked 
by lightly tapping on the head and watching for any deflection and was also checked at the 
end of each set of tests by lowering the probe by the same number of control nut 
revolutions to verify that the probe returned to the surface. Any error at this point was 

... sed by averaging the reference zeros from the start and end of the test. Typical 
differences in number of revolution to return the probe to the surface were between 0 and 
'/3, equal to 0. Imm 

The dynamic pressure was measured at a range of windspeeds for each probe height. 
Measurements were made using one of the ±0.5psi pressure transducers, with the output 
being read on a DVM (Digital VoItMeter). The Pitot probe was connected to the total port 
ofthe transducer while the nearest available model static tap was generally connected to the 
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static port. The probe was usually used in positions on the model suitable for use with a 
model tap without causing possible intrusion effects at the tap. During these tests the 
transducer was positioned inside the model and the tube connecting the probe gained access 
through one of the access hatches. For these tests a special hatch cover was made which 
allow the tube to pass at the comer. 

Atmospheric conditions were measured using the tunners thermometer probe and 
a barometer. 

Model sweep angle was measured using an inclinometer. 

3.4 PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS 

3.4.1. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND 
AWACHMENT LINE PRESSURE GRAD 

The model pressure distribution was measured at two speeds for each of the 
working sweep angJes(Le. 55*, 60*, 65* and 70*). Examples of the distributions obtained 
are presented in Fig 3.3. From these plots the measured distribution could be checked 
against the theoretical distribution. This is particularly important since il is calculated from 
the theoretical value. 

As described in Appendix C, the measured model pressure distributions, without 
correction for model blockage or flow angularity, were used in conjunction with the 
measured values of static pressure at the attachment he, in order to estimate the model 
blockage correction factors and the effective sweep angle. With these corrections applied 
the measured pressure distribution, as shown in Fig 3.3, matches very closely the theoretical 
pressure distribution. Ile same corrections also led to good matching between measured 
and calculated value of V., where the measured values of V. were obtained from the Pitot 
probe used in the velocity profile measurements. It can therefore be assumed that the 

lified equations for R and il (which depend on the theoretical pressure distribution) 
give accurate values, provided the correction for blockage and sweep angle are applied. 
Using the measured pressure distributions and static pressure on the attachment line, 
estimated errors in V. and dU/dx, calculated assuming the theoretical pressure distribution, 
are generally of the order of 1%. The slightly larger error in V. at lower windspeeds 
suggests that this error may be closer to 3% at small Reynolds numbers, an error 
comparable to that experienced by Poll('78) during his swept cylinder tests. 

The attachment line pressure gradient was also obtained from the pressure 
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distribution tests. A direct measurement of the pressure difference, between the I* ports 
at the first and third set of model static taps, was considered. However, it was felt that since 
only one port from each set of taps would be used, the error in Ap would be greater than 
that from the pressure distribution measurement, where several values on either side of the 
attachment line are used to obtain the Cp on the actual attachment line. From the plots of 
pressure distribution it can be seen the attachment line pressure gradient is only of the order 
of -0.3% of the freestream dynamic pressure. This compares favourably with the model 
used by PoW78) which had a gradient of +2.9%, while Cumpsty & Head(69) disregarded 
an even larger pressure gradient as having negligible effects. 

3.4.2 VELOCITY PROFILES 

Ile laminar velocity profiles were measured at several positions on the model at 
several sweep angles, using the traversable flattened Pitot probe mentioned earlier. This was 
done primarily to check the measured profile against the theoretical profile and thus verify 
the validity of the relations between -n and 6,6* and 0 expressed in chapter 1. Ile 
corrections for viscous effects and wall displacement effects are detailed in Appendix D. 

Initial plots of the laminar velocity profiles showed some slight scatter and appeared 
to confirm the initial concern over the accuracy of the probe/cradle assembly. However, the 
scatter was consistent, i. e. profiles from various tests were of consistent shape but were 
displaced vertically by various amounts. 'It therefore appeared that the scatter was due to 
the assumed initial height of the probe. It was mentioned above that differences of up to 
0. Imm in the apparent reference height at the start and the end of the tests were observed. 
This however fails to account for the possibility that, despite the care taken to insure that 
the probe was onlyjust in contact with the surface, the probe may have been lowered too 
far and While in contact with the sufface had actually deflected slightly. This would lead to 
all subsequent measurement heights being slightly lower than dictated. This problem was 
recognised at the time ofthe tests but, given the initial doubt over the whole instrument, the 
method used was deemed to be at least as accurate as the rest of the instrument's operation 
and was sufficient for the results required. 'Me laminar velocity profiles were therefore 
corrected for initial probe height by translating each profile vertically to obtain a best match 
with the theoretical profile. Since, for each profile, each point was translated by the same 
distance any differences in the shape of the measured profiles and the theoretical profile 
would stiff be present. " 

Fig 3.4 shows the velocity profiles measured on the attachment line at various 
Reynolds numbers and corrected for the initial probe height. These profiles were obtained 
just downstream of the first set of model static taps at sweep angles of 55*, 60 * and 70 *. 
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Ile calculated profile from Rosenhead('63) is also presented. The measured profiles and 
the theoretical profile show very good agreement. From the measured values no sweep or 
Reynolds number effect could be observed. This agrees with Cumpsty & Head('67&69), 
who studied the attachment line boundary layer in detail and showed that for the laminar 
attachment line boundary layer the velocity profiles, with the coordinate normal to the 
surface suitably transformed, is independent of C* (= R2). Similar behaviour is observed 
with the Blasius solution for the flat-plate boundary layer which, expressed in suitable non- 
dimensional terms, is also independent of Reynolds number. 

Accurate estimation of the boundary layer thickness from measured profiles remains 
a problem due to the thinness of the boundary layer. However the similarity between the 
measured and theoretical velocity profiles show that the values of 6 (and indeed 6' and 0) 
in terms of il, obtained from the theoretical profile and quoted in chapter 1, may be used. 

Laminar velocity profiles were also measured just downstream of the third set of 
model static taps at sweep angles of 55 * and 70 * and similarly good agreement with the 
theoretical profile was obtained. This suggests that the asymptotic assumption is verified. 

Velocity profiles parallel to the attachment line were also measured at points 
downstream of the attachment line, although it is wen documented that the non- 
dimensionalised spanwise velocity profiles, in the vicinity of the leading edge of an infinite 
swept wing, are independent of x and y. Examples of the measured profiles, obtainedjust 
downstream of the first set of static taps at sweep angles of 55* and 70% are presented in 
Fig 3.5 with the theoretical attachment line velocity profile. Each profile is non- 
dimensionalised using V. and il on at the attachment line. The main purpose of these 
measurements was to check on boundary layer growth, an estimate of which was required 
for later tests involving trips positioned downstream of the attachment line. Tlie similarity 
between profiles measured at various distances from the attachment line suggest no 
.. cant boundary layer growth occurs within the range of the tests. This may be different 

from the situation on an actual wing, Flores et al('9 1) commented on the thinness of the 
attachment line boundary layer compared to further downstream. 

Finally, turbulent velocity profiles were measured at various sweep angles and 
Reynolds numbers. The boundary layer was tripped using a large trip to ensure fully 
turbulent flow. The Pitot probe was then positioned well downstream of the trip to ensure 
that the boundary layer had indeed taken on turbulent characteristics. Without a theoretical 
profile for comparison, the correction for initial probe height were obviously more difficult 
to apply. For the profiles presented in Fig 3.6, two sweep angles were used which allowed 
matching ofprofiles at IL = 425 from the two sweeps. The minimum correction was applied 
to one of the profiles and this was then used to obtain a best guess for corrections to the 
other profiles in the graph. As stated by Cumpsty & Head('67), the turbulent attachment line 
velocity profiles, and thus the various boundary layer characteristics, are fimctions of R. 
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This is simila to turbulent flat-plate flow behaviour. As with the laminar profiles, no sweep 
effect was noticeable. 

3.4.3 BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT LEN 

From Poll('78) it was calculated that the fiffly developed boundary layer (i. e. 
distance from leading edge tip to asymptotic conditions) was obtained at the point where 
shl was of similar magnitude to R. In the worst test case this gave a length of 0.25m. 
Despite this calculation, a brief test was performed to check that the trip was not in a 
developing boundary layer thus leading to premature transition. Ile trip and hot-wire were 
moved 200mm downstream and transition onset compared with values for the original 
positions. Tests were performed at each sweep angle using a medium 3D trip. With this trip 
any change in dAl would result in a large change in R, however no significant change in the 
transition onset Reynolds numbers were observed. The trip location used can therefore 
safely be assumed to be within the fiffly developed asymptotic boundary layer. 

3.4.4 
-TEMPERATURE 

EFFECTS 

During tests with no trip or the very smaHest trips, it was observed that the 
transition onset Reynolds number appeared to increase slightly as the air in the tunnel 
increased in temperature, as occurred when the tunnel was run at high speeds for'long 
durations. 

It was frequently observed for experiments with small or no trips, that turbulent 
bursts could be detected at relatively low windspeeds while (or shortly after) the velocity 
was increasing (or decreasing). When the flow was left to settle these turbulent bursts 
would fairly quickly die away. However, in situations where the tunnel air temperature at 
the start of the test was low, turbulent bursts could be detected at even lower windspeeds 
and took longer to die away. At higher velocities the turbulent spots took a lot longer to 
die out (in some cases as much as three minutes). During tests where the tunnel air was 
already warm, the early non-sustainable turbulent spots were less evident. Tlius it appears 
that two separate effects result in premature appearance of turbulent spots which cannot be 
sustained ; flow acceleration where the spots die out quickly after the flow settles and low 
air temperature where the spots die out slowly as the air temperature increases. 

Lasseigne, et al('92) studied the effects of temperature on instabilities within the 
attachment line boundary layer. He concluded that a small amount of cooling of the surface 
had a significant stabilising effect on the streamwise disturbances provided the instability 
was due to viscous effects (there was little influence on instabilities due an inflection point). 
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Presumably an increase in the air temperature will have a similar effect since it is the 
temperature difference which induces density variations and causes a change in the mean 
flow. This supports the observed temperature effects. 

Some tests performed in very cold conditions (during winter on a day when the 
building was unheated) produced slightly lower values for transition onset Reynolds number 
with a larger range of 2D trips including some medium trips. 

Henninger & Bacon('69) also experienced some experimental scatter due to 
temperature fluctuations in the tunnel under different atmospheric conditions. However, 
they obtained higher transition Reynolds numbers when the temperature was lower and the 
weather was cloudy and overcast. 

In conclusion, a great deal of care was taken during each test to insure that the flow 
was fidly settled and the turbulent spots were sustainable before the conditions for transition 
onset were recorded. Ile first appearance of the turbulent spots could occur at values of 
R as much as 10% below the accepted value for transition onset (Le. AR ts 60). 
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4 AITACIEVIEME LINE TRANSITION EKrMTED BY 
2D TRIPS 

Attachment line transition initiated by 2D trip wires was comprehensively 
investigated by Poll and reported on in a series of papers (Poll' 78 - Poff 92). T'he In 
purpose of repeating these tests is to verify the validity of both the model and the 
instrumentation by checking results against those of Poll. Similar results, while validating 
the model, will also support Poll's results, particularly with respect to the'kink in the R vs 
dAl graph. The results with 2D trips were also required for comparison with attachment line 

transition due to 3D trips and for the investigation into the effect of freestream turbulence. 

4.1 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Many authors have studied transition initiated by two-dimensional trip wires on flat 

plates and this includes nearly all of the work examining the processes by which 2D trips 
cause transition. Ilese investigations include Gibbings et al('86a), YJebanoff & 
Tidstrom('72), Morkovin('69&89) and Tani('6 1). The bulk of the work studying tripping 
of the attachment line boundary layer has been done by Cumpsty & Head('69) and Poll('78) 
using the same faired swept cylinder. 

From the investigations using flat plates a good understanding of the flow around 
2D trip wires and the subsequent tripping of boundary layer transition has been gained. 

Provided the trip wire is not too large, the flow will separate from the trip wire and 
reattach to the model surface at some distance downstream creating a closed separation 
bubble, consisting mainly of a single large eddy. The separated inflectional velocity profile 
created by small trips has a very low critical Reynolds numbers. Ille small amplitude 
disturbances present in the freestream may therefore be amplified at Reynolds number 
where the upstream attached boundary layer was stable to the small disturbances. T'he 
degree of ampfification depends on the local shear layer Reynolds number, the strearnwise 
distance to the reattachment point and the local disturbance level (boundary layer receptivity 
to sound and turbulence is very efficient at the trip). Provided these amplified disturbances 
have achieved a certain magnitude within the separated region, given by Fasel as 1% of the 
freestream. velocity, they maybe amplified fiu-ther as they are convected downstream. This 

may occur at Reynolds numbers below the linear stability limit, eventually leading to 
breakdown and the formation of turbulent spots. 

With a larger trip size the amplification by the free shear layer may be sufficient to 

cause breakdown to turbulent spots prior to reattachment of the flow downstream of the 
trip or, alternatively, eddies may be shed from the wire in the form of a Karman Street. 
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The position ofthe reattachment point ofthe separation bubble varies with both the 
boundary layer state at reattachment and the trip diameter. Gibbings et al('86a) 
demonstrated that an asymptotic value for the distance to reattachment of about 10 trip 
diameters is approached as the trip size increases and the flow becomes fiffly turbulent at 
reattachment. For some distance downstream of the reattachment point a distorted 
boundary layer velocity profile exists. Ilie profile gradually returns to an undistorted state 
at the 'recovery position!. 

Poll('78) contains a hirly complete study of attachment line transition due to a large 

range of 2D trip sizes. Figs 4.1 and 4.2 present his results as graphs of R vs dAl for 

transition onset and completion. Poll split these graphs into four regions each governed by 

a different transition process. A brief summary of the diffierent transition processes present 
is given below. 

For zero or very mmH trips (d/il < 0.8), the trips have no influence on the conditions 
for the appearance ofturbulent spots. Transition is therefore indistinguishable from natural 
transition (as described in section 2.1) and linearised, theory is still valid. A minimum critical 
Reynolds number is required for the packets of Tollmein-Schlichting waves, initiated by 
small disturbances in the freestream, to amplify as they travel along the attachment line 
before eventually reaching some threshold condition beyond which they break down to form 
turbulent spots. This critical Reynolds number is referred to as the upper bound for 
boundary layer tripping and for the attachment fine boundary layer has a value of about R 

= 600. This value also represents the upper bound for transition completion. 
R= 600 is the accepted value here. Poll reported a value of 570 in earlier papers 

and 600 in later papers. Hall & MacKeffefl('88) gave a value of 583 and Cumpsty & 
Heag69) gave 606. Pfenninger & Bacon('69) detected high frequency (regular sinusoidal) 
oscillations at R= 562 leading to transition onset at R= 624 at the most downstream of 
the measuring stations, a lower value may therefore have been obtained as the spanwise 
distance tends to infinity - giving the upper limit. 

With greater Reynolds number the amplification of disturbances increases and the 
transition front moves upstream Thus transition onset is dependent on R and shl. 

At finite sAj, changes ink from transition onset to a fully turbulent boundary layer 
(at the same spanwise location) were given by Hardy('88) as around 80. 

The maximum value of dAl = 0.8, bounding this region, represents a criterion for 
the ma)dnxun tolerable roughness height. For values of d/ij greater than this limiting height 
the transition location is determined by disturbances introduced at the wire. 

With small trips wires (0.8 < dAl < 1.6) disturbances from the trip dominate the 
transition process and the value ofR for transition fies between 400 and 600. Ile trip wire 
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introduces a small disturbance that is still essentially laminar although no packets of 
Tollmein-Schlichting waves were observed by Poll. Instead, isolated perturbations were 
observed travelling along the attachment line. Thus the free shear layer produced by the trip 
remains laminar to attachment whilst providing disturbance levels which are sufficiently 
large to undergo non-linear anq)lification and consequently produce transition in the quoted 
range ofR. Poll suggested that a laminar vortex was being shed from the trip wire and this 
undergoes some form of amplification or three-dimensional stretching before breaking down 
to form turbulent spots. Ile turbulent spots form initially at a large distance downstream 
ofthe trip, but as the trip size, or R, increases the transition front moves upstream towards 
the trip. 'Mus transition onset is dependent on R, dAl and shl. 

With medium trip wires (1.6 < dAl < 2.0), the trip dominates the transition process 
for values of R lying between 250 and 400. The trip wire diameters are now sufficiently 
large so that the turbulent bursts originate at the trip wire, Le. the shear layer undergoes 
transition to turbulence prior to reattachment at the, wall. Ile turbulent spots then 
propagate indefinitely along the span with transition onset observed at all spanwise stations 
at the same value of R. Thus transition onset is mainly dependent on R and MI. Fig 4.1 
from Poll('78) suggests a very small dependence on sAj although the present results suggest 
no dependence (see Fig 4.8). Transition completion, however, remains dependent on shl 
due to the dependence of spot growth rate on R and thus the variation in intermittency with 
spanwise position. 

The change in the transition process from the smaller trips results in a discontinuity 
in the relation between R and dAj. This is clearly seen as a kink on the R vs dAl graph. 

With large trip wires (dAl > 2.0) turbulent spots again originate within the free shear 
layer immediately downstream of the trip. In this case, however, the turbulent spots may 
be produced at much lower Reynolds numbers and if R is below 250 the turbulent spots 
decay and eventually disappear at some point downstream A value of R= 25 0 is therefore 
accepted as representing a lower Emit for the indefinite propagation of turbulence along the 
attachment line, Le. the minimum. Reynolds number at which turbulent spots can sustain 
themselves by the generation of an adequate turbulence production rate. Pon also concluded 
that the same value represents a critical value for relaminarisation and, in the case of a 
turbulent boundary layer upstream, there is no laminar flow at any point on the attachment 
fine before conditions drop below the critical level. It therefore appears that, for Rk < 250, 
the lamina layer is stable to those dimubances whose amplitudes are typical of those found 
in turbulent flows. 

For a fully turbulent boundary layer, Poll determined a lower limit for transition 
tripping of R= 300. 

These values for the lower Emit for transition onset and completion are approximate 
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values taken from the results of a whole series of tests. Poll obtained values of R in the 
range 245 to 260 for transition onset and 292 to 300 for fidly turbulent flow. 
Pfenninger('65) obtained values of R in the range 225 to 260 for transition onset and R in 
the range 260 to 272 for a My turbulent attachment line. Cump sty & Head('69), also using 
trip wires, obtained values of 245 for transition onset and 283 for fully turbulent flow. Arnal 
etaIC92) used two models and obtained lower bounds for transition onset of R =258J: 18 
and R= 251±11, while complete turbulence was obtained at R= 309±12 and R= 
318±22. Overall, this gives a difference in R for onset and completion of turbulence of 
approximately 50 to 80 for large trips. Hardy('88) gave a value of 50 and calculated a value 
from Poll's data of 55. Cumpsty & Head('69) found that a ffilly turbulent'law of the walr 
region was not established until R reaches approximately 374. 

From these, the accepted values for the purpose of comparison with the present 
tests were taken as R= 250 for transition onset and R= 300 for transition completion. 

Within this region of the R vs dAl graph, transition onset is initiaUy dependent on 
R, dAl and slij and for smaller values of shl, R continues to decreasq although a limit 

exists for complete turbulence. At larger values of d/ij and shl the dependence on the trip 
. diminishes and there exists a limiting value of dAl (= 4.0) beyond which the transition 

process is effectively independent of dAl -a condition called 'gross contan3ination!. Poll('78) 
stated that,, Ahen transition is induced by a gross disturbance the transition criterion should 
depend upon turbulent flow properties. 

Poll('78) also examined attachment line contamination by a turbulent flat-plate 
boundary layer at the junction with the swept wing model. This also represented a gross 
disturbance and produced a similar value for the lower bound for tripping. Poll concluded 
that, far downstream, the source of the turbulence is irrelevant. Ilus the lower bound for 
transition tripping is the same irrespective of the tripping device used. From the values 
quoted above, Amal also used a turbulent flat-plate boundary layer to contaminate the 
attachment line boundary at the junction. 

PoUC89) compared the values for the lower bound for attachment line flow and flat- 

plate flow. He concluded that in the case of the attachment line, the lower bound occurs at 
a value of &. of about 270, considerably lower than the lower bound for flat-plate tripping 
of &. =425. However, Poll considered that since this bound is related to turbulence, then 
turbulent flow parameters should be used to compare the two values. Tlius he compared 
the value of the local turbulent momentum thickness Reynolds numbers for onset of 
transition close to the lower bound condition. He found that these values were similar for 
the attachment line and flat-plate flows, and also independent of trip size. A similar value 
was also obtained for a pipe flow. 
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A brief comparison between the flat-plate boundary layer and the attachment line 
boundary layer was made in sections 2.1 and 2.2. Essentially, the attachment line velocity 
profile is similar in appearance to the Blasius profile but is slightly fiffler and thus more 
stable. 

Ile other difference discussed earlier was that the attachment line boundary layer 
is less susceptible to 2D trips. This is because any momentum defect from the trip is lost due 
to flow divergence while on a flat plate the trip results in an increase in 0. PoU('78) 
examined the critical roughness height for the flat-plate boundary layer at a specific 
Reynolds number and compared it to the critical roughness height for the attachment line 

at an equivalent Reynolds number. The roughness height was about 50% greater for the 
attachment line boundary layer, proving that it was less sensitive to 2D trips than the flat- 

plate boundary layer. 
In comparing the two boundary layers, R cannot be used and several other criteria 

have been examined. A common parameter in studies of transition tripping is It., the 
Reynolds number based on a trip of height k and the velocity at that height Vk. The critical 
value of Rkk is that required for transition to occur at the trip. Rkk can be calculated from 

the equation 

Ri, k = R. (d/il). (VktVe) 

The ratio VA is obtained from the theoretical laminar velocity profile, for the attachment 
line, from Rosenhead('63). A graph of Itt. vs Rkkfor both the attachment line and the flat- 

plate boundary layers, obtained from PoUC89), is presented in Fig 4.3. In the case of the 
attachment line boundary layer this criterion gives fairly constant values for both transition 
onset and completion, and can be applied for values of d/11 between 0.8 and 2.0. Poll gave 
the following values for Ru for 2D trips: 

It "ý = 400-500 transition onset 4.1 
Rkk = 550-650 complete turbulence 

Poll also quoted values of k, for transition onset, of between 15 0 and 400 for the 
flat-plate boundary layer, while Tani('61) gave a value of between 150 and 300 and 
Elebanoff et aIC55) gave a value of between 200 and 300. Gibbings et al('86a) gave values 
of Rk (roughness Reynolds number withVk replaced by V. ) for onset and completion of 
turbulence at theTeattachment point downstream ofthe trip on the flat-plate as 230 and 500 
respectively, the corresponding values of k. were 425 and 740. 

Thus conditions for transition at the trip wire can be fairly well represented by a 
critical value of Rkk. For the attachment line boundary layer, Gaster('67) determined an 
alternative critical roughness criterion. From a graph of freestream velocity versus trip wire 
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diameter he concluded that the critical trip wire size could be determined from the equation: 

(V.. d/u). it = 47. Rp = 30. R v" 4.2 

This equation is referred to as Gaster's criterion and corresponds to transition onset with 
2D trips. 

Finally, PoW78) examined the variation ofR with d/ij for very large shl. The width 
of the transition region was found to be essentially constant (AR = 60) over the whole 
range of dAl and for the range dAl = 0.8 to 2.0, R can be well represented by: 

830 - 294. (d/ij) - first burst 4.3 
890 - 294. (d/il) - complete turbulence 

As was mentioned above, the main purpose of the present investigation of 
attachment line transition initiated by 2D trips was to confirm the validity of the present 
model and instrumentation. Good agreement with the large amount of data and approximate 
relations listed above should be sufficient for this purpose. 

4.2 PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

For the present investigation, definitions oftransition onset and completion were the 
same as suggested by Poll. Ilus, transition onset was taken as the point at which I 
turbulent burst occurs every 15 seconds and transition completion was taken as the absence 
of any laminar bursts during a period of approximately two minutes. 

For each trip size / sweep angle combination used, three spanwise locations were 
used for the hot-wire probe. The positions used were 0.2m, I. Om and 1.8m downstream of 
the trip. It was felt that this would provide enough data to interpolate results to appropriate 
values of shl. 

Ile trip wires were stretched beyond the yielding point in order to ensure the 
removal of all kinks from the wire and were then glued to the surface using a water based 
glue. This glue held the trips firmly in place and was easily removed without causing any 
damage to the model. Ile trips were positioned 0.5m from the leading edge tip. 

A range ofthe experimental set-ups, covering the R vs dAl graph, were chosen for 
repeat tests. Ile first attempt at these repeat tests yielded transition onset Reynolds 

ers that were much lower. However, it was noted that the set-ups with the greatest 
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change in R were those which, when plotted on the R vs dAI graph, occupied the area 
where the gradient is steepest. Thus it appear that perhaps the large changes in R were due 
to small changes in dAl (or a change in d of approximately 0.1 mm). A subsequent study 
revealed a very slight flat spot on the model, where the surface was very smooth and hard, 
just off the attachment line. This was due to repairs of damage caused by the application 
and removal of the 3D trips, performed between the original 2D trip tests and the repeat 
tests. In the very smooth hard region the glue, used to hold down the trip wire, did not 
appear to bond properly with the surface thus allowing the trip to move away very slightly, 
from the surface, in the flat spot region. As a result of these observations, later repeat tests 
were performed with the 2D trips applied finther along the moders attachment line in an 
unworked, and thus unrepaired, area. Iliese repeat test produced satisfactory results. 

It was concluded that while these tests demonstrated that good repeatability could 
be achieved they also demonstrated the great care required to obtain accurate results from 
these type of tests. 

As well as determining transition onset and completion conditions, four set-ups were 
used for data sampling for subsequent calculation of frequency spectra and intermittency 
distributions. The four set-ups used corresponded to the four regions on the R vs dAI 

graph, as described by PoUC78), Le. zero trip, small trip (introducing laminar disturbances), 

medium trip (introducing turbulence directly) and large trip (introducing turbulence at R 
< 250). Ile hot-wire was used in both the upstream and downstream locations for each. 
For the frequency spectra, data was sampled at first burst conditions and at fully turbulent 
conditions. Data for the intermittency distribution was sampled at nine windspeeds ranging 
from just below first burst conditions to just above My turbulent conditions. 

Prior to commencing the investigation of transition, the flow in the vicinity of the 
trip was briefly studied. 

4.3 FLOW AROUND A 2D TREP WIRE 

Some doubt existed as to the extent of the separation region behind a 2D trip on the 
attachment fine. Ilerefore, to obtain a more complete comparison with the flat-plate 
boundary layer, the flow in the vicinity of a 2D trip was briefly examined prior to 
investigating the transition conditions. 

Methods of flow visualisation were considered for studying the region but the use 
of smoke and laser was considered inappropriate due to the proximity of the surface and 
reflections off it, while oil flow techniques also had problems ; namely the period required 
to increase the windspeed to test conditions and the effect it would have on the model 
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surface. It was therefore decided to study the pressure field around the trips. 
The static pressure gradient around a 2D trip and the velocity profiles at several 

points downstream of the trip were examined using the model static pressure taps and the 
traversable Pitot probe, used earlier to measure the attachment line velocity profiles. Details 
of calculations involved are given in Appendix E. 

The static pressure gradient was examined by positioning the trip at various 
distances (mostly upstream) from the second set of model static taps. A: LO. 5psi pressure 
transducer was then used to measure the pressure diffierence between the I* ports on the 
first and second set oftaps. This was done at a range of windspeeds for two trip wires and 
two sweep angles. The transducer output was simply read on a DVM and the value noted 
along with the windspeed. A brief check with no trip present was also performed to verify 
the magnitude of the small natural attachment line pressure gradient between the two 
measurement points. 

Vic! 4.4 shows the results for a few ofthese tests in terms of A Cp against s/il where: Gp 

, &Cp = 
PlHp - Pundisturbed 

qundisturbed 

The point of maximum ACp represents the reattachment point. In each of the cases on this 
graph the Reynolds number and trip size were sufficient for a fully turbulent flow at the 
reattachment point. 

The reattachment distances from all the measurements were plotted in Fig 4.5 in the 
form of d/8. against ý, /& This graph clearly shows that an asymptotic reattachment distance 
of approximately 10d is approached as the trip sizes become large. A similar behaviour was 
found with 2D trip wires on a flat plate by Gibbings et al('86a) and their graph is shown in 
Fig 4.6. It appears that a similar separation distance of about 10d is obtained with a large 
trip on the flat plate. The major difference is the sizes of trips required to approach this 
asymptotic value. For the flat plate d/8* is of the order of 2, while for the attachment line 
d/6* is of the order of 4. Transition tripping of the attachment line boundary layer by a 2D 
trip wire also requires a bigger trip than the flat-plate boundary layer. The reason for this 
is that the attachment fine flow containing the momentum deficit is removed by flow 
divergence in the chordwise direction and N is not therefore artificially increased by the 
momentum deficit downstream of the trip. This would also therefore appear responsible for 
the difference in d/6* for the asymptotic reattachment distance. 

Another clear observation from Fig 4.4 is that while larger trips lead to smaller 
values of sýld, the value of s, /il remains in a small range of between 25 and 40. Also, larger 
trips lead to larger changes in pressure and longer recovery lengths, since the recovery rate 
downstream of trip appears fairly constant. 
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Most of the values in Fig 4.5 were obtained at conditions sufficient to cause a My 
turbulent boundary layer, although in the case of the smaller trips this may occur 
downstream of the reattachment point. This switch from transitional to turbulent 
reattachment results in a sin0a trend with increasing dAl to Gibbing! s work on a flat plate, 
which also involved reattachment points of varying conditions. He suggested that the 
maximumvalue of s, /d coincides with a point corresponding to the beginning of transition 
occurring at the reattachment point. 

Ile velocity profiles were measured using the traversable Pitot probe. Ile trip was 
positioned well downstream from the first set of model static taps and the probe was then 
positioned at several distances downstream of the trip. Ile probe was connected to the 
total port of the pressure transducer and the I" port from the first set of static taps (well 
upstream ofthe trip) was connected to the static port. The measurement of the profiles and 
traversing of the probe was handled in an identical manner to the earlier velocity profile 
tests, in section 3.4.2. The upstream model static pressure tap was used to avoid having to 
move the trip relative to probe and pressure tap during these tests. Ile probe could then 
be moved further from the trip and the static pressure corrected using the static pressure 
gradient tests performed earlier. The Reynolds number and trip size combinations were 
large enough to ensure a My turbulent flow at the reattachment point. No corrections were 
applied for the small possible errors in reference height of the probe as discussed in section 
3.4.2. 

With the probe only a short distance downstream of the trip and the head of the 
Pitot probe within the separation bubble, errors were very large. In these cases the Pitot 
probe was measuring a base pressure rather than the total pressure when near to the wall 
and even as the probe moved higher and into the downstream flow there was considerable 
intrusion on the upstream flow passing beneath. In addition, no correction for variation in 

static pressure from the wall to the outer part of the bubble was applied. However, since 
errors decreased as the probe moved downstream, it was felt that the positive parts of the 
approximate profiles would give some insight into the boundary layer development. Around 
and slightly downstream of the reattachment point variations in pressure readings, leading 
to possible errors, may have been present due to the unsteadiness of the reattachment. In 
fact, it was noted during numerous tests that the DVM readings at a single point varied by 

as much as 10%. Due to the nature of the set-up, with corrections required between 

undisturbed static pressure and static pressure at the probe position, these variations in the 
readings could introduce variable errors. With the probe far from the wall the velocities 
were relatively high and the variation in velocity was of the order of 3%. Near the wall 
where velocities were low possible errors of 20% occurred. 

Fig 4.7 shows an example of some of the profiles obtained. Even allowing for the 
approximate nature of the tests the features of the flow downstream of the 2D trips are 
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clearly seen. As shl increases the height of the separation bubble and the magnitude of the 
free shear layer reduces until the flow is reattached. Additional profiles suggest that the 
point of inflection then reduces in severity as it moves relatively quickly towards the sufface 
and a short distance downstream of the reattachment point, the point of inflection is lost. 
The boundary layer then gradually becomes fuller as dV/dz at the wall increases and the 
boundary layer tends towards the turbulent velocity profile. At some distance downstream, 

at the recovery position, the fully turbulent velocity profile is achieved and Gibbing et 
al('86a) suggested that this coincides with the end of transition. In the present case of a 
semi-infinite attachment line boundary layer the turbulent velocity profile then remains 
constant along the remainder ofthe wing. The exact shape of this profile was shown in Fig 
3.6 to be dependent on the Reynolds number. Provided critical conditions are exceeded, the 
trip size should not influence the final profile, although it will certainly influence the 
recovery position. 

4.4 TRANSITION RESULTS 

Conditions for transition onset and completion are presented Figs 4.8 and 4.9, 

respectively. Results are plotted in terms of the attachment line Reynolds number, R, for 

transition onset (or completion) against the corresponding trip size, MI. On both graphs, 
curves are plotted for constant spanwise distances, s/, q, between the trip and the hot-wire. 
Nor to plotting these graphs, results, for both R and d/11, from experiments for each trip 

and sweep angles combination were plotted against the values of shl (for the different hot- 

wire locations). The values of R and d/ij at the specified values of shl were then obtained 
from interpolation of these graphs. For R values between 25 0 and 600, the variation with 
shl is very small or zero. Outside this range the variation is greater and more care was 
required with plots of R (or d/ij) vs shl. 

Some of the actual experimental data was not used in obtaining the final graphs. 
Values obtained with zero trip and the smallest trip at low sweep angles were neglected due 
to the slight model vibration observed at high windspeeds with the lower sweep angles, as 
desciZed in section 3.2.2. In addition, results for transition completion from higher sweep 
angle tests with large trips (such that dAl > 2.0) were also neglected. This was due to a 
sizeable variation in R with changes in sweep angle for constant values of d/11 > 2.0. If 

graphs of experimental data points interpolated to specific values of shl are plotted and 
curves linking the values obtained at each sweep angle are drawn, then for both transition 
onset and completion these curves for constant sweep take on an appearance similar to the 
final R vs d/ij graph. T'he transition onset curves blend together well to form the data for 

the final curve ofbest fit for all the data, with little scatter. For transition completion curves, 
the displacement between curves for each sweep angle also result in good matching 
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provided d/ij < 2.0. Above this value of d/ij the curve for each sweep angle attains a 
different constant value of R as the dependence on trip size is removed. Ile graph is 

presented in Fig 4.10, minus the zero and very small trip results at lower sweep angles. 
A tentative explanation for the large difference in values of R with sweep angle and 

the reason for neglecting the higher values are linked to the initial tests detailed in section 
3.3.2 concerning the effect ofhot-wire height, as examined for transition conditions. It was 
concluded that small alterations in the probe height had little influence on detection of a 
turbulent burst. Many authors have, however, pointed out that intermittency must be a 
fiinction of height within the boundary layer and studies of turbulent spots on flat plates 
have shown that turbulent spots become narrower near to the wall. Indeed, the value of 
R= 374 determined by Cumpsty & Head to be the lower limit for the turbulent law of the 
wall to be valid was considerably higher than the accepted lower limit for a fully turbulent 
boundary layer and Poll attributed this to the narrower spots near the wall. In section I it 

was shown that il, and thus the boundary layer thickness, is a function of both freestream 
velocity and sweep angle. Using the equation for il, it can be shown that the boundary layer 
at A= 70 * is 30% thicker than at A= 55 *, and an increase in windspeed from l2msý' to 
24mg" results in a reduction in boundary layer thickness of 40%. So although the physical 
hot-wire height must have varied very slightly each time it was moved this variation is small 
in comparison to the possible changes in relative height due to changes in boundary layer 
thickness. Ile good agreement between values of R for d/ij < 2.0 where windspeeds are 
higher and the good agreement between the low sweep values of R for dAl > 2.0 and those 
obtained in previous investigations, suggest that for thinner boundary layers the hot-wire 
probe is at a suitable height such that small'aherations do not greatly alter the intermittency. 
In contrast conditions where the thickest boundary layers are achieved, i. e. at lower 
windspeeds and greater sweep angles, result in the hot-%ire probe attaining a position lower 
in the boundary layer. It appears then that for a hot-wire probe below a certain height in the 
boundary layer the intermittency becomes heavily dependent on that height. 

In conclusion, it is assumed that values of R for transition completion vAth large 
trips and high sweep angles are too dependent on the effective hot-wire height to produce 
results suitable for coniparison with other investigations. The values obtained with the lower 

sweep angles agree with results of other investigations. Since the main purpose of this 
investigation of 2D trips is to validate the model prior to extending the test to cover new 
ground, it is clear that in order to obtain a meaningfid comparison with both the present 2D 
trip tests and previous investigations, the results for transition completion with high sweep 
angles and Inge trips will also have to be neglected in the following tests involving 3D trips 

and high levels of freestream turbulence. 

For the accepted data, both scatter and repeatability were within acceptable limits. 
Scatter (expressed as fimction ofR) resulted in experimental data within ±4% of the curve 
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of best fit, across both the transition onset and transition completion graphs. 

Poll discussed two bounds on value of R for transition tripping, the upper bound 
(or maximum value of R for stability to small disturbance) and the lower bound (or 

value of R for turbulence to be self-sustaining). Here a third value of R was 
considered, namely the value corresponding to the smallest fiffly effective trip, Le. the 

smallest trip for turbulent spots to be introduced directly at the trip. This value of R 

coincides with the kink on the R vs dAl graph. These three values, applicable to transition 
onset, are referred to as R 

upper, 
Rki,, kand R 

As was mentioned above, graphs of R vs shl for each trip size and sweep angle 
combination were used to obtain the values of R at specific values of shl. Each of these 
graphs for which d/-n > 2.0 were used to examine R 1.,,, where R is the value obtained 
as s/q - -. These curves were plotted on a single graph and are presented in Fig 4.11. The 
values obtained for R. were within the range R= 236 to R= 262. 

A graph of R vs shl was also used to estimate R 
upper* In this case R was plotted 

against s/-n for dAl = 0.0. R 
upper represents the value of R as s/il -- and from Fig 4.12 it 

appears that in the present tests the upper bound for transition tripping is of the order of R 

= 660. This value is significantly greater than the value obtained by Pou('78). However 
comparison of the actual data points available showed that, for s/11 > 4000, measured values 
of-R for transition onset matched almost exactly. Since Polls model allowed a far greater 
range of sAl values to be examined it is logical to assume that the large difference in RR 

upper 
is simply due to the extrapolation required with the present results. It is therefore concluded 
that if larger values of shl had been attainable in the present tests, it is likely that a value of 
Rup. of approximately 600 would have been obtained. Larger values of S/11 were available 
at lower sweep angles, however, as was discussed in section 3.2.2, slight model vibration 
at higher windspeeds and lower sweep angles prevented their use for tests with zero and 
very small trips. 

Using the assumed value for R 
upper = 600, it is possible to project a curve for S/11 - 

onto the R vs dAl graph. From this curve the maximum tolerable roughness is obtained 
as the value of dAl at which R starts to decrease. A value of approximately d/il = 0.9 was 
obtained. 

The value for Rki& was taken from the R vs dAl graph where it was obtained as the 
intersection oftwo curves of best fit, one for small trips and one for larger trips. From this 
graph R"= 376 and this occurs at a value of d/rI = 1.67. 

nese values ofR were also examined for transition completion. Unfortunately the 
restrictions on maximum Reynolds number imposed by the model and the wind tunnel 
resulted in insufficient data to examine the upper bound for transition completion. However, 
for R> 600 the intermittency will increase downstream ofthe transition onset location until 
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eventually the flow is fidly twbulent. Since the upper bound refers to conditions for hifinite 
sAl the value for transition completion is essentially the same as for transition onset. Within 
the limited range for the present model, for natural transition, an increase in R of 
approximately 80 from the transition onset value is required for transition completion at the 
same location. 

From plots of R vs shl for transition completion with large trip sizes, the lower 
bound was estimated to be approximately R= 300. 

Due to the dependence of R, for transition completion, on s/ij, the kink did not 
occur at a single point but moved with changing shl. R 1, ink was not therefore examined. 

Projected curves for shl -0 and shl -- for both transition onset and completion 
are presented in Figs 4.13 and 4.14. These curves were obtained using a combination of 
extrapolation of the R vs d/ij graphs and extrapolation of experimental data for each 
trip/sweep combination. Approximate relations, of similar form to equations 4.1 and 4.3, 
for the present data together with Gaster's criterion for transition onset as shl -0 (equation 
4.2) are also shown. 

Intermittency distributions were measured for several points on the R vs dAl graph. 
The graph obtained for natural transition is presented in Fig 4.18a, while the graphs 
obtained with various trips are presented in Fig 4.18b. All of the distributions are plotted, 
together with Narasimha's universal intermittency distribution, against C, and C2 in Figs 
4.19. Details of Narasimha! s intermittency distribution and the parameters C, and C2 are 
given in section 2.4 together with the equation from Stewart('87) for predicting the 
intermittency factor far downstream of a gross disturbance. Ile intermittency distribution 

given by this equation is presented in Fig 4.20 together with the measured distribution for 
the largest trip with the greatest values of shl. 

Finally, frequency spectra were obtained for a number of test configurations with 
varying boundary layer conditions. Examples of the spectra obtained are presented in Figs 
4.21. 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

Attachment fine transition due to 2D trip wires was investigated essentially to verify 
the validity ofthe model and instrumentation. I'his mainly involved comparisons with results 
from PoK78). Figs 4.1 and 4.2, taken from PoU('78), and Figs 4.8 and 4.9, obtained from 
the present tests, are clearly very similar, although small difference do wdst. 

TIle present results, for transition onset, suggest a slightly greater value of R for 
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natural transition at smaller sAj. The difference decreases with increasing spanwise distance 

until for sAl > 4000 a good match is achieved with Poll's data. It therefore appears that the 
present model has a greater dependence on the spanwise distance in the absence of trips. 
This greater dependence on shl is also evident, although not as clearly, in the presence of 
small trips. With large trips, where dependence on sAl returns, the spanwise distance 
appears to have slightly smaller effect for the present model. Thus differences in shl's effect 
between the two models appears to vary with Reynolds number. 

For transition completion, the present results again suggest a greater change in R 

with increasing shl for small trips. For large trips Poll demonstrated that R quickly 
approached a minimum value. However, the present results suggest that R continues to 
decrease, although only slightly, with increasing MI. 

To obtain a clearer comparison the R vs dAl curves at shl = 2000 were taken from 

each of the transition onset and completion graphs and plotted in Fig 4.15. This graph 
demonstrates the good agreement for transition onset with the only significant difference 
being the value of R at d/ij = 0. Other differences, including the position of the kink and 
the gradient ofthe curve immediately below the Idnk are extremely small and are well within 
the experimental scatter range for the present tests. Agreement between the curves for 
transition completion is less satisfactory with values from the present investigation being 
consistently higher. This suggests that a slightly larger transition region occurs with the 
present model. 

The small differences between the two sets of results obviously lead to slightly 
different values bordering the four distinct regions evident on both Poll' s and the present R 

vs; d/ij graphs. Ile following values were obtained for transition onset : 

Zero txip : d/il < 0.9 R >600 

Any trip present is too small to have any influence and natural transition occurs due 

amplification ofthe small disturbances, present in the freestream, at high Reynolds number. 
Ilius dAl = 0.9 represent the maximum tolerable roughness value and R= 600 represent 
the upper bound for transition tripping or the upper limit for stability to small scale 
disturbances. Values of R are heavily dependent on sAj. 

Smaff trips: 0.9 < dAl < 1.67 600 >R> 376 

The mlaU trips introduce laminar disturbances. T"hese disturbances are expanded and 
anVhfied as they travel downstream and eventually breakdown to form turbulent spots. shl 
still influences R but not as much as in the zero trip region and by a diminishing amount as 
d/il increases. 
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Mediumtrips: 1.67 < d/11 < 1.97 376 >R> 250 

The trips are fidly effective and turbulent spots are introduced within the free shear 
layer. R is high enough for the turbulent spots to sustain themselves indefinitely and they 
expand as they travel downstream Indeed, it was observed during the experiments that the 
bursts of turbulence are of greater magnitude at larger distances downstream of the trip. 
11us any tuibulent spots present at shl =0 will also be present at shl = -, and vice versa. 
R for transition onset is therefore no longer dependent on shl, R for transition completion 
is however still dependent on sln. 

Large trips : dAl > 1.97 R <250 

Ile trips are again fidly effective and turbulent spots are introduced within the free 
shear layer. R, however, is too low to sustain an adequate turbulence production rate and 
the turbulent spots contract as they travel downstream and eventually die out. R= 250 
therefore represent the lower limit for transition tripping. Since the rate of decay increases 
with decreasing R, the value oCR for detection of turbulent spots is dependent on shl. For 
transition completion, R approaches a minimum relatively quickly and S111 has less effect 
on its value. 

As has already been mentioned, the change from the small trip to the fully effective 
trip results in a kink in curves ofR vs dAl. T'his kink is apparently a result of a discontinuity 
as the transition process changes. This will be discussed in more detail in section 5.6 
incorporating results obtained using 3D trips. In the case of the 2D trips, the change in 
transition process involves the transition front moving from downstream of the reattachment 
point into the free shear layer. 

Overall, the values of dAl bordering each of the regions are in good agreement with 
the values proposed by PolIC78). The upper bound was assumed using data obtained by Poll 
but the excellent agreement between experimental results at high shl for the present and 
Poll's tests suggest that a greater range of shl for the present model would lead to a similar 
value fork 

t.. 
Tbus accepted values for the upper and lower bounds for transition tripping 

achieve good agreement, with values of R,, 
Pp. = 6001, R= 250 for transition onset and 

R1. = 300 for transition completion matching the accepted values from numerous other 
reports. 

The other values of Reynolds numbers from previous investigations described in 
section 4.1 was the critical roughness Reynolds number. Ile graphs of R vs d/11 for s/11 - 
0, presented in Fig 4.13, suggest critical values of Rkk, applicable within the range 1.1 < dAl 
< 2.4, of: 
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Ru = 450 transition onset 
Rkk = 630 transition completion 

These values are within the range defined by Poll in equation 4.1. 
In addition, curves of Ra. vs Rkk for the present tests together with previous 

attachment line and flat-phte investigations are presented in Figs 4.16 and 4.17. These 
graphs suggest a slight increase in roughness Reynolds numbers for the present tests, in 

comparison with Poffs results, for both transition onset and completion. The greater values 
of Rkkfor the attachment line boundary layer than the flat-plate boundary layer are also 
evident, while the two graphs together suggest an approximately similar extent of transition 
region for both Poff s and the present data, and indeed the flat-plate data from Gibbings et 
al('86a). It is noted, however, that the extent of the transition region is more difficult to 
estimate from these graphs than from the R vs dAl graphs. 

Transition was also studied for sAl -- and the graph of R vs d/ij for shl -- is 

presented in Fig 4.14. The approximate relation between R and d/11 for transition, given 
in equation 4.3, matches the transition onset curve well, within theTange 0.5 < dAl < 2.0. 
For the transition completion curve, the equation had to be altered slightly. Ile gradient of 
the approximate curve remained the same but the constant was increased by 20, thus 
90ing the curve upwards. While this suggests a considerably greater extent of transition 
region, the actual difference in transition regions is much smaller since both R and dAl 
increase across the transition region. Thus the extent of the transition region is only slightly 
greater for the present model, as was observed in Fig 4.15. 

It was partly to confirm the extent of the transition region that the intermittency 
distributions were measured. The intermittency distribution for natural transition is 
presented in Fig 4.18a while distributions for three trip sizes are presented in Fig 4.18b. Tlie 
three trips used, covered the three tripped regions ofthe R vs dAl graph, with the large trip 
used at a low sweep angle. The extent of the transition region for the various trip sizes can 
be estimated from the graphs. 

The very limited results available for natural transition from both the transition 
detection and the intermittency tests suggested a similar extent of transition region to Poll 
and Hardy('88). However, from the more extensive data for tripped transition, it appears 
that values of AR (Le. the difference between R for transition completion and R for 
transition onset) range from about 90 for small trips to about 65 for fully effective trips, 
with some variation for different sAj. This agrees fairly well with the R vs dAl graphs for 
the present tests and again suggests a slightly larger transition region than observed in 

previous tests by Poll and Hardy. In comparing these intermittency graphs and the values 
of AR with the R vs dAl graphs it must be remembered that d/ij is increasing across the 
intermittency region. 
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The affect of shl on the extent of the transition region was also examined though 
the full transition region for zero trip and small s/11 could not be covered due to tunnel 
restrictions. In the case of the other trips shl only has a significant influence on the results 
when R, for transition onset, is less than 250, ie. in the case of the large trip. Here the 
extent of the transition region is greater with smaller shl. This is due to the fact that, with 
gross disturbances, transition onset can be observed a short distance downstream of the 
trips at Reynolds numbers well below the lower bound, while for transition completion a 
mininxim Reynolds number exists even for small sAj. For transition onset there are therefore 
large differences ink with sAl when R< 250 while for transition completion there are only 
small differences in R with slil, due to the minimum value required for fiffly turbulent flow. 

The data from each of the three trip sizes were also plotted on a single graph against 
the normalised co-ordinate (I together with Narasimha's universal flat-plate intermittency 
distribution, described in section 2.4. This graph is presented in Fig 4.19a. As with Poff s 
data, good agreement was achieved. Ile alternative form of Narasimha's distribution was 
also plotted with the present data against (2. There was considerably more scatter using this 
normalised co-ordinate, probably due to the sensitivity to R for transition onset, which is 
less well defined within the intermittency distribution than the other values used in 
calculation of C, and C2. 

An attempt was also made to plot the intermittency distribution obtained with the 
largest trip and large shl together with the theoretical distribution for gross disturbances, 

proposed by StewartC87), in Fig 4.20. Although, in the present tests, transition onset occurs 
at R< 245 there is a fairly good agreement between the measured and predicted 
distributions. Tle shape and extent of the distribution appear to match very well and 
translating the measured distribution by increasing R for each point measured by a constant 
value of 12 leads to a very good agreement. It therefore appears that Stewart's equation can 
accurately predict the intermittency distribution provided transition onset occurs at R= 
245. This was the value Stewart obtained for Rio,,,, and it would appear that it was 
applicable for sAl > 2000. For the present model R was accepted as 250 and dictated 
transition onset conditions for shl > 3000. 

Finafly, frequency spectra were examined for the same three trips as used in the 
intermittency distribution. The expected variation in the spectra with intermittency was 
observed, with the range of fluctuation frequencies increasing with intermittency. However, 
other slight differences in frequency spectra for first burst conditions between the three 2D 
trips appeared to be more a fimction ofthe Reynolds number and possibly the measurement 
height than the actual trips. Examples of the frequency spectra obtained are presented in 
Figs 4.21. It appears that the dM to higher Reynolds numbers, associated with the smaller 
trip, has a similar effect to increasing the intermittency, in that the range of fluctuation 
frequencies increases slightly. 
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The 2D trip tests alone did not provide enough information to reach this conclusion. 
However, the frequency spectra were investigated primarily to check if any differences 

existed between the transition regions initiated by 2D trips and 3D trips. Similar trends in 
frequency spectra were obtained in the 3D trips tests, in chapter 5, and also those measured 
in the higher freestream. turbulence tests in chapter 7. Since no obvious trends in the 
frequency spectra due to differences in trip type or freestream. turbulence could be spotted, 
all the frequency spectra were taken together to reach the conclusion that Reynolds number 
(and possibly the measurement height), at which the first burst conditions were obtained, 
influenced the frequency spectra for the turbulent spots. 

With these observations, it was realised that a far greater range of tests would be 

required to investigate possible variations in the frequency spectra with trip types, since 
larger variations due to other factors would have to be accounted for first. Unfortunately 
there was insufficient time to do this. 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

From the graph of R vs d/, q it can be deduced that the main aims of the 2D trip 
tests, i. e. to confirm the validity of the model and instrumentation, have been met. Ile 
existence of the kinic, which had concerned Poll, is even more evident in the present tests, 
wEch demonstrate a definite step change as the transition mechanism changes. Ile slight 
differences between the present results and Polls results appear to be most significant in 
three areas ; transition onset in the absence of trips at low s/ij, the extent of the transition 
region and the gradual decrease in R for transition completion with large trips. However, 
even these differences are small and do not suggest any problems with the model or 
instnianentation. 
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5 ADCACHMENT LINE TRANSMON INMATED B 
3D TRIPS 

The previous chapter examined attachment line transition initiated by 2D trips and 
obtained siýla results to that obtained in a similar study by Poll('78). Ile investigation of 
attachment line transition is now extended to cover 3D trips positioned on the attachment 
fine. The flow downstream of a 3D trip and the mechanisms by which transition occurs are 
quite different from those with 2D trips. A brief review of the effects of 3D trips from 
previous investigations using flat plates is given first. 

5.1 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A three-dimensional, isolated roughness element is an iffegularity the height of 
which is ofthe same order as the chordwise and spanwise extent. Little work has been done 

on attachment Ene transition initiated by 3D trips. However, the mechanisms by which 3D 
trips cause transition have been studied, at some length, in the flat-plate boundary layer. 
These include investigations by Gibbings et al('86b), Morkovin('89), Klebanoff et al('92), 
Motohashi et aIC91&93) and Gregory & WalkerC50). From these and other studies, critical 
Reynolds numbers based on trip heights have been developed for the flat-plate boundary 
layer and a fairly good understanding of the flow around the trips has been developed. 

The complex 3D structure of the flow downstream. of 3D roughness elements varies 
with the roughness Reynolds number, however the effect of the exact trip shape is less 

clear. Klebanoff et al('92) suggested that the trip shape affected the flow stability, with a 
spherical roughness element having a more destabilising effect than a cylindrical one. In 

contrast, Gregory & Walker('50) observed that the critical height was unaffected by the 
roughness shape. Ile actual transition process is not well understood but Motohashi et 
al('91) stated that the fimdamental nature of the transition process was the same for both 

spherical and cylindrical roughness elements. Furthermore, it is widely accepted that, 
provided the trip meets the definitions of a 3D trip given above, the trip's shape has little 

effect on the topology ofthe flow downstream, although Morkovin('89) suggested that the 
Reynolds number of events changed with the 3D trip shape. 

The flow around a 3D roughness element consists of several distinguishing features. 
As mentioned above, the exact structure and the effect of each feature varies with the 
roughness Reynolds number. At low Reynolds numbers a horseshoe vortex is formed by the 
downwash at the front of the roughness resulting from the static pressure gradient across 
the boundary layer. Ile horseshoe vortex wraps around the roughness and forms 
streamwise vortices, which for the flat-plate case are stable for k,, < 300. In addition, a 
short separated region forms in the wake of the trip, the length of which was quoted by 
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MorkovinC89) as being ofthe order of 3k - 6k. As a result of the separation region and the 
horseshoe vortices, the boundary layer has both spanwise and vertical shear layers. Slightly 
fiuther downstream a pair of spiral vortices form which move up away from the surface and 
then trail downstream at the trip height. 

At slightly higher Reynolds numbers, of the order of Rkk = 350 - 450 the separated 
shear layer at the top of the roughness becomes unstable and starts shedding disturbances 

or hairpin eddies. It appears that these replace, or evolve from, the spiral vortices. As Rkk 
increases, the horseshoe vortices and the stretching interlacing hairpin eddies grow stronger. 
At Rkkvalues from 450 to 600 transition occurs at first rather far downstream but then 
moves upstream rapidly with small increases in the Reynolds number. Tbe turbulent spots 
then spread by lateral contamination from the source point, a process that is reviewed in 
chapter 6. 

Despite this detailed knowledge of the flow around 3D trips, it is still unclear 
whether the turbulent spots are due to the shed eddies, breakdown of the horseshoe vortices 
or the interaction ofthe fWl multiple vortex system. Mebanoff et al('92) observed the shed 
eddies inducing, or evolving into, turbulent spots. This agreed with the earlier suggestion 
of Von Doenhoff & Braslow('61) that transition results from the formation of discrete 
eddies or disturbances originating at the trip. Motohashi et al('93) also appeared to agree 
with this, stating that the initial stages of transition were characterised by the appearance 
of velocity fluctuations that had originated at the shear layer created by the separation 
region. However, Motohashi et al('9 1) concluded that these disturbances interacted with 
the horseshoe vortices prior to transition onset. Morkovin('89) also concluded that 
transition was a result of interaction between the vortex systems but Gibbings et al('86b) 
found that duplication and re-duplication of the horseshoe vortices themselves led to the 
final breakdown to turbulence. 

Despite this lack of agreement concerning the actual process which leads to 
turbulent spots, the critical conditions for the transition front to move up to the trip have 
been studied in some detail and, despite the slightly differing definitions of transition, 
agreement between the various investigations is fairly good. For investigations using flat 

plates it has been found that the critical value of k. varies with the Reynolds number based 

on the trip's position relative to the leading edge of the plate, or with &.. Smaller values 
of Rkkwere obtained for trips positioned fin-ther downstream 

Numerous authors have examined the roughness Reynolds number, RLk, for 

transition onset at the trip on a flat plate. Gibbings et al('86b) obtained a range of values of 
It. of between 520 and 615. Klebanoff et al('55) gave values for Rkkof between 490 and 
578. Von Doenhoff & Braslowe6l) also gave a value of k of the order of 500 - 600, while 
Tani('61) suggested a larger range of Rkk= 500 - 800. Gibbings et al also examined the 
critical conditions for transition completion and obtained a range of Rkk= 630 - 675. 
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These values of critical Fk. kare significantly higher than those quoted in section 4.1 
for 2D trips. However, the forward movement of the transition position from the natural 
transition location to the roughness location with increasing freestream velocity is more 
rapid for a 3D roughness element than for a trip wire. Tani('6 1) has explained this as being 
due to the type of disturbances introduced by each trip. A 3D trip introduces 3D 
disturbances directly. In contrast, a 2D trip introduces 2D disturbances that must deform 

three-dimensionally before breaking down to turbulence. The process is therefore more 
gradual for 2D trips. 

The only previous study of 3D trips in the attachment line boundary layer were done 
by Gregory & Love('65) and Firmin & Cook (unpublished but presented in Poll' 89). They 
briefly examined attachment fine contamination by fiffly effective 3D trips consisting of a 
cone and a glass sphere. Firmin & Cook found that in the presence of a large sphere the 
transition region extended from R= 238 to R= 273. Poll(189) contained a comparison 
between various forms of 2D and 3D trips on the attachment fine and flat plates, although 
the data on attachment line transition by 3D trips was limited to the Gregory & Love and 
Firmin & Cook results. 'Me graph of &. vs Rkkobtained by Poll is presented in Fig 5.1. He 

concluded that the different tripping characteristics of trip wires and isolated, or 3D, 

roughness elements are principally related to the character of the disturbance that is 
introduced Le. two-dimensional type for the wire and a three-dimensional type for the 

sphere. Poll concluded, from the experimental data, that these differences were small and 
that for both transition onset and completion, the criteria for tripping of the hffinite swept 
attachment line boundary layer were the same, to a first approximation, for fully effective 
trip wires, single spheres and single conical roughness elements. These criteria were 
expressed as values of &kfor transition onset (R. = 550) and completion (Rkk= 650) at 
the trip. Comparing the effect of a single isolated roughness element on a flat plate and on 
the attachment line, Poll concluded that the results (in terms of critical value of Rkk) showed 
reasonable agreement, provided that the roughness element was controlling the transition, 
for both transition onset and completion. However, in terms of local laminar displacement 
thickness Reynolds numbers, the attachment line flow can be tripped to turbulence at 
conditions well below the minimum for flat-plate flow. 

5.2 PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

As with the investigation using 2D trips, a range of 3D trips were used with a range 
of sweep angles to obtain a wide range of values of dAl. For each trip size / sweep angle 
combination, three hot-wire locations along the attachment line were used and the 

conditions for transition onset and completion were determined. The same definitions for 
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transition onset and completion conditions were also used, namely, one burst of turbulence 
approximately every fifteen seconds for transition onset, while transition completion 
involves the lack of any laminar bursts for a period of approximately two minutes. 

The 3D trips consisted of ball bearings of various diameters. T'hey were attached to 
the model surface at the attachment he, 0.5m from the leading edge tip, using SuperGlue. 
It was concluded from previous tests that the actual shape of the 3D roughness element has 
little influence. Ilerefore great care was only taken, when applying the trip, to insure the 
trip was pressed down through the glue and flush with the surface. 77hus with the glue 
forming a crown round the bottom of the ball bearing, the effective shape of the trip varied 
with ball size and quantity of glue used, Le. a large trip appeared more like a sphere while 
a small trip more like a dome. Efforts were made to apply less glue when using small trips. 

A brief test also revealed that the trip could be placed up to 5mm downstream of 
the attachment line without altering the results. This is obviously a far greater distance than 
could occur due to errors during the experiments. 

Later tests involving repeats of the initial 3D trip tests demonstrated good 
repeatability for both transition onset and completion. 

Data sampling was performed for similar set-ups over similar ranges as in the 2D 
trip tests. Ilus data for frequency spectra was sampled at conditions for transition onset 
and transition completion. Data for intermittency distributions was sampled at nine 
windspeeds covering the transition region for small, medium and large trips. In addition the 

experimental set-up which produced points on the R vs d/il graph just above the 'kink was 
also sampled. 

As with the 2D trip tests, a brief investigation of the flow in the vicinity of the 3D 
trips was performed prior to studying the transition conditions. 

5.3 FLOW AROUND 3D TRIPS 

As with 2D trips, some doubt existed as to the extent of the separation region 
behind a 3D trip. The static pressure gradient around a 3D trip and the velocity profiles at 
several points downstream of the trip were therefore examined using the model static 
pressure taps and the traversable Pitot probe. The experiments were performed using an 
identical set-up and technique as with the 2D trip tests, the sole exception being the 
positioning of the trip relative to the static tap in the static pressure gradient tests. Two trips 
and two sweep angles were used in these tests. 

Ile static tap used in the static pressure gradient tests is 3mm downstream of the 
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attachment line. The external streamline through the static tap was therefore estimated and 
each trip was positioned at various distances upstream of the tap, along this line. The trips 
were also positioned either side of the fine to check that the maximum affected static 
pressure was being measured. 

Results for the smallest trip were unclear but with larger trips the static pressure 
distribution, expressed as a value of ACp (= static pressure behind trip - static pressure 
without trip ), has a simila appearance to those obtained using 2D trips. Ile static pressure 
distribution for one of the larger trips used is presented in Fig 5.2. It can be seen that the 
changes in static pressure due to the trips are smaller than those caused by 2D trips, as are 
the recovery distances downstream of trips. The similarity of the pressure distributions! 
appearance to those for 2D trips indicates the presence of a small region of separation 
behind each trip. The separation distance, as a ffinction of the trip diameter, was less clear 
than for 2D trips and was not therefore plotted against the trip size. It appears, however, 
that an approximate separation distance of s, /d =4 is approached as the trips become large. 
With the exception of the smallest value of dAj, the Reynolds numbers used were large 
enough to ensure at least a transitional flow immediately downstream of the trip and in most 
cases the flow was fully turbulent. 

MorkovinC89) suggested that on a flat plate the reattachment distance, downstream 

of a 3D trip, is of the order of Vloth of that of 2D trips. In this case the 3D trip value is 

about %th of the trip value. However, Morkovin was working with results that gave a 

reattachment distance of the order of 40d for 2D trips. 

The numerous flat plate investigations have demonstrated that a complex set of 
vortices is set up behind the 3D trip. Ile present tests were in no way adequate to observe 
each ofthe vortex structures. However, it was felt that the tests would certainly show the 
overall effect on the mean attachment line velocity profile. 

For the velocity profile measurements, both the trip and the Pitot probe were 
positioned on the attachment line. The experimental procedure was identical to that used 
in section 4.3 for 2D trips. The profiles obtained with the largest trip are presented in Fig 
5.3a and the similarity with the profiles for 2D trips presented in Fig 4.7 is clear. However, 
with the exception of this single test involving the largest value of dAl, the velocity profiles 
obtained were very different. More typical examples of the profiles obtained are shown in 
Fig 5.3b. 

Ille profiles in Fig 5.3a suggests that the largest 3D trips resulted in a recirculation 
region, with the profiles fin-ther downstream tending towards filuy turbulent velocity 
profiles, as with the 2D trips. The majority of the tests did not however produce evidence 
of a separation region, although this would appear to be due to the small extent of the 
bubble as demonstrated by the static pressure distributions above. Tlius most of the tests 
appear to have started downstream of the reattachment point. As can be seen in Fig 5.3b, 
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these profiles, obtained with smaller trips, clearly show a large distortion of the mean 
velocity profiles on the attachment line. The profiles suggest double points of inflection at 
locations shortly downstream of the expected reattachment point. These inflection points 
appear to move higher in the boundary layer and reduce in severity, as distance downstream 
of the trip increases. Returning to Fig 5.3a, similar distortions can be seen in the 
intermediate profile while the downstream profile, which is finther downstream than those 
in Fig 5.3b, shows that eventually these points of inflection disappear and the velocity 
profile continues to fill out, developing towards the fully turbulent velocity profile. Gibbings 
et aIC86b) found that the undistorted velocity profiles are recovered sooner by using larger 
My effective trips, although a forward limit existed to which the recovery position could 
be moved. 

The potentially large errors discussed in section 4.3 may raise doubts over the 
observed profiles however the similarity of profiles between different values of R and d/ij, 

and the good repeatability ofthe few profiles re-tested, suggest that these profile are indeed 
representative of the flow downstream of a 3D trip. It is therefore concluded that these 
distortions are caused by the complex sets of vortices described in section 5.1. 

5.4 
-TRANSITION 

RESULTS 

Conditions for transition onset and completion are presented in Figs 5.4 and 5.5, 

respectively. The results are plotted in terms of the attachment line Reynolds number, R, 
for transition onset (or completion) against the corresponding value of MI. On both graphs, 
curves of constant shl are plotted. As with the 2D trip results, the values of R and d/ij at 
each specified value of shl were obtained from interpolation of experimental results 
obtained with various hot-wire locations for similar sweep angle / trip size combinations. 

Also in common with the 2D trip tests, some results had to be neglected before 
producing the final graphs of R vs MI. The slight model vibration present with lower 
sweep angles at higher windspeeds results in data obtained at lower sweep angles with the 
smallest trip (and zero trip) being neglected for both transition onset and completion. In 
addition, data for transition completion with large trips (d/ij > 3.0) and high sweep angles 
was also neglected. Tlie reason for this is discussed in detail in section 4.4. Briefly, the 
cause is linked to variations in intermittency with height within the boundary layer and the 
relatively thick boundary layers obtained with low windspeeds and high sweep angles. 

ne experimental data used in obtaining the curves of best fit for the final R vs d/rI 
graphs show very little scatter (< ±4% in terms of R ). 

It has already been stated that the critical values of R representing the upper and 
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lower bounds for transition tripping should be similar for both 2D and 3D trips. Certainly 
the value for R 

upw must be identical, since this is the value for natural transition. However, 
the critical roughness sizes associated with the two bounds were expected to be different 
for the 3D trips and were therefore examined. In addition, the value of R 

. ", was 
investigated to confirm the similarity and the value of R ", associated with the minimum 
fully effective trip size, was also investigated. 

From the 2D trip tests a value of approximately R,, 
PP, = 660 was obtained with the 

present results. However, as mentioned in section 4.4, within the more limited range of shl 
values for the present tests, the results agreed with Poll's results. With his extended range 
of sAI, Poll's results suggested a value of R= 600. This value was accepted as the correct 
value and using this value for R,, 

Pp, of 600, the maximum tolerable roughness was 
calculated by projecting a curve for s/TI -- onto the R vs dAl graph. From this curve the 
maximum tolerable roughness was obtained as the value of d/il at which R started to 
decrease. A value of approximately dAI = 1.33 was obtained. 

To investigate the lower bound, the graphs of R vs shl for each trip with d/q > 2.6 
were plotted on a single graph and presented in Fig 5.6.7le lower bound for transition 
tripping, associated with transition onset, was obtained from this graph as the value of R 

as s/iI - -. This gives values for R 10,,, within the range R= 241 to R= 260. Ile lower 
bound for transition completion was also obtained from this graph, with values for R 1.,,,: r 
in the range R= 304 to 318. 

The vahie for R 1j,, kwas only examined for transition onset, since the kink does not 
occur at a single point for transition completion. It was obtained from the R vs d/ij graph 
as the point of intersection of the two curves of best fit for small trips, that produce 
transition well downstream, and larger trips, which result in transition immediately 
downstream From this graph Rki,, k= 451 and occurs at a value of dAl = 1.82. 

For finther comparison with 2D trip results, projected curves for sAI -0 and shl 
- co for both transition onset and completion are presented in Figs 5.7 and 5.8. Ilese curves 
were obtained using a combination of extrapolation of the R vs d/ij graphs and 
extrapolation of experimental data for each trip/sweep combination. Approximate curves 
in the form of constant values of Ru and a modified form of Gaster's criterion are also 
included in graph for shl - 0, while an approximate relation of a similar form to equation 
4.3 is included in the graph for s/ij - *. 

Intermittency distributions were measured for several points on the R vs, dAl graph 
and are presented in Figs 5.13. Figs 5.14 show the distributions plotted against C, and CV, 
together with the two forms of Narasimha's universal intermittency distribution. 
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5.5 DISCUSSION 

It is immediately obvious from the graphs of Rv dAI for transition -onset and 
completion with 3D trips, presented in Fig 5.4 and 5.5, that the behaviour of the attachment 
line boundary layer subjected to disturbances from 3D trips is very similar to that observed 
using 2D trips. Ile graphs can again be split in to four distinct regions and the upper and 
lower Emits for transition tripping are identical. There are however slight differences. The 
graph of &. vs It. from Poll('89), presented in Fig 5.1, demonstrated that the attachment 
line boundary layer, like the flat-plate boundary layer, was less susceptible to 3D trips than 
to 2D trips. TUs fact can be clearly seen in the present R vs dAI graphs. Fig 5.9 shows the 
curve for shl = 2000 from both the 2D trips test and the 3D trip tests, and demonstrates 
that the values of d/, n are greater for the 3D trips in each of the four regions of the R vs dhI 
graphs. Ile values of R and dAI, for transition onset, bordering each of the regions are 
listed below: 

Zero trip : d/il < 1.33 R >600 

Natural transition occurs. R is a fimction of sAj. 

Small trips : 1.33 < dAl < 1.82 600>R >451 

Transition occurs at some distance downstream of the trip but moves upstream 
rapidly with small increases in Reynolds number or trip size. The exact transition mechanism 
involved is unknown, but it would appear to be linked to eddies (or disturbances) 
originating at the trip and possibly some vortex interaction downstream of the trip. R is a 
function of shl, but this diminishes with increasing dAl. 

Mediumtrips: 1.82 < d/il < 2.63 451 >R> 250 

Turbulent spots are created at, or immediately downstream oý the trip. For 
transition onset, R is no longer a fimction of shl, though the dependence remains for 
transition completion. 

Large trips: dAl > 2.63 R <250 

Turbulent spots are created at the trip but decay and eventually die out as they 
convect downstream ofthe trip. R is once again a function of sAl and at low shl turbulent 
spots can be obtained at very lowR. For transition completion a minimum exists and there 
is less dependence on shl. 
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Thus, as expected, R 
uppcr and R I.,,,: r are identical for transition onset with 2D and 

3D trips. However, the trip sizes differ and the maximum tolerable roughness for 3D trips 
is approximately dAl = 1.33, this compares with a value of d/11 = 0.9 for the 2D trips. There 
is also a large difference in values of d/T) at R= 250, from dAl = 1.97 for 2D trips to 2.63 
for 3D trips. Thus, from values of R and dAl for transition onset, the most obvious 
differences between the transition conditions with 2D and 3D trips is the larger values of 
d/ij for 3D trips. 

For transition completion a similar comparison between 2D trip and 3D trip results 
was obtained, with larger values of d/ij across each of the four regions of the R vs dAl 
graph, although R 

uppa could not be investigated directly (it is assumed equal to R 
"Mer for 

transition onset) and R. was very slightly higher, at a value of R=3 10. 

In the 2D trip tests, approximate relations for R vs d/11 for shl - 0, in terms of 
critical values of R. and for shl - -, in terms of linear relations between R and dAj, were 
determined for both transition onset and completion. Similar graphs for 3D trips are 
presented in Figs 5.7 and 5.8. From the graph of R vs dAj for sAl - 0, the approximate 
curves represented by constant Rý. k are applicable within the range 1.4 < d/ij < 3.2, and are 
fairly well represented by: 

Rkk= 650 transition onset 
Rkk= 925 transition completion 

Miese values are considerably greater than the values obtained for 2D trips (= 45 0 
for transition onset and 600 for transition completion). It is also apparent that there is a 
larger difference between the transition completion and transition onset conditions. This 
suggests that, at least for shl - 0, the transition region is larger for 3D trips than for 2D 
trips. Close inspection of the R vs dAl graphs does show a greater difference between 
transition onset and completion conditions for fully effective 3D trips than for 2D trips. This 
can be clearly seen in Fig 5.9. However, these graphs also suggest a smaller transition 
region for small 3D trips than for small 2D trips, which may be connected to the more rapid 
upstream movement of transition, with increasing Reynolds number, for 3D trips. The 
differences between the extent of the transition regions for fully effective 2D trips and 3D 
trips may be simply due to the different flow fields downstream of the trip or the 
mechanisms involved in transition. However, it cannot be ruled out that these small 
differences are due to experimental error. It has already been pointed out that transition 
completion conditions are difficult to define accurately from observation of a hot-wire 

However, from a comparison between the present and previous investigations using 
3D trips, in Fig 5.10, it appears that the extent of the transition region in the present 
investigation is similar to that of Gregory & Love('65). 
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The graph oCR vs d/ij for shi - 0, in Fig 5.7, also suggests that the modified form 

of Gaster's criterion matches the results fairly well. Ile original equation for 2D trips is 
given in equation 4.2. This was altered, for 3D trips, to : 

V, (V.. d/u) =6 L& " 

From the graph of R vs d/il for shl - -*, in Fig 5.8, the Mowing approximate 
relations, applicable within the range 1.1 < dAl < 2.5, were determined : 

985 - 294. (dAI) transition onset 
1065 - 294. (d/ij) transition completion 

Cornparing these approximate relations with those for 2D trips, it can be seen that 
the gradients are unchanged but the curves have been shifted upwards. 

The eýdent of the transition region given by these approximations is also similar to 
that obtained in the tests with 2D trips. This differed from results for transition at the trip 
where the extent of the transition region for 3D trips was apparently greater. In this aspect 
at least, therefore, the attachment line boundary layers tripped by 2D trips and 3D trips 
behave more alike as the observation point moves further downstream. 

Comparing the value of Rkk for transition onset, given above, with the values given 
in section 5.1 for the flat-plate boundary layer, it is apparent that the roughness Reynolds 
number for the attachment line boundary layer is slightly greater. However, Fig 5.10 also 
suggests that the values are slightly greater than those obtained in previous investigations 
for the attachment line boundary layer by Gregory & Love(165) and Firmin & Cook. A 

similar observation was made with the results for 2D trips when compared to Poll's data. 
Further comparisons between 2D trips and 3D trips in flat plate and the attachment 

line boundary layers were made in Figs 5.11 and 5.12. These graphs of &. vs Ru. are taken 
fromFig 5.1 (from Poll('89)) with the results from the present investigation for 2D trips and 
3D trips added. Aspects concerning solely the 2D trips on these graphs were discussed in 

section 4.5 where it was established that the attachment line boundary layer is more stable 
than the flat-plate boundary layer and is less susceptible to 2D trips, due to the removal of 
the momentum deficit by the flow divergence. The attachment line boundary layer can, 
however, be tripped at lower Reynolds numbers. 

Fig 5.11 shows that with 3D trips, the attachment line can again be tripped at lower 
Reynolds numbers (N. ) than the flat plate but, although the accepted values of critical Rkk 

given above are very slightly greater for the attachment line results, Reynolds numbers 
based on the trip height are quite similar for transition onset. This agrees with the 
explanations for differences obtained with 2D trips. The momentum deficit, experienced 
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downstream of a 2D trip on a flat plate, has negligible effect downstream of a 3D trip on 
either a flat plate or the attachment line. It is therefore not surprising that flat plate and the 
attachment line boundary layers are susceptible to similarly sized 3D trips. This does not 
mean to suggest that the differences in susceptibility to 2D and 3D trips, on the flat plate, 
are due to the momentum loss. The attachment line boundary layer shows similar behaviour 
to the flat-plate boundary layer in being less susceptible to 3D trips than to 2D trips. These 
differences are far greater than any difference caused solely by the momentum deficit and 
are due to the basic differences in the flow downstream of the trips and the mechanisms by 
which transition is induced. 

The results from Fig 5.12, for transition completion, are more difficult to explain. 
While values of Rkkfor transition onset with 3D trips were very similar for the attachment 
line boundary layer and the flat-plate boundary layer, the graph for transition completion 
suggests that significantly larger values of k. are required for a fully turbulent attachment 
line boundary layer at the trip. It was mentioned above that the extent of the transition 
region, for transition at the trip, was greater for the present results with 3D trips than with 
2D trips. It now appears that the present results also suggest a greater transition region, 
with 3D trips, for the attachment line boundary layer than the flat-plate boundary layer. 
Comparison between the attachment fine results of Gregory & Love and the flat-plate 
results of Gibbings et al, in Figs 5.1 a and 5.1 b, suggest a similar occurrence. It is not clear 
why the extent of the transition region is greater for attachment line boundary layer, 

especially when the length of transition regions is similar for the two boundary layers with 
2D trips, however the good agreement with the data of Gregory & Love does support the 
observation. 

From previous investigations using flat plates, it was determined that another 
difference existed between transition induced by 2D trips and 3D trips, namely that for small 
trips the upstream movement of the transition front with increasing Reynolds number is 
more abrupt with 3D trips than with 2D trips. The present results provide several 
observations to suggest that similar behaviour occurs on the attachment line. 

Ile influence of shl could be observed in the graphs of R vs sAl used to obtain 
values ofk at set values of shl, for each trip size and sweep angle combination, for use in 

plotting the k vs d/ij graphs. From these R vs shl graphs it was observed that in the case 
of small trips the rate of increase in R with decreasing s/11 was smaller for 3D trips, ie. a 
smaller increase in Reynolds number was required to move the transition front upstream. 
Although the difference was not great, it can be seen in the graphs of R vs d/11, presented 
in Figs 4.8 and 5.4, that the curves for constant shl do lie slightly closer together for small 
3D trips than for small 2D trips. For both trip types, the influence of shl for transition onset 
is removed at the Idnk and must also be identical for trip sizes below the minimum tolerable 
roughness. Ws ensures that only small differences are evident in the small trip region of the 
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R vs d/il graphs. 
Ile influence of sAl may be more clearly detected from the difference between the 

projected curve for shl -0 and the curves for shl > 400, for R>R" on the R vs d/il 

graph. The kink in the graph for 3D trips is less severe, thus the change in R from measured 
values to the projected value for sAl -0 is significantly smaller than for 2D trips. This again 
suggests that the upstream movement of the transition front with increasing Reynolds 

number is indeed more abrupt for 3D trips than with 2D trips. This assumption has 
important conkquences for an observed feature of 3D tripping discussed in section 5.6. It 
is noted now that this feature also supports the present assumption. It therefore appears that 
very similar behaviour, in terms of the movement of the transition front with increasing 
Reynolds number, is again observed for the attachment fine and flat-plate boundary layers. 

Further consideration of the shape of the R vs dAl graph in the region of the kink 
revealed fluther evidence to support the idea of the more abrupt movement of the transition 
front. If the position of the kink for both 2D and 3D trips are examined it can been seen 
that, compared to the differences in the maximum tolerable roughness and in the values of 
dAl at R= 250, the differences in value of dAl at the kink is small (1.67 for 2D trips 
compared to 1.82 for 3D trips). Far more significant is the large difference in values of R" 

of 376 for 2D trips and 451 for 3D trips. The upper limit for transition tripping is the same 
in each case. If the maximum tolerable roughness is now taken as an effective zero, then it 
is clear that a smaller increase in trip size and a smaller decrease in Reynolds number is 

required to move to the kink on the 3D trip graph. This is in effect a smaller movement 
along the curves for R vs MI. Since the kink represents the point at which the transition 
front first reaches the trip, then a smaller increase in dAl was required to move the transition 
front from far downstream up to the 3D trip. 

An interesting feature of this is that ratio of AR /A(d/11), from the position of 
tolerable roughness (associated with s/il - -) to the kink (associated with shl - 

0), was almost identical for the 2D trip and 3D trip graphs. This simply means that the 
gradient of R vs d/tI curve was similar. However, examination of R vs d/q graph, shows 
that the curve linIdng these two points is associated with very large shl and it has already 
been pointed out that the projection of the shl -0 curve above the kink has a far steeper 
gradient, compared to curves for sAI > 400, for the 2D trips than the 3D trips. It therefore 
appears that the similarity between 2D trips and 3D trips in terms of the relation between 
R and dAl improves with distance downstream. A similar conclusion has already been 

reached with regards to the length of the transition region and it is wen documented that, 
for gross disturbances, the behaviour of the boundary layer far downstream is independent 

of the source of turbulence. Returning to the graphs of R vs dAI for sAI -0 and S111 -- 
for 2D trips and 3D trips, it can indeed be seen that a bigger difference exists between the 
shl -0 curves than the shl -- curves. 
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Large differences between the effects of 2D and 3D trips at small s/11 was also 
observed in the hot-wire signals during the experiments. Within an approximate range of 
R= 300 to 550, large laminar disturbances were observed on the oscilloscope for 3D trips 
at windspeeds slightly below that for transition onset, but only when the hot-wire was close 
to the trip (<0.4m. ). For 2D trips, in both the present tests and the tests of Poll, small 
isolated disturbances were observed prior to first bursts. However these disturbances were 
far smaller than the observed disturbances from the 3D trips and they travelled downstream 
eventually brealdng down to form turbulent spots. Ile disturbances from the 3D trips were 
much larger, in both amplitude and duration, and were observed decreasing in size as the 
hot wire was moved from 0.2m. downstream of the trip to 0.4m where they were onlyjust 
detectable. At 0.2m. the disturbances were almost as big as a small turbulent spot. However 
the only apparent connection to the transition process was that they occurred at R only 
slightly less than R..,,,, the creation of the turbulent spots both near the trip and far 
downstream did not appear related to these disturbances. No conclusive explanation for 
these observations can be offered but the observed disturbances may simply be part of the 
complex vortex system created by a 3D trip. Further downstream very small isolated 
disturbances of similar magnitude to those from 2D trips were observed prior to the 
appearance of turbulent spots. 

Finally, intermittency distributions were calculated for a range of trip size/sweep 
angle combinations resulting in values of dAl for each of the trip regions on the R vs dAl 
graph. These distributions are presented in Fig 5.13. From these graphs it appears that the 
extent of transition region, AR, ranges from approximately 50 with small trips to 60 with 
large trips, a slightly smaller range than obtained with 2D trips (though the positions on the 

vs dAl graphs for the 2D trip and 3D trip intermittency tests do not correspond exactly). 
As mentioned in section 4.5, the intermittency plots show only the increase in R and 

do not account for the increase in MI. This must be considered when comparing the 
transition lengths with those from the R vs dAl graphs. This goes some way to explaining 
the apparent difference in the extent of the transition region for the medium sized trip, 
which appears very small from the intermittency plots. The position of this test 
configuration on the R vs d/ij graph is at a point where the increase in R between 
transition onset and transition completion is less significant than the increase in d/rI. 
However, this cannot totally explain the abruptness of the transition region observed in the 
intermittency tests and no further explanation can be offered. 

It was also mentioned, in connection with values of k. k, that the extent of the 
transition region for fiffly effective trips on the R vs d/11 graphs was greater for 3D trips 
than for 2D trips. This agreed with the limited comparison possible between PoWs 2D trip 
data and Gregory & Love's 3D trip data from Fig 5.10. However, this disagrees with the 
intermittency distributions and therefore may suggest possible experimental errors. 
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However, the differences are not great and despite these problems, in general the 
intermittency plots support the R vs d/ij graph and suggest that transition completion was 
fairly well defined by the hot-wire signal. This conclusion is supported by the good 
agreement in transition length with the results of Gregory & Love. 

As with the 2D trip reaft the intermittency distribution for the largest trip and the 
greatest value of shl (> 2000 ) was compared with Stewart's('87) predicted distribution for 

gross disturbances. Again, a similar shape and extent for the distribution was obtained but 
due to the slightly higher value of R for the present model, the actual values of R for 
the experimental and predicted distributions differed by a small constant amount. T'he 
intermittency factors were also plotted against the normalised co-ordinates C, andC 2in Figs 
5.14a and 5.14b, together with Narasimha's universal intermittency curves. As with the 2D 
trips, reasonable agreement with Narasimha's curve is achieved when plotted against (I but 
the sensitivity of C2to R, for transition onset, makes agreement with this distribution more 
difficult. 

Frequency spectra were also calculated for each of the three tripped regions on the 
k vs, dAl graph. However, as stated in section 4.5, any differences in the appearance of the 
frequency spectra were due to the intermittency or, where first burst conditions were used, 
the Reynolds number and possibly the measurement height within the boundary layer. No 
trends, explainable by the different type of trips, were observed, although it is 

acknowledged that the limited extent of these tests would make any small trends very 
difficult to spot. 

5.6 THE KINK IN THE Rvs d/11 GRAPH 

The kink in the R vs dAI graph is at the junction between small trips, which 
introduce small disturbances that subsequently break down at some point downstream, and 
larger trips, which introduce turbulent spots immediately downstream. Thus a discontinuity 
exists in the graph at the intersection of the curves for each transition mechanism. 

For 2D trips, it was speculated that it is the movement of the transition front from 
downstream ofthe reattachment point into the free shear layer and the resulting change in 
transition mechanisms that causes the discontinuity. There is little evidence, either in the 
present investigation or in literature, that fully effective 3D trips similarly cause turbulent 
spots within the short separation region immediately downstream of the trip, although 
MorkovinC93) did suggest that transition onset may have occurred near the end of the local 

wake separation due to the instability of the separated vortex sheet over and around the 
roughness element or due to higher instabilities. Von Doenhoff & Braslow('61) also 
concluded that the small separated region was involved in the transition process. However, 
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regardless of the specific location for transition'at the trip', Morkovin('69) suggested that 
abrupt changes in transition Reynolds numbers indicate a change in the transition 
mechanism and Dobbinga('65) stated that a change in the character of the disturbance 
occurs when the height of the roughness element is increased beyond a critical value. This 
combined with the fact that the Idnk occurs as the transition front approaches the trip, does 
suggest some similar change in transition mechanisms with 3D trips. 

From previous investigations of 3D trips on flat plates it had been concluded that 
the upstream movement ofthe transition front with increasing Reynolds number was more 
abrupt than with 2D trips. Evidence from the present tests suggested a similar behaviour for 

the attachment he boundary layer. One of the factors that supported this conclusion was 
the reduced severity of the kink in the R vs d/ij graph, for 3D trips, suggesting that a 
smaller increase in Reynolds number would be required to advance the transition front from 
downstream up to the trip itself 

During the experiments, a particular combination of trip size and sweep angle (d 
0.78mm and A= 71 *) resulted in a value of dAl slightly smaller than the minimum fully 

effective trip size. A situation therefore existed where turbulent spots were first formed at 
some distance downstream of the trip but only a small increase in Reynolds number was 
required to move the transition front up to the trip. It was discovered that, with this 
situation, slowly increasing the windspeed towards conditions for transition completion 
revealed the presence of region where the intermittency decreased. It appears that this 

region is linked to the two curves, on the R vs d/11 graph, for the two transition 
mechanisms. 

The actual intermittency distribution varied between tests and in some cases was 
very brief and difficult to detect. In situations where the set-up was not altered between 
tests a repeatable region was observed. However, if the set-up was altered between tests 
then the region of decreasing intermittency could occur at different points within the 
transition region, on either side of the peak in V.., and vary in the extent of the reduction, 
although generally the decrease in intermittency resulted in a return to the transition onset 
signal. It appears that the slight differences were most likely due to the slight changes in 

sweep producing very small changes in the values of d/q. It therefore proved very difficult 

to regain identical intermittency distributions from test to test but a generally similar 
transition region could be observed, and a measured distribution is presented in Fig 5.15. 
Essentially, it appeared that after the transition region was well developed and numerous 
turbulent spots could be observed, the number of turbulent spots would start to decrease 

and the hot-wire signal would return to that associated with transition onset, with only an 
occasional turbulent spot present. With finther increases in windspeed the rate of turbulent 
spots increased again and the transition region then proceeded as normal. With the sizeable 
change in Reynolds number from the start of the region, of decreasing intermittency, to the 
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point of minimum intermittency, the reduction is not a step change but it appears more of 
a reversal of the transition process. 

As mentioned above, the experimental set-up for this observation resulted in a trip 
which initially introduced laminar disturbances, which subsequently broke down to form 
turbulent spots, but which only required a small increase in R to move the transition front 

upstream to the trip. It therefore seems likely that the reduction in intermittency is linked 
to the change in transition mechanism from turbulent spots produced downstream of the trip 
(by amplification of small disturbances or breakdown of shed eddies) to turbulent spots 
introduced directly at the trip location (possibly within the free shear immediately 
downstream of the trip). 

If this assumed to be true and R. is used to define the Reynolds number at which 
the intermittency factor starts to decrease then a more detailed examination of the transition 
front movement would show that for R<R. all the turbulent spots originate some distance 
downstream of the trip. As the Reynolds number increases the point at which the 
dimubances can breakdown to form the turbulent spots moves upstream towards the trip. 
However this is only the minimum distance, laminar disturbances will still breakdown to 
form spots within some range downstream. So for a fixed hot-wire location, an increase in 
R increases the possibility of spots being present at the hot-wire, thus for R slightly less 
than R. numerous turbulent spots originating at various distances between the trip and the 
hot-wire should be present. For R=R, conditions are reached where the occasional spot 
will originate at the trip, due to the different mechanism. Intermittency of these particular 
spots will be very low. It therefore appears that the introduction of this form of breakdown 
to turbulent spots in some way prevents the breakdown to spots via laminar disturbances 
travelling downstream, at least within some range near the turbulent spot originating at the 
trip. As the number of turbulent spots originating at the trip increases slowly the number 
of turbulent spots developing downstream reduces quickly until a point is reached where 
no turbulent spots originate far downstream of the trip. T'llis point probably corresponds to 
the point at which the overall intermittency, within this region, reaches a minimum. Further 
increases in R increases the intermittency as the number of spots originating at the trip 
continues to increase. 

Ws behaviour would certainly result in an intennittency distribution similar to that 
experimentally observedL A factor which supports this theory is that the point at which the 
reduction in intermittency begins coincides almost exactly with the projected curve for shl 
-0 0. 

The model and instnunentation did not allow a finther investigation of this process 
and the only similar occurrence found in literature concerned the calmed region, 
downstream of a turbulent spot, observed by Schubauer & Klebanoff('56). This refers to 
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a region behind a turbulent spot where the laminar boundary layer velocity profile is left in 

a more stable 'turbulent-like! state. This profile then gradually changes back to the normal 
laminar velocity profiles at some distance behind the spot. Within the calmed region the 
normal levels of disturbances observed in a laminar layer are not present and Schubauer & 
Klebanoff concluded that breakdown to turbulence could not occur within this region. 
However, these calmed regions have a duration of a fraction of a second and could not by 
themselves explain the large regions of laminar flow obtained at mid-transition in this 
present test. It therefore appears that some incompatibility between the two transition 
mechanisms is the most likely cause, with the mechanism responsible for turbulent spots 
created at the trip removing, or damping, the disturbances which would otherwise amplify 
and breakdown to turbulence further downstream 

This region of decreasing intermittency was not observed during 2D trip tests. This 
is probably due to larger changes in R required to move the transition front upstream 

5.7 CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that the 3D trips have similar effects in both attachment line and 
flat-Plate boundary layers, and also have a similar effect, overall, to 2D trip wires in the 
attachment line boundary layer. The attachment line and flat-plate boundary layers have 
imilar tolerances to 3D trips, at least for transition onset, which in both cases is 

considerably greater than that to 2D trips. However, differences between roughness 
Reynolds numbers for transition completion suggest that, with 3D trips, the extent of the 
transition region on the attachment line is greater than on the flat plate, despite similar 
lengths of transition region observed with 2D trips in the two boundary layers. For fidly 

effective trips it also appears that the transition region is longer on the attachment line with 
3D trips than with 2D trips. For hot-wire positions further downstream, it was found that 
the similarity between the attachment line boundary layer behaviour with 2D trips and 3D 
trips improved as the distance downstream increased. 

The other major difference between the effects of 2D and 3D trips is the upstream 
movement of the transition front with increasing Reynolds number, for small trips. The 

more rapid movement with 3D trips resulted in a less severe Wnk in the R vs dAl graph, and 
allowed the observation of a region of decreasing intermittency, possibly due to an 
incompatibility between different transition mechanisms as the transition front moved up to 
the trip. 
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6 TURBULENCE SPREADING FROM DOWNSTREAM 
OF ATEACHMENT LM 

It was discussed in the first chapter how a turbulent attachment fine boundary layer 
will result in a turbulent boundary layer over the rest of the wing. Since the turbulence 
originating from a 3D roughness element will spread out downstream forming a turbulent 
wedge, the accepted spreading half-angle of which is of the order of 10% it is apparent that 
3D trips located a short distance downstream of the attachment line on either the upper or 
lower surface of the wing can still cause turbulence at the attachment line. In this case, the 
turbulence would not then be restricted to a wedge of turbulence on the same surface as the 
roughness element but would affect the whole of the rest of the wing, beyond the spanwise 
location at which the turbulence returns to the attachment line, on both wing surfaces. 

Ile turbulence spreading angle, and the effects of Reynolds number on this angle, 
was therefore examined for trips positioned at various distances downstream of the 
attachment line. It is recognised that to a certain extent the results for these tests are model 
dependent. The maximum chordwise distance from the attachment line from which the 
turbulence spreads back to the attachment line is certainly dependent on the flow divergence 
and is probably dependent on the pressure gradient, while the conditions for turbulence to 
originate at the trip also depend on the boundary layer growth downstream of the 
attachment line. However, the turbulence spreading angle can be obtained relative to the 
external streamline and, as is discussed later, it is not thought that the cross-flow or flow 
divergence affects this angle. These tests were therefore considered a worthwhile guide to 
the turbulence spreading angle, and the influence of Reynolds number, in the vicinity of the 
attachment line. Tlie tests also defined the limitations of the results obtained for 3D trips 
positioned on the attachment line. 

6.1 PREVIOUS WORK 

The turbulent spot was first proposed by Emmons(5 1) who concluded that the 
transition phenomenon may be viewed as a process that begins with a series of point 
breakdowns in the laminar flow. The point breakdowns (or turbulent spots) subsequently 
develop by spreading longitudinally and laterally until they eventually overlap thereby 
creating fully turbulent flow. 

Most work concerning the turbulent spot and the turbulent wedge has been 

performed on flat plates at high Reynolds numbers where it appears that a universal 
turbulent spot is obtained, ie. constant shape, propagation velocities of leading and trailing 
edges, and spreading angle. Similar results for all these parameters were obtained by, 

amongst others, Schubauer & Klebanoff('56), Wygnanski et al('75), Narasimha et al('84) 
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and EldeiV60). The turbulent spot observed by Schubauer & Klebanoff is presented in Fig 
6.1. They considered the effect of Reynolds number on the spreading angle and although 
the range of Reynolds numbers covered was small and all the values were high, a decrease 
in spreading angle with smaller Reynolds number was noted. A more complete study of the 
effect of Reynolds number was performed by De Bruin('89) and his graph of spreading 
semi-angle against Reynolds number is presented in Fig 6.2. Although De Bruin's model 
had a small negative pressure gradient, he concluded that this did not affect the turbulence 
spreading angles. De Bruin obtained a maximum spreading semi-angle of 9.5* at high 
Reynolds number but at lower Reynolds number the angle decreased to less than 3 ". He 
concluded that a minimum Reynolds number of N= 320 is required for turbulence to 
spread laterally in a flat-plate boundary layer. This is the value suggested by Preston as a 
minimum for sustainable fully turbulent flow. 

As the turbulent spots grow and the number of them increase, the spots overlap 
forming a turbulent wedge. Schubauer & Klebanoff observed a similar spreading angle for 
a wedge as for an individual spot and concluded that a turbulent wedge is essentially a train 
of turbulent spots. This agreed with Emmon! s('5 1) assumption that the spots grew and 
overlapped without interacting, although Coles & Savas('79) suggested that there may be 
some interaction if the spots are very closely packed. The turbulent wedge, presented in Fig 
6.3, from Schubauer & Mebanoff, shows that the turbulent wedge does not have a 
definitive outer edge but consists of a fiffly turbulent inner core with an intermittent outer 
region, where the intermittency decreases gradually towards the edges of the wedge. 

It has also been observed that the influence of the turbulent spot does not end at its 
outer edge. Lindberg et aIC84) demonstrated using linear stability analysis that the flow just 
to the side of a turbulent spot has reduced stability in comparison with the flow far from the 
spot. Gad-EI-Hak et al('79) went one step finther and suggested that it is the destabilisation 
ofthe already rotational flow outside the edge of the turbulent spots that is responsible for 
the lateral spreading. This destabilisation induces perturbations which break down forming 
new turbulence. Matsui('79) agreed with this, suggesting that a longitudinal vortex is 
induced to the side of an existing vortex, which then shifis away creating lateral growth of 
the spot. The resulting transverse contamination rates are far greater than the turbulent 
entrainment rates which lead to longitudinal growth of the turbulent spots. However, as 
mentioned by Morkovin('93), the actual mechanisms involved in lateral spreading of 
turbulent spots are not yet clear. 

Little previous work concerning turbulence spreading across a three-dimensional 
boundary layer at low Reynolds numbers could be found. Gregory('60) calculated that for 
his swept wing, 3D roughness elements positioned at between x/C = 0.003 and x/C = 0.0 13 
downstream of the attachment line could contaminate the attachment line due to lateral 
spreading. In experiments he found that the range was slightly smaller and may have varied 
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slightly with the roughness height. Gregory also concluded that the cross-flow, downstream 

ofthe attachment fine, did not affect the turbulent wedge at all and that the spreading was 
controlled by conditions in a critical layer within the boundary layer at a certain distance 
from the surface. Narasimha et al('84) also concluded that the turbulence spreading angle 
relative to the local streamline was independent of streamline divergence, while Arnal & 
Juillen('88) examined turbulent spots leaving the attachment line and travelling across the 
wing and concluded that the spots propagate from the attachment line with little 

modification to their structure. With regards to actual turbulence spreading angles, 
PoK83a) observed a turbulent wedge with a local spreading semi-angle of approximately 
10* relative to the external streamline direction, originating from a single conical 
excrescence positioned near the attachment line. However, Pfenninger('65) observed a very 
small spreading angle close to the attachment line and Poll suggested that in the immediate 

vicinity of the attachment line where the Reynolds number is low the spreading semi-angle 
may be lower than 10*. Poll('83b) also considered turbulence spreading, from downstream 

of the attachment line back onto the attachment line at greater shl, while developing an 
equation for intermittency for the attachment line boundary layer subjected to a gross 
disturbance. However, this merely involved an extension of Emmons! mathematical model 
using the'dependence volume! and spot formation rate per unit length. It therefore required 
assumed turbulence spreading angles. 

6.2 PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

At the point on the model normally used as the t6p position (i. e. s= 0), a line was 
marked on the model perpendicular to the attachment line. 3D trips were then placed at 
varying distances downstream of the attachment line, along the marked line. Ile 

experimental set-up is sketched in Fig 6.4. Due to the large number of possible variables, 
the investigation was limited to two hot-wire locations on the attachment fine (s = 0.2m and 
1.8m), three sweep angles (55% 60* & 70*) and three trip sizes (0.78mm, 0.98mm & 
1.99mm). The investigation was then limited to determining transition onset and completion 
Reynolds numbers for each trip position. For trips positioned downstream of the attachment 
line, observation of transition onset refers to conditions for the edge of the turbulent wedge 
to intersect the attachment line at the hot-wire position, while transition completion refers 
to conditions for the fiffly turbulent inner core of the wedge to intersect the attachment line 

at the hot-wire position. The change in Reynolds number between onset and completion 
conditions is therefore the increase in Reynolds number required for the spreading angle of 
the inner fidly turbulent core to increase to the initial angle for the outer edge of the wedge. 

Although the trips were placed downstream of the attachment line, it is still the 
attachment line boundary layer and the conditions required for the turbulence from the trip 
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to reach the attachment line that is of interest. T11us the attachment he Reynolds number 
R continues to be used except for during comparisons with flat plate results. It is also 
assumed that Reynolds numbers, converted to Ra., does not vary much across the limited 
chordwise extent used for these tests. 

The chordwise distance of the trip from the attachment line was measured using a 
rule. For larger distances from the attachment line the rule was bent to maintain contact 
with the moders surface. Due to this method and the fact that the attachment line itself is 
taken to be the marked line, the accuracy of the chordwise distance in the calculations was 
perhaps optimistically assumed to the nearest 0.5mm In fact the attachment line itself is 

probably only marked correctly to within ±0.5 mm 

6.3 PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS AND 
CALCULA IONS 

Several problems had to be considered before obtaining the final results for 
turbulence spreading, namely: interpolation of R to a given s/11, boundary layer growth 
downstream ofthe attachment line, the actual flow divergence angle, pressure gradients and 
finally the possible influence of cross-flow instabilities. 

Since the results were both model and sweep angle dependent it was deemed 
unnecessary to interpolate values of R to a value for a specific s/11. In these tests it is the 
trends in the turbulence spreading angle and the overall effects of R on a, where a is the 

required turbulence spreading semi-angle for turbulence originating at the trip to 
intersect the attachment line at the position of the hot-wire, that are of interest, not specific 
values of-k. However, consideration must be given to changes in the value of S/11 between 
related tests. Any change in R will result in a change in sAl and values of R for trips placed 
downstream of the attachment fine must be compared with the value of R for the trip on 
the attachment line. This change in shl may then have an affect on the relative values of R 
for each trip position. The effect of increasing shl as R is increased with increasing Xt,,. p was 
therefore examined. 

The two extreme cases where shl has greatest effect, i. e. smallest and largest d/ij, 
were examined. The two tests conducted for trips on the attachment line with the two hot- 
wire locations were used to calculate the change in R as a fimction of the change in s/11. 
This value was then used with the maximum change in shl for a fixed hot-wire position, as 
the trip was moved in the chordwise direction, to calculate the maximum change in R due 
solely to the change in S/11. In the worst case the change in R, due to sAj, was 8. This 
represented less than 2% of the total change in R. Ile effect of changes in shl, as the trip 
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is moved finther downstream, can therefore be neglected. 

Velocity profiles were measured downstream of the attachment line in section 3.4.2. 
From these profiles, no noticeable boundary layer growth could be detected. It is therefore 

assumed that, within the limited area used downstream ofthe attachment line, any boundary 
layer growth is smalL In addition, the increase in Reynolds number as the trip is moved 
finther from the attachment line will result in a decrease in the boundary layer thickness and 
will certainly dominate over possible boundary layer growth. The decrease in 11 resulting 
from the increase in R wiU result in an increase in d/ij, however the range of trip sizes 
required to obtain results for constant d/q would have been prohibitive. Results were 
therefore obtained for constant trip sizes and the variation in the effective trip sizes was 

considered in the analysis. 

Pressure gradients in the chordwise direction can be read directly from the pressure 
distribution. Consideration was given to the effects that the pressure gradient may have on 
the results due to the fact that the trip was lying in a developing 3D boundary layer in a 
fa-ýourable pressure gradient. Ile turbulent spots created at the trip then had to spread 
across an effectively adverse pressure gradient while the turbulent spot shape was distorted 
by the flow divergence and the cro ss-flow. However, the trips were still relatively close to 
the attachment line, so the cross-flow was not yet substantial and the pressure gradients 
were small In addition it was noted above that Narasimha et al('84) observed no effect of 
streamline divergence on the spreading angle relative to the local external streamline and 
Gregory('60) observed no affect from the cross-flow on the turbulent wedge. It was 
therefore expected that the overall effect of these factors was small. 

Ile cross-flow Reynolds number was calculated for the extreme trip positions, with 
largest x and R, for both the transition onset and completion Reynolds numbers. The 

resulting cross-flow Reynolds number were relatively small (due to the small values of x) 
and were well below the critical value proposed by Owen & Randall('52). It is not, 
therefore, felt that cross-flow instability influenced the results. 

In calculating the turbulence spreading semi-angle, two features must be considered 
: firstly, the angles between the external streamlines (from x=0 to x= YP) and the 
attachment line; and secondly, the distances YP (between trip and attachment line) and s 
(distance along attachment line to hot-wire location). Obviously both the sweep angle and 
x will affect the angles of the external streamlines while s, and also x, will affect the required 
turbulence spreading angle (to the external streamline) for the turbulence to intersect the 
attachment line at the hot-wire location. A sketch of the external streamlines and turbulence 
spreading is presented in Fig 6.5 and details of the calculation of the required turbulence 
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spreading angles for each configuration and varying x are given in appendix F. 

6.4 RESULTS 

As mentioned above, turbulence spreading from downstream of the attachment line 
was investigated by determining transition onset and completion conditions at the hot-wire 
location on the attachment line. For each trip position the transition onset and completion 
conditions then correspond to conditions for the outer edge of the turbulent wedge and the 
fully turbulent inner core to intersect the attachment line at the hot-wire. Ile required 
turbulence spreading semi-angle with the turbulence assumed to have originated at the trip 
location was then calculated. Ile results are presented as graphs of R vs a in Figs 6.6 for 
both isolated spots at the edge of the turbulent wedge and the fidly turbulent inner core. It 
must be noted that the values of a in these graphs are the minimum values which would be 
required for the turbulence at the hot-wire to have originated at the trip and do not 
necessarily indicate a true spreading angle at each Reynolds number. Thus at the minimum 
Reynolds number on each graph,,, Alere a is presented as decreasing to zero, the maximum 
value of a (for R=R 

mi. ) is the actual turbulence spreading semi-angle. At the maximum 
Reynolds number the turbulent spots are caused by natural transition and the true spreading 
semi-angle is the minimum value of a (for R=R.. ). 

As mentioned above, the value of d/ij for each trip increases as the trip is moved 
fiuther downstream and R is increased. Tlierefore, in the graphs of R vs cc, presented in 
Figs 6.6, dAl also increases as R increases. Curves are plotted for each combination of 
physical trip size (d), hot-wire location (s), and sweep angles (A) as noted in the header on 
each graph. 

Ile main features of interest from these tests are the turbulence spreading semi- 
angle, a, and its variation with Reynolds number, and the maximum values of a for R 
R L, Each of these features can be determined from the plots of R vs a in Figs 6.6. 

From these graphs, it is clear that the turbulence spreading semi-angle increases vvith 
Reynolds number with values of a varying between approximately 2.5 * and 10 ". 

Two specific values of a were also obtained from these graphs : a, = turbulence 
spreading semi-angle for R= RLL and U2 = maximum turbulence spreading semi-angle 
available within the confines of these tests. Ile positions of a, , q2 and R.. L on the R vs 
a graphs are shown in Fig 6.6. The values of a, and % are listed in table 6.1 together with 
the corresponding values of R and d/ij, and a, is plotted against R in Fig 6.8. Differences 
in the values of a2 for the two values of s are due to differences in natural transition 
Reynolds number. 

a,, ahhough equal to the turbulence spreading semi-angle for R=R 
. L, also refers 
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to the mininvurn spreading semi-angle for that trip. From Fig 6.8 it can be seen that a, varies 
between 2.5 " and 4.5 " for the outer edge of the wedge and between 2* and 4* for the fiffly 
turbulent inner core. It also appears that the spreading angle for the edge of the wedge and 
the fiffly turbulent core increases at similar rates, with increasing Reynolds number. 

a2 was examined simply to determine the largest spreading semi-angle obtained 
during these tests. It should be noted that a, does not essentially refer to the maximum 
spreading semi-angle, larger spreading angles may be available with further increases in R 
but natural transition on the attachment he would have to be delayed in order to observe 
this. However Von Doenhoff & Braslow('6 1) thought that an increase in the stability of a 
boundary layer may affect the lateral spreading of a turbulent wedge. An attempt to delay 
natural transition, possibly using suction, could therefore influence the turbulence spreading 
angle. From table 6.1 it can be seen that the largest value of a2is approximately 10 * for the 
edge of the turbulent wedge and 8.5" for the fully turbulent core. These angles were 
obtained from the tests where the natural transition Reynolds numbers were at a maximum 

Potential errors are greater for these tests than in previous chapters. It has already 
been mentioned that the chordwise distance was simply measured using a rule and distances 

were optimistically noted to the nearest 0.5mm This together with possible small errors in 
the marked position of the attachment line could introduce errors in x of at least Imm In 

addition to this,, restrictions on tunnel access time restricted the number of data points for 

each graph and thus additional error may be introduced with the application of the fine of 
best fit. This would be especialýy true for the two limiting values of x, which lead to a, and 
a2. Errors in x, of I mm would lead to errors in a, of less than 0.5 *, while similar errors in 

x2would produce smaller errors in a2. 
In comparison to these effors, the errors in the assumed origin of the turbulent 

wedges are probably small. Ile spreading angles were calculated assuming that the 
turbulent wedge originates at the trip. For all the experimental set-ups bar one, the 
combination of Reynolds number and trip height was sufficient to cause turbulence 
immediately downstream of the trip. For the single experiment where turbulence first 
originates downstream of the trip ( d=0.78mrn, A=70 *, x--O. Omm ) only a small increase in 
Reynolds number was required to move the transition front up to the trip, so errors should 
also be small in this case. 

In addition, it is doubtfid that the slight model vibration which led to lower Reynolds 
numbers for natural transition at lower sweep angles would have affected the turbulence 
spreading angle significantly. Any influence it did have would be limited to tests at high 
windspeeds and low sweep angles. 
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6.5- DISCUSSION 

As mentioned above, the main topics of interest are the turbulence spreading angles 
and the effect ofReynolds number on this angle. From the graphs presented in Fig 6.6 it is 

clear that the Reynolds number significantly influences the turbulence spreading angle. For 
a greater than cq, the spreading angle increases at first very quickly and then more gradually 
with increasing R. The curves for isolated turbulent spots and fidly turbulent flow appear 
quite similar although the values of a, are slightly smaller for the fully turbulent flow and 
the rate of increase of ix is slightly greater. On average an increase in R of 96 resulted in 

aI* increase in the spreading angle of the edge of the turbulent wedge while an increase 
in R of 89 was required for a similar increase in the fidly turbulent core spreading angle. 
This suggests that at higher Reynolds numbers the intermittent outer region decreases in 

size and the fully turbulent core dominates more of the turbulent spot. 
For the outer edge of the turbulent wedge, the overall relation between Reynolds 

er and spreading semi-angie is plotted in Fig 6.9 together with the data from De Bruin. 
The lower values of k. for attachment line transition, as discussed in chapters 4&5, are 
again apparent and it would appear that the range of spreading angles are similar. However 
this graph also shows the considerable variations in a at given Reynolds numbers for the 
present tests. It appears that this variation is due to a combination of experimental scatter 
and a small dependence on trip size. 

A comparison between graphs for similar sweep angles but different trips suggests 
that the trip size may influence the spreading angle, with a increasing slightly as the trip size 
increases. This appears to occur right across the range of Reynolds numbers, even at high 
Reynolds numbers where the effective trip sizes, in terms of d/11, are very large. A larger 
trip also results in a smaller initial transition Reynolds nurnber so this trend may alternatively 
be due to the change in Reynolds number from the initial transition onset value. Certainly 
this dependence on either trip size or initial transition conditions partly explains the large 

variation in the turbulent spreading angles obtained at various Reynolds numbers, as shown 
in Fig 6.9. Schubauer & KlebanoflV56) observed some dependence on the initial conditions 
at the source of the spots. In particular, one test which produced a larger initial spot also 
lead to a greater turbulence spreading angle. Gregory('60) also suggested that the 
turbulence spreading may vary with roughness height although Lindberg et al('84) 
suggested that the characteristics of the spot are independent of the initial disturbance and 
De Bruin observed little scatter in his graph of Ra. vs a despite large differences in 

roughness geometries. It therefore appears that the large variations in a at a given value of 
&. cannot be totally explained by the variations in trip size. 

Carefid examination of either Figs 6.6 or table 6.1 shows that, even accounting for 

the trip size, scatter in the reaft in terms of the relation between R and a, is considerable. 
It would therefore appear that the concern expressed over the accuracy of these tests was 
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justified and experimental errors resulting in scatter in the data contributes significantly to 
the variations in a. 

However, this does not detract from the overall observations that a similar range of 
turbulence spreading angles, ekbibiting a broadly similar dependence on Reynolds number, 
to De Bruin! s flat plate results, was obtained. 

It was mentioned in section 6.1 that at high Reynolds numbers a universal turbulent 
spot is obtained, in flat-plate boundary layers, with a spreading semi-angle of 10*. From 
tests at lower Reynolds numbers it was also known that this angle is approached 
asymptotically. 

From Figs 6.6 it can be seen that a increases at first quickly and then more gradually 
as Reynolds number increases. As the Reynolds number approaches the value required for 

natural transition there appears to be a- slight interaction which causes the required 
spreading angle for the turbulence to have originated at the trip to increase quickly again. 
Ifthis interaction and the values after natural transition has become dominant are neglected 
then, overall, the results suggest that an asymptotic value for turbulence spreading angle 
was being approached at higher Reynolds numbers. However, the lack of sufficient data 
points at the higher Reynolds number and the intervention of natural attachment line 
transition means that this can not be conclusively proved. However, the spreading angle 
apparently being approached asymptotically was of the order of 9* to 12 " which is similar 
to the values for the universal turbulent spot on a flat plate. Ile maximum spreading semi- 
angle actually observed during these tests was approximately 10 *. 

The third feature of interest, mentioned above, is more model dependent but was 
examined to determine the limitations of the results from chapter 5 for trips on the 
attachment line. Fig 6.8 shows the turbulence spreading semi-angle for RýR 

. 19 CtI. Ile 
graphs appear to suggest a value of a, of the order of 2.5 * to 4.5 * for the edge of the 
turbulent wedge (transition onset) and 2* to 40 for the fully turbulent core (transition 
completion), with greater values at higher Reynolds number. Again, the scatter is 
considerable but partly due to differences in trip size. However, the graph clearly shows 
that, for attachment line transition, the conditions determined in chapter 5, and presented 
in Fig 5.4 and 5.5, apply to a rather limited chordwise extent for locations of the 3D trips. 
Of course the trips still cause transition when located beyond this maximum range, but a 
larger Reynolds number is required for the turbulence to affect the attachment line boundary 
layer. 

In the worst case for the present model and configuration (i. e. A= 55 ", s=0.2m) 
this turbulence spreading angle equates to 5mm downstream of the attachment line. 
Henke('90) gave 280 as a typical sweep angle for the larger transonic aircraft, while 
HardyC88) gave typical values of U, for aircraft of approximately 70 compared to 8 for the 
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present model. For a given point on the wing downstream of the attachment line, an 
increase in U, or a decrease in the sweep angle both result in an increase in the angle 
between the exlemal streamline and the attachment line. T'hus for an actual swept wing the 
ma)dmum chordwise distance from the attachment line for a 3D trip to cause transition of 
the attachment Kne boundary layer at the conditions described in Fig 5.4 will be substantially 
reduced from the 5mm for the present modeL 

6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The universal turbulent spot demonstrated in numerous investigations was not 
realised at the low Reynolds numbers required for attachment line transition in the presence 
of a 3D trip. In fact, it was revealed that with appropriate conditions for transition onset in 
the presence of a fidly effective 3D trip the turbulent wedge formed downstream of the trip 
had a spreading semi-angle ofthe order ofjust 3 *. It is possible that the universal turbulent 
spot with a turbulence spreading angle of 9* - 12* was being approached at higher 
Reynolds number. However, for the lower Reynolds numbers associated with attachment 
line transition, the turbulent spot was a fimction of Reynolds number and, to a lesser extent, 
either the trip height or the change in Reynolds number from the initial transition onset 
value. 

As a result the conditions for attachment line transition, obtained in chapter 5, can 
only be applied to 3D trips within a short chordwise distance from the attachment line. With 
the trip fin-ther downstream, transition may still be caused at the same Reynolds number but 
only a relatively small spanwise extent downstream of the trip VAR be affected. A 
ignificantly larger Reynolds number is required for the turbulence to affect the attachment 

line boundary layer, and thus the rest of the wing. 
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7 EFFECTS OF FREESTREAM TURBULENCE 

Pfenninger & Bacon('69) concluded that atmospheric turbulence has less influence 

on transition than the micro scale turbulence of low turbulence wind tunnels. However, in 

some applications, most notably internal flows, freestream turbulence levels can be 

considerably higher. Gostelow et aIC94) stated that turbulence levels vary between 2% and 
14% in axial flow compressors and can reach 18% in axial flow turbines. Ile effects of two 
higher levels of freestream turbulence were therefore examined with both two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional trips present. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTA 
wo 

ne effect offreestrearn turbulence on transition is broadly similar to that of a trip, 
although the mechanisms involved are very different. One similarity is that just as the 
transition process changes with the size of the trip, the transition process also changes as 
the turbulence intensity increases. Ile mechanism by which the freestream turbulence 
influences the boundary layer transition is referred to as receptivity. 

For low levels of freestream. turbulence, transition occurs due to amplification of 
Tolknein-Schlichting waves within the boundary layer. The naturally occurring freestream 
disturbances travel at much higher speeds than the instability waves within the boundary 
layer. Ile wavelength of the freestream disturbances at a given frequency are therefore 
nuich longer than the TS waves and a wavelength conversion is required to transfer energy 
from these long waves to the much shorter TS waves. This conversion takes place at 
locations where the mean flow exhibits rapid changes, which for the present model would 
be at the leading edge tip or at a roughness element. 

For moderate levels offreestream. turbulence this process is enhanced and transition 
occurs at lower Reynolds numbers. For high levels of freestream turbulence the relatively 
slow amplification of TS waves is bypassed and boundary layer disturbances are introduced 

more directly. 
Due to the increased amplitude of the disturbances in the boundary layer, the effect 

of a roughness element is enhanced by freestream turbulence. At the same time, roughness 
induced separation is especially sensitive to freestream disturbances and the rate of 
amplification, of disturbances, within this region can be significantly increased. TIus trips 

and freestream. turbulence compliment each other in promoting transition. 

As with the work on transition tripping with 2D and 3D trips, a majority of the work 
investigating the effects offreestrearn turbulence has been perfonned on flat plates. Fig 7.1 
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shows a graph oftransition Reynolds number against 2D trip size for a range of turbulence 
levels, from Tani('61). This graph contains data from several tests on flat-plate boundary 
layers. From the graph it is clear that transition caused by a given roughness occurs earlier 
in a stream ofincreased turbulence and that the freestream turbulence has less effect as the 
trip size increases. In fact for large trips, where k/6 > 0.6, the influence of the freestream 
turbulence disappears altogether. It also appears that the maximum tolerable 2D trip height 
increases slightly with turbulence. 

The effects of freestream. turbulence levels on attachment line transition have not 
been studied in any great detail Pfenninger & Bacon('69) briefly examined the effect of 
freestream, turbulence on boundary layer stability. For a clean wind tunnel the attachment 
line boundary layer did not amplify any disturbance until R exceeded 570. When a 
turbulence screen was introduced ahead of the model, amplification was observed at lower 

values of R. However no indication of the levels of freestream, turbulence were given. 

MorkovinC93) stated that "to expect general quantitative significance in experiments 
with high turbulent fields characterised by a single & number at a single point borders on 
belief in miracles". However, this remains the most common method of defining the general 
turbulence levels in a wind tunnet In the present tests graphs of turbulence intensity against 
windspeed were plotted for two positions in the worldng section for both moderate and 
high turbulence configurations. However, in some later graphs involved in the analysis, a 
single value obtained with a fairly high windspeed at the more central of the two locations 
is used to define each turbulence level. In the discussion, turbulence levels are referred to 

as low (from chapters 4& 5), medium and high where these definitions refer to turbulence 
intensities ofthe order of 0.09%, 0.3% and 2.0%, respectively. Ilese definitions agree with 
those given by Morkovin, from Russian literature, to define broad levels of freestream 

turbulence, ie. : 

low turbulence 
moderate turbulence 
high turbulence 

a<0.1% 
0.1%<a<0.7% 

> 0.7%. 

These ranges also refer to the transition processes described above. 
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7.2 PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

7.2.1 8'x4'M= TUNNE 

Ile 81x4' tunnel is a low-speed, closed working section, open return tunnel. The 

working section is 8ft wide by 4ft high and extends over a length of approximately IOU 

The area ofthe working section used for the present test was towards the downstream end 

of the working section. 
In its clean configuration the freestrearn turbulence intensity in this tunnel was 

higher than in the 8'x6' tunnel. In addition, the freestream turbulence intensity could be 

further increased by inserting a turbulence screen at the start of the working section 
(approximately 8.5m upstream ofmodel). Ile screen used in the following high turbulence 

tests consisted of a large square mesh type screen. The squares were 85mm wide and the 

wood used to make the mesh was 25mm wide. 

The tunnel was carefidly calibrated both in its clean configuration and with the 
turbulence screen inserted. Both the mean and fluctuation velocities were examined across 
the test section, at several positions along the test section. The mean velocities were 
obtained using a Pitot-static probe while the fluctuation velocities were obtained using aID 
'Y shaped (vertical element) TSI hot-wire probe. It was found that the maximum windspeed 
ofthe tunnel was 231ng". At windspeeds of 10nis7' or greater the windspeed measured using 
the tunnel static rings was within 3% of that obtained using a Pitot-static probe. The flow 

uniformity was also examined, it appeared that the mean velocity varied by up to ±2% 

across the working section. Neither the accuracy of the windspeed measurement or the flow 

uniformity was affected by the turbulence screen. 
For the clean wind tunnel, a graph of freestream turbulence intensity levels, a, 

against windspeed was obtained at the centre ofthe part of the working section used, at two 
heights. This graph is presented in Fig 7.2. From the overall tunnel calibration the mean 
turbulence intensity at 15m! sr' was 0.3%. For discussion in this chapter, this is referred to 
as a medium level of turbulence. 

A qn0a graph was obtained for the wind tunnel with the turbulence screen inserted 

upstream This graph is presented in Fig 7.3. The mean turbulence intensity at l51ns' was 
estimated at 2.0%. For discussion in this chapter, this is referred to as a high level of 
turbulence. 

For measurements of the model pressure distribution, the freestream static pressure 

was taken from tunnel static rings just upstream of the model (and well downstream of the 

tunnel contraction). The static pressure gradient, between the measurement position and the 

model, was therefore very small and of the order ofjust 0.4% of the freestream dynamic 
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pressure. 

7.2.2 PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS 

The model was mounted in the 8'x4'twmel in an identical style to that used in the 
8Ix6 tunnel. As mentioned in section 3.2.1 the model could be split in order that the shorter 
span model could be used in the 8'x4' tunnel. 

From preliminary tests there was no evidence of model vibration, even at the 

maximum windspeed, in the 8'x4'wind tunnel. This was as expected since the model is 

significantly shorter and more steady on the pivot and block, and the maximum windspeed 
is about halfthat used in the 8x6tunneL The absence of model vibration was confirmed by 

the lack of any apparent sweep effects during tests with small 2D and 3D trips (model 

v ibration in the 8'x6'tunnel had resulted in smaller value of R at lower sweep angles with 
zero and small trips). 

During the tunnel calibration, the tunnel floor boundary layer thickness was 
measured to ensure that the model leading edge tip was clear of the boundary layer. At its 

closest, the leading edge tip is of the order of 210mm above the tunnel floor. The floor 
boundary layer was found to be ofthe order of 200mm thick. A larger gap would have been 

preferable. However, initial tests with the hot-wire near the leading edge tip did not detect 

any disturbances in the attachment line boundary layer in the leading edge tip area. 

It was also noted from preliminary test that the hot-wire signal for both transition 
onset and completion was more difficult to define in the 8'A'wind tunnel. This was due to 
significant fluctuations in the hot-wire signal observed in both fully larninar, just before 
transition onset, and fully turbulent flows. In a majority of the tests the first bursts were 
fairly large and easy to distinguish from the laminar fluctuations, however in one or two 
tests the turbulent spots were only slightly larger and the possibility of some errors exists. 
The problem with the My turbulent signal was more severe. Reports had suggested, and 
observations in the 8x6'tunnel supported, that a fiffly turbulent signal from a RMS meter 
was almost identical to a fidly laminar signal. However, this was not the case with the higher 
levels of freestrearn turbulence in the 8'x4' tunnel. Continuous small fluctuations were 
evident throughout the fiffly turbulent signal. Laminar spots were therefore assumed to be 

slightly larger fluctuations but this obviously produces probable errors due to the operator's 
judgement. In addition there was no large decrease in the RMS voltage after mid-transition, 
only a steady but small decrease. 

In several tests involving 3D trips and high turbulence both the RMS and raw hot- 
wire signal were observed. Iley showed that the fluctuations, interpreted as laminar spots, 
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evident in the RMS signal could also be seen as laminar spots in the raw signal. 

Prior to starting the investigation of attachment line transition with higher levels of 
freestream turbulence, the model pressure distribution was measured. This was done 

primarily to check the effective sweep and blockage correction factor. For this purpose the 

model pressure distribution was measured at two windspeeds for each of the working sweep 
angles (ie. 55% 60% 66" and 72*). Appendix C contains the calculations and the results 
of the corrections for blockage and effective sweep. With these corrections applied the 

measured pressure distributions matched the theoretical pressure distribution very closely. 
Thus equations 1.1 for R and 1.2 for il can be applied to experimental results from the 8x4' 

with sin-tila accuracy as was achieved in the 8'x6'tunnel. Estimated errors in V. and dU/dx 

are similar to those from tests in the 8'x6' tunnel, i. e. of the order of 1% at higher 

windspeeds with a larger error in V. at lower windspeeds of 3%. 
The tests also confirmed the extremely small favourable pressure gradient along the 

attachment line. 

The laminar and turbulent velocity profiles were also briefly re-examined and were 
found to be a good match with the theoretical profiles and the experimental profiles from 
the 8'x6' tunnel tests. 

7.2.3 TRANSITION EXPERIMENTS 

For each trip size / sweep angle combination just two spanwise locations were used 
for the hot-wire. Results from the 8'x6'tunnel suggested that the hot-wire location played 
a significant role only with very small and very large trips. With the shortened span of the 

model in the 8'A'tunnel, it was decided that two locations would suffice. 
The experimental procedure and instrumentation. was otherwise identical to that 

used in the 2D and 3D trip tests in the 8'x6'tunneL Four sweep angles and the fidl range of 
2D and 3D trips were used with both the medium and high freestream turbulence tunnel 

configurations. 

Sampling of the hot-wire signal for frequency spectra and intermittency distributions 

was also performed for a number ofttip size / sweep angle combinations, one covering each 
of the regions on the R vs dAl graph for both medium and high turbulence tunnel 
configurations. The sampling for frequency spectra was performed at transition onset 
conditions with a sample frequency of l4kHz for a duration of 10 seconds. T'he sampling 
for intermittency distribution was performed at 5 windspeeds across the transition region 
with a sample frequency of 2kHz for a duration of 20 seconds. The sampling was more 
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limited than that in the 8'x6'twmel due to the large amount of disc space needed to store 
the data. 

7.3 TRANSITION RESULTS 

7.3.1 2D TRIPS 

Graphs of R vs dAl for transition onset and completion are presented in Figs 7.4 
and 7.5 for medium freestream turbulence levels and Figs 7.6 and 7.7 for high levels of 
turbulence. Only the limit on the maximum value of R, for medium turbulence levels, 

prevents the curves exhibiting a similar'z! shape, with the same four regions and a kink, to 
the low turbulence graphs. However, differences between these graphs and the low 
turbulence graphs in Figs 4.7 and 4.8 are immediately apparent. For zero and small trips 
values of R are considerably reduced by each increase in freestream turbulence intensity, 
as are the minimum values of dAl for fiffly effective tripping. Also evident is the expected 
reduction in the effects of a as the trips become large. 

It is also noticeable on these graphs that the range of shl curves is more limited than 
in the low turbulence graphs of chapter 4. This is due to the shorter span model used in the 
8'x4'tunneL Since only two hot-wire locations were used, linear interpolations were used 
to obtain values of R and dAl at the specified values of shl. All the graphs show that 
changes ink with shl are small, so the use of only two hot-wire locations has not resulted 
in significant errors in interpolated values of R. 

For the curves of best fit, experimental data obtained with the lowest sweep angle, 
A= 56", and high turbulence levels have been omitted. Fig 7.8 shows the graph for 
transition onset together with the results for A= 56*. It isnot clear exactlywhythis sweep 
angle produces lower transition Reynolds numbers than the larger sweep angles, but similar 
results were later obtained with 3D trips. Two possible reasons for the difference between 
the general results and the lowest sweep angle results were examined. T'lle first possibility 
concerned the tunnel floor boundary layer. It was noted in section 7.2.2 that at A= 56 * the 
leading edge tip was quite close to outer edge of the floor boundary layer and it cannot be 

ruled out that the floor boundary layer was influencing the high turbulence tests. However, 
if the floor boundary layer was influencing conditions at the leading edge tip, it would be 
more likely to act as a gross disturbance and R would then be independent of d/q. Since 
this is not the case and, additionally, no similar effects were observed during the medium 
turbulence tests and no disturbances were observed during the initial tests, it seems unlikely 
that the floor boundary layer is responsible for the observed effects. Ile second possibility 
is simply that at lower sweep angles the receptivity to freestream. turbulence increases. 
Against this idea is the difference between the A=56* results and the general results at dAl 
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> 2.0, Where the general results for the three turbulence levels suggest that the freestream 
turbulence as We influence. However the difference does decrease as dAl increases and this 
would appear to partially support the idea. Due to this uncertainty over the validity of the 
results obtained at A= 56* with high turbulence levels, they were otnitted from the general 
results used to consider the effects of turbulence. 

For the accepted data, both scatter and repeatability were within acceptable Emits. 
For the medium turbulence results, scatter resulted in experimental data within ±4% of the 
curves ofbest fit across both the transition onset and transition completion graphs, a similar 
value to the low turbulence data. For a majority of the high turbulence results, experimental 
data was also within ±4% of the curve of best fit. However, a few points resulted in a 
maximum scatter of±7%. 

In the initial investigation of transition tripping with 2D trips, at low levels of 
freestrearn turbulence, three specific values of R were examined. R represented the 
lower bound on transition tripping. For values of R less than R j. "' turbulence introduced 
by a large trip decayed as it travelled downstream and eventually disappeared. R" referred 
to the position of the kink in the curves on the R vs d/ij graph, it represented the value of 
R at which the minimum size for a fully effective trip introduced turbulent spots. Finally, 
Rup. was the upperbound on transition tripping and was equal to the linear stability limit. 
For values of R less than R 

upper the boundary layer was stable to the small disturbances 
present in the freestrearn. These three values were also investigated for 2D trips with 
medium and high levels of freestrearn turbulence. However, limitations in both the tunnel 
performance and the model size made these values more difficult to estimate than in the low 
turbulence tests. As a result, potential errors in their values are greater. 

Due to the relatively low nwimum windspeed ofthe tunnel, natural transition could 
not be obtained with medium levels of freestream turbulence. This, in addition to the limited 
range of slil in the high turbulence tests, meant that R, 

ppcr and the maximum tolerable 
roughness could not be accurately estimated for either of the higher turbulence tests. 
However from the results available it appears that values of R 

upper are of the order of 500 
for the medium turbulence levels and 300 for the high turbulence levels, although these 
values are very approximate. If they are taken as correct then the maximum tolerable 
roughness for 2D trips with both medium and high levels of freestream turbulence occurs 
at a trip size of the order d/ij = 0.7. This is slightly lower than the maximum tolerable 
roughness at low turbulence levels which occurred at dAl = 0.9. 

The difficulty in interpolating values ofR for s/tl -- also made estimates of R 10, w, 
for both the medium and high turbulence levels, susceptible to errors. The experimental data 
obtained with large trips was not therefore plotted as a graph of R vs shl, as in Fig 4.10 
for low turbulence levels. Instead, the medium and high turbulence data was compared to 
the data points from the low turbulence graph. It was observed that the results for both 
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medium and high turbulence were within the range of curves and had similar gradients to 
that obtained with low turbulence in Fig 4.10. It therefore appears that the same value for 

the lower bound can be applied irrespective of the freestream turbulence level. Thus the 
accepted value for R is 250 for transition onset for both levels of turbulence. This 

occurs with a mininnim value of dAl = 1.62 for medium turbulence and d/11 = 1.26 for high 

turbulence. The corresponding value with low turbulence was dAl = 1.97. 
Although the data available for estimating R 10",, for transition completion was even 

more limited, a value of approximately 300 does appear appropriate. 
Finally, the Idnk in the R vs d/ij graph, at the intersection of curves for small trips 

and curves for My effective trips, was examined. For transition onset, the kink appears to 

occur at values ofR =3 10 for medium levels of turbulence and R= 285 for high levels of 
turbulence. The appropriate values of d/ij were 1.29 and 1.03 respectively. From the low 

turbulence tests the kink occurred at R= 376 and d/n = 1.67. 
The above values of R and the values obtained in chapter 4 for low turbulence, 

together with the appropriate values of dAj, are listed in table 7.1. Overall, it appears that 
freestream turbulence intensity levels have no effect on the lower bound for transition and 
only a slight effect on the maximum tolerable roughness. However the upper bound for 
transition tripping is greatly reduced with increasing a, as are both the Reynolds number and 
the minimum trip size for fiffly effective tripping. 

To enable the effects of a on k and d/ij to be seen more clearly, each of the curves 
of R vs d/ij for shl = 2000, for transition onset and completion, were plotted in Figs 7.9 

and 7.10. From these graphs it is clear that the effect of freestrearn turbulence varies across 
the four regions of-R vs d/ij graph. With increasing a, R and d/ij decrease rapidly for both 

transition onset and completion in each of the regions of the R vs dAl graphs associated 
with zero, small and medium trips. It is noted, however, that the decrease is more steady 
for transition onset, while for transition completion the initial rise in turbulence from low 

to medium levels has a larger effect than the fiu-ther increase from medium to high levels of 
turbulence. 

With large trips, R was not expected to change much with increasing 0, however 

the graph suggests that R decreases slightly for transition completion, and increases and 
then decreases for transition onset. The apparent decrease in R for transition completion 
cannot be ruled out. However, for transition onset with R< 250 the large trips should 
dominate the generation of the turbulent spots and if the freestream. turbulence does have 

an effect on the rate ofthe decay of the spots then it should probably be to reduce this rate 
of decay. A reduction in the rate of decay of turbulent spots would lead to a smaller value 
of R at a given d/ij and s/tI. The curves for different freestream. turbulence levels should 
probably not therefore cross. It therefore appears likely that the observed differences are 
due to experimental error and may be related to the difference in wind tunnels. Both tunnels 
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were calibrated using similar methods and errors are certainly greater for the lower 

windspeeds corresponding to the results with large trips. Flow uniformity may also be 

poorer at the low windspeeds involved. It is also noted that if this error is due to the 
windspeed measurement in each wind tunnel and is consistent then the decrease in R for 
transition completion could actually be greater than indicated in Fig 7.10. This suggests 
that, at least for finite shl, R for transition completion with large trips is indeed slightly 
reduced by higher levels of freestream turbulence. 

For finther comparison between results obtained at different levels of cy, projected 
curves for s/il -0 for transition onset with each level of freestrearn turbulence are presented 
in Fig 7.11, while Fig 7.12 shows the curves for transition completion. As was mentioned 
above, the projected curves for medium and high turbulence levels are more approximate 
due to the smaller values of s/-n. However the plots clearly show the decrease in transition 
Reynolds number and fully effective trip sizes, with increasing turbulence. 

From the projected curves for s/iI - 0, approximate curves represented by constant 
values of FL. for transition at the trip, were estimated for transition onset and completion, 
for both medium and high levels ofturbulence. Ilese curves are presented in Figs 7.13 and 
7.14. It is apparent that as the freestream. turbulence increases, the accuracy by which 
transition at the trip can be represented by a constant value ofP'kkdecreases. 11fis is due to 
the changing relation between R and d/il, with the rate of decrease in R with increasing 
d/il getting smaller. Nevertheless, critical values of Rk. kwere estimated and, although the 
agreement was fidrly poor, the closest match with curves of R vs d/11, for transition at the 
trip, produced the following values: 

Rkk = 275 transition onset , medium turbulence 
Rkk = 350 transition completion, medium turbulence 

Rk, 
k= 200 transition onset , high turbulence 

Rkýk= 300 transition completion, high turbulence 

It is apparent that the values of Rkk are reduced by increasing a, as is the range of dAl for 

which these curves are applicable. The values obtained from the low turbulence level tests 

were Rk = 450 for transition onset and Rkk = 630 for transition completion. 
Similarly, an altered form of Gastees criterion was attempted to fit these curves but, 

again, a poor match was obtained and it was not pursued further. 

Plots of &. vs Rkk for fiffly effective tripping at each level of turbulence are 
presented in Fig 7.15 for transition onset and Fig 7.16 for transition completion. T'he 
reduction in Rkkwith increasing turbulence is again apparent in these plots. Also apparent 
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is the change in Rtk with increasing &., for each curve. This large change reflects the fact 
that transition at the trip cannot be accurately represented by a single critical value of Rkj, 
with medium and high turbulence levels. 

Transition in the limit as shi -- was also studied at low turbulence. However, the 
range of shl was too limited to attempt a plot of curves for shl -- for medium and high 
turbulence levels. 

In the final tunnel session the intermittency distributions for several points on both 
the R vs d/ij graphs were briefly examined. This was done for two reasons, firstly to verify 
the e)dent of the transition region, as obtained from the investigation of transition onset and 
completion conditions, and secondly to confirm that Narasimha's universal intermittency 
distribution is still. applicable. 

Due to the small number of data points used, the intermittency distribution itself was 
not well represented. However, the main object of these tests was to confirm the values of 
R for transition completion from the main transition detection tests. This proved rather 
successfa especially given the concern over the problem of defining transition completion 
solely from the observation of a hot-wire signal on an oscilloscope, as discussed in section 
7.2.2. Differences in R, from the transition detection tests and the intermittency tests, 
appeared to range from 0 to approximately 5%. This is considered entirely satisfactory. 

Ilere was also sufficient data to examine the general distributions plotted against 
(I and (2with Narasimha! s universal intermittency distribution, as presented in Figs 7.17 and 
7.18. The distribution plotted against C, shows good agreement with Narasimha's 
distribution however the distribution plotted against C2 is toosensitive to the transition 
onset value and good agreement is difficult to obtain. 

FinaHy, frequency spectra were obtained for a number of test configurations at 
transition onset conditions for comparison with the frequency spectra obtained during the 
low turbulence tests. However, as described in chapter 4, the investigation of frequency 

spectra was too limited to clearly show any effect of different trip types and levels of 
freestream, turbulence intensity. The spectra obtained here appeared to agree with the earlier 
spectra leading to the conclusion that the differences between plots are due to differences 
in Reynolds number at the transition conditions and the intermittency. No trends with 
increasing freestream turbulence were apparent. 
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7.3.2 3D TRIPS 

Results of the investigation into transition tripping with 3D trips are again presented 
in the form of graphs of R vs MI. These graphs for transition onset and completion are 
presented in Figs 7.19 and 7.20 for medium freestream. turbulence levels and Figs 7.21 and 
7.22 for high levels of turbulence. Ile curves again exhibit the famifiar'2 shape, with the 
same four regions and the kink. Comparing these graphs to the low turbulence graphs in 
Figs 5.4 and 5.5, it appears that values of R for transition onset with small trips are only 
slightly reduced by the initial increase in (i to medium turbulence levels but the increase to 
high levels ofturbulence considerably reduces R. In contrast, for transition completion the 
initial rise in turbulence, from low to medium levels, causes a greater reduction in R than 
the rise from medium to high levels of turbulence. With bigger trips the effect of a, as with 
the 2D trips, is reduced. 

Also in common with the 2D trip tests, the experimental data obtained hith high 
level of freestream. turbulence and A= 56 * was omitted prior to plotting the curves of best 
fit. The curve for transition onset at A=56* is plotted with the general curves in Fig 7.23. 
In this case the values of R at large dAl agree with the general results. This graph would 
appear to support the idea that the low values at A= 56* are due to an increase in 

receptivity, as discussed in section 7.3.1. 
For the experimental data points used in the general curves vhth medium freestream 

turbulence levels scatter was within ±2% of the curve of best fit. For high levels of 
freestream turbulence, scatter is generally within ±6% of the curve of best fit, but a few 
points have slightly greater errors. Good repeatability for both sets of results was obtained. 

The investigation of the three specific values of R and dAl was, like the 2D trip 
tests., hampered by the low ma7drnum. speed of the tunnel and the shortened span of the 
model. 

As mentioned in section 7.3.1, values for R 
upp, were estimated to be of the order 

of 500 for transition onset with medium levels of fireestream turbulence and 300 for 
transition onset with high levels of freestream turbulence. With these values, the maximum 
tolerable roughness for 3D trips is of the order of 1.5 for medium turbulence levels and 1.4 
for high turbulence levels. 71bese compare to a maximum tolerable roughness of dAl = 1.33 
with low turbulence levels. 

was again investigated simply by comparing the experimental results obtained 
with large trips at medium and high turbulence levels with the curves of R vs s/ij obtained, 
for both transition onset and completion, for low turbulence in Fig 5.10. As with the 2D 
trips, the range ofvalues of R were within the range obtained at low turbulence. Ilus the 
accepted value for R is 25 0 for transition onset for all levels of a. This value occurs at 
a mininxim value of dAl = 2.70 for medium turbulence and d/ij = 2.36 for high turbulence. 
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For low turbulence the equivalent value was d/ij = 2.63. 
it was also determined from the low turbulence tests with 3D trips that R. was 

approximately 3 10 for transition completion. However, the accepted general value is 3 00 
and this showed reasonable agreement with the medium and high turbulence results. The 
accepted value of R for transition completion is therefore 300. 

Finally, for the position of the kink for transition onset, the intersection of curves 
(of-R vs d/ij) for small trips and curves for fully effective trips appears to occur at values 
ofk = 366 for medium levels ofturbulence and R= 290 for high levels of turbulence. The 
appropriate value of d/ij were 2.00 and 2.07 respectively. In the low turbulence tests the 
Idnk occurred at R= 451 and dAl = 1.82. 

The above values of R and the values obtained in chapter 5 for low turbulence, 
together with the appropriate values of d/ij, are listed in table 7.2. As with the 2D trips, 
freestream. turbulence intensity levels have no effect on the lower bound for transition but 
result in a large reduction in the upper bound with increasing cy. The effect on the maximum 
tolerable roughness is unclear but is very small. The effect on the minimum trip size for My 

effective tripping is clearer and, in contrast to the 2D trip results, it appears that the 
minimum fully effective value of d/ij increases while the associated Reynolds number is 
reduced. 

To obtain a clearer picture of the effects freestream turbulence on the relation 
between R and d/ij each of the curves of R vs dAl for s/q = 2000, for transition onset and 
completion, were plotted in Figs 7.24 and 7.25. From these graphs it is clear that the effect 
of freestream turbulence on 3D trips differs from that for 2D trips. The values of R in the 
zero trip region are obviously identical to the 2D trip results and R decreases rapidly with 
increasing cy. However, for small and medium trips turbulence has different effects on 
transition onset and transition completion. For transition onset, the small increase to 
medium levels of turbulence only slightly reduces R for small trips and does not appear to 
affect R for medium trips while the increase to high levels of turbulence results in a large 
reduction in R for small trips and a fairly large reduction for medium trips. For transition 
completion it is the increase from low to medium levels of turbulence that has the large 

effect on R and the increase from medium to high levels has only a slight affect. 
As with 2D trips, the results for large trips suggest that R, for transition 

completion, is reduced slightly by the increase in turbulence while R, for transition onset, 
first increases and then decreases. As explained in section 7.3.1 this result for transition 
onset is most likely due to experimental error and is not a true reflection of the effects of 
turbulence. However, the possibility that R for transition completion is lower for higher 
levels offreestrearn turbulence could not be ruled out from the 2D results and is even more 
evident for the 3D trip results. It is noted though that this particular difference between the 
2D trip and 3D trip graphs appears to be due to the difference between values at low 
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turbulence. Agreement between values of R for transition completion with large 2D trips 
and 3D trips for both medium and high levels of turbulence is quite good. 

To fin-ther investigate the effects of freestream turbulence on transition vith 3D 

trips, projected curves for sAI -0 for transition onset and completion were plotted and are 
presented in Fig 7.26 and Fig 7.27 for each turbulence level. The almost negligible effect 
of the medium turbulence levels on transition onset with My effective 3D trips is again 
apparent, as is the relatively large effect of the initial increase in turbulence on transition 
completion conditions. As with the similar plots for 2D trips, the projected curves for 

medium and high turbulence levels are more approximate due to the smaller range of shl. 
From these projected curves for S/11 -0 approximate curves represented by constant 

values of R., for transition at the trip, for transition onset and completion were estimated 
and are presented in Fig 7.28 for medium levels of turbulence and Fig 7.29 for high levels 
ofturbulence. Unlike the approximate curves for the 2D trips, these curves of constant Rkk 
represent the data fairly well although the modified forms of Gasters criterion are less 

representative of the data. The following value were obtained : 

Rkk = 650 transition onset, medium turbulence 
Rkk = 750 transition completion, medium turbulence 

Rkk 550 transition onset , 
high turbulence 

Rkk 675 transition completion, high turbulence 

The value for transition onset with medium turbulence is identical to the value in 

chapter 5 for low turbulence levels. Otherwise, there is a general reduction in the values of 
k with increasing a. In addition, the ranges of dAl for which these curves are applicable 
are also reduced. The value of Rkkfor transition completion with low turbulence levels was 
925. 

The altered forms of Gaster's criterion provided the following more approximate 
relations for transition onset : 

(V.. d/u) = 61. Rtý 
(V.. d/u) = 55. Rp 

medium turbulence 
high turbulence 

Plots of Rkkagainst &. for My effective tripping with each level of turbulence are 
also presented in Fig 7.30 and 7.31 for transition onset and completion. For each curve, the 
small change in Rjkwith variations in &., at least for transition onset, reflect the accurate 
representation of the results given by the critical values of k above. In addition, the 
differing effects of each freestream. turbulence level on transition onset and completion are 
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again evident. 

As with the 2D trips tests a graph for shl -- was not attempted due to the limited 
range of s/il. 

Also in common with the 2D trip test, the intermittency distributions were examined 
for several points on both the R vs d/ij graphs. Similar results were obtained, with R for 
transition completion, from the transition detection tests and the intermittency tests, 
generally differing by less than 5%. Also, the general distributions were plotted against C, 

and(2, and presented in Figs 7.32 and 7.33. The distribution Plotted against C, Shows 
reasonable agreement with Narasimha's universal intermittency distribution. However 
scatter was too great for the plot againstUor good agreement to be achieved. 

Finally, frequency spectra were obtained for a number of test configurations at 
transition onset conditions. As with the 2D trips, no trends in the changes in frequency 
spectra due to increasing freestream turbulence could be detected but the spectra supported 
the overall observation ofthe effect of Reynolds number and intermittency, as described in 
chapter 4. 

7.3.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN 2D AND 3D TRIPS 

To compare the effects of freestream turbulence intensity levels on attachment line 
transition tripping by 2D trips and 3D trips, the various specified values (at the upper 
bound, lower bound and kink) were plotted against a. 11us a plot of the values of R, for 
transition onset with both 2D and 3D trips, is presented in Fig 7.34 and the corresponding 
values of d/ij are presented in Fig 7.35. The critical values of Ru, for transition at the trip, 
are plotted in Fig 7.36, for both transition onset and completion. In Fig 7.34P Rkik is 
omitted to avoid presenting a misleading idea of the effects of freestream. turbulence. Since 
R" refers simply to the Reynolds numbers for transition onset caused by the minimum size 
of fully effective trip, a decrease in Rka does not necessarily indicate a decrease in 

conditions required for transition at the trip. In the case of 3D trips with low and medium 
turbulence levels, R" is lower for the medium level. However, the kink has simply moved 
along the R vs d/ij curve and, at the kink position for medium turbulence, the same 
conditions cause transition at the trip for both turbulence levels. 

The graphs presented suggest simila effects of freestream turbulence on the critical 
values ofR for 2D trips and 3D trips but very different effect on the corresponding critical 
values of d/ij. For 2D trips each of the critical values of dAl appear to decrease with 
increasing turbulence, while for 3D trips they remain ffirly constant with only d/tlwk varying 
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monotonically, increasing slightly with increasing turbulence. 
With regards to the critical values of Rkk, the effects of turbulence are broadly 

simila for 2D trips and 3D trips. The major exception is the effect of increasing turbulence 
from low to medium levels for transition onset, where Rkk decreases for 2D trips but 

remains constant for 3D trips. The subsequent increase from medium to high levels of 
turbulence results in similar reductions in Rkk for 2D and 3D trips. For transition 
completion, increasing turbulence causes a slightly greater, but overall similar, reduction in 
Rkk for 2D trips than 3D trips. 

7.4 DISCUSSIO 

It is immediately apparent from the results, for 2D and 3D trips with medium and 
high levels of freestream. turbulence, that the effect of a on R is dependent both on d/ij and 
the type of trip and also differs between transition onset and completion. 

Observation of the R vs dAl graphs shows that the change in transition onset 
conditions from low to high turbulence is simila for both 2D and 3D trips. The change from 
low to medium turbulence, however, differs. With 2D trips it appears that only small 
increases in freestream. turbulence creates a large change in transition onset conditions and 
it may be that for the high turbulence results a lower freestream. turbulence level than 2% 

could have produced the same results. With 3D trips, the small increase in freestream. 
turbulence from the low to medium levels results in only a small change in the transition 
onset conditions, although the identical zero trip values ensure some similarity between the 
graphs for 2D and 3D trips results. 

For transition completion, changes from low to medium and low to high levels of 
turbulence appear to have roughly similar effects on results for 2D and 3D trips. However, 
while the change from low to medium turbulence affects the results to a roughly similar 
extent as the transition onset results for 2D trips, with 3D trips the initial increase to 
medium levels of turbulence has a far greater effect on the transition completion conditions 
than the transition onset conditions. 

'Me differing effects, with 3D trips, of medium levels of freestrearn. turbulence on 
transition onset and transition completion conditions suggests that the extent of the 
transition region is affected. This also occurs, though only slightly, with the 2D trips. It 

appears possible that the initial increase in freestream turbulence affects the extent of the 
transition region before it affects the onset of the region and this is simply more apparent 
with 3D trips due to the smaUer effect on the transition onset conditions. 

A &imila occurrence was observed by Gostelow et al('94) in tests on a flat plate in 
flows of varying turbulence intensities. Tliey observed a slight decrease in the transition 
length as the freestream. turbulence level increased. This does provide some support for the 
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present observations, although in the present tests the increase in freestream. turbulence to 
high levels appears to increase the extent of the transition region again. This increase at 
higher turbulence levels does not necessarily contradict the decrease at medium turbulence, 
since it would appear to be due to the diminishing additional effect of elevating turbulence 
levels on transition completion as the level gets higher. 

Another apparent difference between the effects of freestrearn turbulence on 
transition onset and completion conditions occurred for both large 2D trips and large 3D 
trips. It appears that higher levels of freestream. turbulence can reduce the transition 
completion Reynolds numbers, at least at finite s/ij, in the presence of a large trip which 
dominates transition onset. 

As well as the general effects on transition onset and completion conditions, the 
effects of freestream. turbulence on values of R and dAl for transition onset at the three 
positions on the R vs d/ij graph, separating each of the regions described earlier, was 
examined. 

R 
upper refers to zero trip transition (or dAl < dAl there is therefore no 

difference between the effects of turbulence on R 
upper obtained during 2D trip and 3D trip 

tests. In both cases R 
upper decreases with increasing freestrearn turbulence. The effect of 

freestream. turbulence on the maximum tolerable roughness, associated with Rupp, may 
well differ for 2D trips and 3D trips. However, as mentioned above, values of R 

upper for 

medium and high turbulence are very approximate. Ilerefore the given values of d/ijupp" 
represent only estimates of the maximum tolerable roughness. Since the effects of 
freestream turbulence on the values appear to be very small it is not possible to draw 
conclusions concerning the effects of the turbulence. Fig 7.1 from Tani('6 1) suggests that, 
at the least for a flat plate, the maximum tolerable roughness increases slightly with 
increasing turbulence. 

R 10,,, r ,r refers to the minimum Reynolds number required for turbulence to be self 
sustaining. As expected this is independent of the trip type but it also appears to be 
independent of the freestream, turbulence. The corresponding values of d/11 generally 
decreased with increasing turbulence, with the sole exception being the change from low 
to medium turbulence with 3D trips. For flilly effective 3D trips it has been shown above 
that medium levels ofturbulence do not affect the transition onset conditions. It is therefore 
not surprising that d/ijj.,,. r is very similar for low and medium turbulence levels. T11e slight 

." 
th increase isprobablyjust experimental error. As for the general decrease in d/11,. ", , iswas 

expected since at a given Reynolds number an increase in turbulence normally reduces the 
trip size required for transition. Ibe decrease in dAj,,,,,,, was greater for 2D trips than for 3D 
trips. 

So, of the three values of R considered, only Rk" is trip dependent and it has 
already been mentioned above that decreases in Rkink alone, with turbulence intensity, does 
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not necessarily indicate a decrease in conditions required for transition at the trip. The 

overall results demonstrated that turbulence had a far greater effect on transition onset with 
2D trips than with 3D trips. Since the values of R" quoted earlier (and fisted in tables 7.1 
and 7.2) suggest a ffirly similar rate of decrease in R" with increasing turbulence for both 
2D trips and 3D trips, it is apparent that the differences in the effects of freestream 
turbulence must manifest themselves in the values of dAl at the kink. 

The minimum Rilly effective trip height, d/11kink9 appears to decrease significantly for 
2D trips but increase for 3D trips, with increasing turbulence. For 2D trips, the decrease in 
both k and dAl with increasing turbulence, for small and medium trips, is large and, as can 
be seen in Fig 7.9, the movement of the kink is clear. 11us an increase in turbulence 
decreases the conditions, in terms of both Reynolds number and trip size, required for 

transition at the trip. For 3D trips, it has been established that transition onset conditions 
for fully effective trips are unaffected by the increase to medium levels of turbulence. 
However, results with smA 3D trips indicate a small decrease in transition onset Reynolds 

numbers with medium levels of turbulence. For these two observations to be compatible, 
either the position of the kink must remain unaltered while the gradients of the R vs d/11 

curves are reduced above the kink or the position of the kink must move to lower R and 
higher d/ij. Ile experimental results supported the latter. It therefore appears that for a 
limited range of smaller fidly effective 3D trips, an increase in turbulence from low to 

medium levels causes turbulent spots to form downstream of the trip at a slightly lower 
Reynolds number and, with this medium level of turbulence, My effective tripping for 

transition onset does not dictate transition onset conditions again until the Reynolds number 
has decreased and the trip size increased to the new kink position. 

It is therefore clear that turbulence has a much smaller effect on the critical trip size 
for transition onset with 3D trips than with 2D trips. This may be explainable by the 
difference in the lengths of separation regions downstream of each trip type. In section 7.1 
it was mentioned that the free-shear layer downstream of a trip is very sensitive to 
freestream. disturbances. Since this region is significantly greater for 2D trips than for 3D 
trips, the freestream turbulence is likely to have a greater effect. I 

It would also have been desirable to examine the effect of freestream turbulence on 
the influence of shl, for both amplification of laminar disturbances at high Reynolds 
numbers and decay of turbulence at low Reynolds numbers. However, this would be very 
difficult to determine using the present set-up due to the limited shl and windspeed range 
available in the 8'x4'tunnel used for the medium and high levels of freestream. turbulence 
tests and the possible errors in windspeed measurement at low R, as discussed above. 

Finally, in chapters 4 and 5 it was detemiined that the overall behaviour of the 
attachment line boundary layer and the flat-plate boundary layer when subjected to 2D trips 
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or 3D trips was similar. For a simila comparison on the effects of freestream turbulence the 

available data from previous investigations is much more limited. The graph from Tani('6 1), 
for 2D trips, presented in Fig 7.1 shows a similar overall effect on transition onset 
conditions as observed in the present tests. In addition, the small effect of moderate levels 

of turbulence on critical 3D trip heights has also been observed in previous investigations. 
Gregory & Walker(150) observed no difference in fidly effective trip heights between tests 
performed with 3D trips on flat plates in two different wind tunnels despite a large 
difference in turbulence levels between the tunnels and Tani('6 1) concluded that increasing 
the freestrearn turbulence intensity from 0.05% to 0.2% scarcely affected the critical value 
ofRkkfor 3D trips. 'Me lack of any effect on Rkkfor transition onset, with a similar increase 
in a. is also evident in the present tests, as shown in Fig 7.36. 

7.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The limitations of both the model span and the windtunners maximum windspeed 
severely hampered the investigation into the effects of freestream. turbulence on attachment 
line transition. From the result obtained, the most apparent effects were large reductions in 
the zero trip transition Reynolds number and the reducing effect of a on R as d/11 
increased. Comparing the different trip types it is clear that smaller levels of freestream. 

turbulence are required to promote transition onset in the presence of small and medium 2D 
trips than 3D trips. It is also apparent that, with both trip types, increasing turbulence levels 
initially have a greater effect on transition completion conditions than transition onset 
conditions and this leads to a initial reduction in the extent of the transition region. Iffie 

extent ofthe transition region also appears to be reduced with large trips, where transition 
onset is no longer influenced by turbulence levels but transition completion conditions are 
still affected by the freestream. turbulence. 

Finally, although the comparisons with similar tests on flat plates were very limited, 
they were sufficient to suggest that the behaviour of the attachment fine boundary layer and 
the flat-plate boundary layer is very similar. 
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TRIP IMRAMO 

As a brief final part to the investigation of attachment line transition tripping, the 
ossi p 'bffity of interaction between two trips with various streamwise separation distances 

was examined. Ibe examination of trip interaction was limited to an investigation of the 
transition onset Reynolds numbers since the expected effects of interaction on Reynolds 
numbers were small and the slightly greater scatter in results for transition completion 
would be too large to yield usefid results. Tlius the main topic of interest is the change in 
transition onset Reynolds number from the single trip value and the effect on this of the 
separation distance between the two trips. 

Previous investigations of trip interaction is limited but Fig 8.1 shows the graph 
obtained by Von Doenhoff & Braslo%V6 I) for cylindrical 3D roughness elements. They 
concluded that the increase in critical roughness height, for closely spaced trips, was due 
to the rear trip delaying the formation of eddies around the first trip. For greater streamwise 
spacing the critical Reynolds number reduced to a value below the single trip value, 
reaching a minfinum at a spacing of 5d before gradually increasing again. 

For the present tests, the experimental process involved attaching single 2D or 3D 
trips on the attachment line and omiining transition onset conditions. A similar second trip 
was then placed at various distances downstream of the first trips and the change in the 
transition onset Reynolds number obtained. Following the trip interaction tests, the single 
trip transition Reynolds number was re-examined. This was done for a range of 2D and 3D 
trips. T'he results from the 3D trip investigation are presented in Fig 8.2a for smaller 
separation distances and 8.2b for larger separation distances and the results of the 2D trip 
investigation are presented in Fig 8.3. Ile results for 2D trips are more limited due to 
greater difficulty in applying 2D trips, the difficulty in keeping the two trips parallel to each 
other and perpendicular to the attachment line, the shorter available working span (due to 
the necessity ofplacing 2D trips in areas of the model not previously used for 3D work, see 
page 35) and restricted wind tunnel access time. 

The results for the 2D trips and 3D trips were similar and also showed good 
agreement with trends obtained by Von Doenhoff & Braslow for the flat-boundary layer. 
In each case, a second trip placed very closely downstream, within the reattachment 
distance of the separation region downstream of the single trip, results in a small increase 
in the transition onset Reynolds number. As the separation distance increases, beyond the 
reattachment distance, the Reynolds number decreases to a value below the single trip 
value. The more comprehensive examination of 3D trips suggests that this value then 
remains fairly constant while the separation distance increases slightly but then at 
considerably larger separation distances, possibly where the second trip is downstream of 
the recovery position of the first trip, the transition onset Reynolds number returns to the 
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single trip value. It should be pointed out that the changes in Reynolds number are mostly 
small and of a similar order to the scatter for single trip tests. However, trends are mostly 
consistent and the single trip transition onset Reynolds number was examined at the 
beginning and end of each trip interaction test. 

Thus, it would appear that for two trips to interact and produce transition at a lower 
Reynolds number the separation distance must be between the reattachment distance and 
the recovery distance for the single trip. For lower separation distances the two trips 
combine to produce an altered flow which results in an effectively smaller overall trip, while 
for larger separation distances the flow distortion caused by the trips cannot interact. In 
addition it appears that small disturbances introduced by the upstream trip will not undergo 
a secondary amplification at the second trip producing earlier transition, for widely spaced 
trips. 711is may be because the diMubances nuist be either large enough to be amplified and 
breakdown to turbulence without any input from the second trip or too small to sustain 
themselves until the second trip. 

Trip interaction was also very briefly examined for two trips of different sizes but 
no interaction was found as the Large trip simply dominated the transition region. 

OverA the most significant interaction between two trips occurred when two 
sinular trips were placed very close together resulting in an increase in the transition onset 
Reynolds number of up to 18%. For separation distances of between the reattachment 
distance (ofthe separation region downstream of the single trip) and the recovery distance, 
reductions in transition onset Reynolds number of up to 8% were observed. 
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Tlie initial tests involving 2D trip wires produced a similar overall result to Pon's 
tests, thus proving both the moders and instrtunentation! s validity. Poll's and other previous 
investigations of attachment line transition with 2D trips were very thorough and so most 
conclusions regarding 2D tripping had already been made. This mostly involved comparison 
with the flat-plate boundary layer which is less stable and more susceptible to 2D trips. Tle 

attachment line boundary layer has a slightly more stable velocity profile, while 2D trips on 
a flat plate produce a momentum defect equal to the drag of the wire and this results in an 
artificial increase in Re. Any such defect in the attachment line boundary layer would be 

removed by flow divergence, thus the attachment line boundary layer is less susceptible to 
2D trips. Although these conclusions were reached in previous investigations, the present 
2D trips tests were useK not only to check the validity of the model but also to investigate 
limitations for measurements which had to be applied to later 3D trip tests. In addition, the 
flow in the vicinity of the trip was also investigated. As on a flat plate, the length of the 
separation region downstream of a 2D trip varied with Reynolds number and trip size, and 
also with the separated boundary layer state. With larger trips, and a My turbulent flow at 
reattachment, the separation distance tended towards a value of approximately 10 
diameters. Although this is a similar value to that for the flat plate, a larger trip size was 
required to achieve it. This agrees with the relative sizes of 2D trips required to affect the 
boundary layer stability. 

Earlier, very limited, investigations of transition tripping using 3D trips on the 
attachment line suggested that, like the flat-plate boundary layer, the attachment fine 
boundary layer was less susceptible to 3D trips than to 2D trips. The present investigation 

verified this. Upper and lower bounds for transition tripping occurred at similar values of 
R for 2D and 3D trips but the maximum tolerable roughness and critical roughness (for 
transition at the trip) were greater for the 3D trips. As with the 2D trip tests, comparisons 
were also made with the flat-plate boundary layer for transition tripping with 3D trips. It 

was observed that, at least for transition onset with fidly effective tripping, the two 
boundary layers could be tripped at similar roughness Reynolds numbers. For transition 
completion the roughness Reynolds numbers appeared larger on the attachment line, 

suggesting a greater extent of the transition region. A common feature to both the 
attachment line boundary layer and the flat-plate boundary layer is the more rapid upstream 
movement ofthe transition front, with increasing Reynolds number, for small 3D trips than 
for small 2D trips. One result of this is that the increase in trip diameter from the maximum 
tolerable roughness to the minimum size for fiffly effective tripping is smaller for 3D trips. 
Another result is a less severe kink in the R vs dAl graph. This kink is associated with a 
change in transition mechanisms from the trip introducing laminar disturbances which 
amplify as they travel downstream before eventually breaking down to form turbulent spots, 
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to the trip introducing the turbulent spots immediately downstream, possibly before 

reattachment ofthe separation region formed downstream of the trip. The less severe kink 
for 3D trips allowed the observation of a region of decreasing intermittency that occurred 
for a trip which initially introduced laminar disturbances but at a slightly greater Reynolds 

number was able to introduce turbulent spots directly. Ile relaminarisation occurred 
midway through the transition region and it appears that the introduction of these directlym. 

produced turbulent spots removed the laminar disturbances, required for breakdown further 
downstream, over an extensive period and thus prevented several spots from forming 
downstream. This resulted in the decrease in intermittency. A minimum value for 
intermittency was apparently reached when all the turbulent spots were introduced directly 

at the trip and from this point the transition region developed as normal. The mechanisms 
involved in this relaminarisation region were not investigated and the cause could only be 

speculated on. However, since the cause appeared to be an incompatibility between 
transition mechanisms it should certainly be worthy of finther attention. 

Having obtained transition conditions for 3D trips placed on the attachment line, the 
trips were moved downstream to examine the turbulence spreading angle and the chordwise 
extent of the region within which a 3D trip could cause attachment line transition at the 
same conditions as trips positioned on the attachment line. It was found that at the low 
Reynolds numbers, required for transition with the trip in the immediate vicinity of the 
attachment line, turbulence spreading semi-angles were very small and of tile order ofjust 
3 ", although this vahie increased slightly with the Reynolds number and, to a lesser extent, 
the trip size. Thus 3D trips have to be positioned very close to the attachment fine in order 
to cause attachment line transition at the same conditions as for a trip positioned on the 
attachment line. For the present model, at the minimum sweep, this was equivalent to 
approximately 5mm. in the chordwise direction. Although the extent of this chordwise 
region refers to causing attachment line transition only a short spanwise distance 
downstream of the trip, the chordwise region for an aircraft wing, where the sweep angle 
is lower and the pressure gradient is greater, would likely be smaller still. For trips 
positioned further from the attachment line, transition may still occur at the same conditions 
but the turbulence affects only a relatively narrow area downstream of the trip. With an 
increase in Reynolds number, however, the turbulence spreading angle increases and the 
trips positioned further downstream can cause attachment line transition. As the Reynolds 

number increased for the present model, the turbulence spreading semi-angle appeared to 
be approaching an asymptotic value of approximately 10 ". However, the Reynolds number 
required to reach this asymptotic value was greater than that at which natural transition 
occurred on the attachment line. Overall, the dependence of the spreading angle on the 
Reynolds number was similar to that observed by De Bruin on a flat plate. However, 
considerably more scatter was obtained in the present tests for a plot of k. vs a and this 
appeared to be partly due to a slight dependence on the initial conditions at which tile trip 
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introduced turbulent spots, via either the trip size or a larger increase in Reynolds number 
from the initial value for transition onset. It was also suggested that a more stable boundary 
layer could reduce the turbulence spreading angle. Since boundary layer control work is 

closely associated with attachment line transition it may be interesting to examine the 
turbulence spreading angle on a model equipped for boundary layer control via suction. 

The effects of higher levels of freestream. turbulence on attachment line transition 
were investigated for both 2D and 3D trips. Again similar behaviour was found to the flat- 

plate boundary layer, with small increases in freestream. turbulence affecting the conditions 
for transition onset with 2D trips more than with 3D trips. With increasing turbulence both 

the Reynolds number and trip size, for transition onset and completion with 2D trips, 
decreased, appearing to approach a minimum at the higher level of freestream turbulence. 
It also appeared that the initial increase in turbulence had a slightly greater effect on 
transition completion than on transition onset. With 3D trips however, the initial increase 
in turbulence had a far greater effect on transition completion than on transition onset 
resulting in a siýcant decrease in the extent of the transition region. In fact for transition 
onset at the trip, the increase in turbulence from low to medium levels had no effect on P*'Lk 

and critical roughness sizes were only slightly affected, an observation which was similar 
to previous observations with flat-plate boundary layers. Unfortunately, restrictions in 

model length and windspeed for the higher turbulence tests made the upper and lower 
bounds of-R for transition tripping very difficult to examine. It appeared, though, that while 
the upper Emit was reduced the lower limit remained constant. This restriction in the tunnel 
size and windspeed severely hampered the present investigation and it would be interesting 
to re-examine these tests, particularly the 3D trip tests, in a larger faster wind tunnel, 
preferably with a greater range of turbulence levels. It would also be interesting to 
investigate fin-ther the low values ofPR obtained during the high turbulence tests at the lower 

sweep angle. 

In conclusion, the overall behaviour of the attachment line boundary layer is very 
similar to that of the flat-plate boundary layer, although values of Reynolds numbers and 
trip sizes for transition do differ. As for differences in the attachment line boundary layer 

tripped by 2D trips and 3D trips, Reynolds numbers appear similar but the trip sizes and 
movement oftransition front differ considerably as does the susceptibility to, and effects ot 
freestream turbulence. 
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APPENDIX A CALCULATION QEn 

The characteristic length used in attachment line work is il. This parameter is the 
divergence rate of the flow off the attachment line and is represented, in general, by the 
equation: 

ve 

(dUidc),,. 
o 

For a swept cylinder this can be greatly simplified to the following: 

vr 
2 Q_ cosA 

This equation is obtained as follows: 

For a swept cylinder Cp cos2A (I-4 sin24) 

where CP (plw - p. ) / q. 

and 4ý represents the position on the model relative to the attachment line 

So, considering the change in pressure between the attachment line and a point at 

P&L - P+ (P&L " P-) - (Poo - P. ) 

q. CP&L - q. Cp+ 

q. coOA - q. cos2A (I-4 Sin2jo) 
4 q. cos2A sin24) 

For a cylinder 
(rad) x/r for small 

Thus 

P&L - P+ 4 q. cos2A Sin2(x/r) for small x 

Applying BernouilFs equation between the attachment line and + 
Where 

const and U+ = U, (io) =k x(ý) 
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The foRowing is obtained: 

pVC2 I p(V 2+U 2) P&L + 1/2 P4, + /2 
a 4. 

Le. 
Pal - P+ 

V2PU 
+2 

Thus 
V2pU 

4.2 4 q. cos; A sin2(x/r) 

Which leads to 

2 Q. cosA sin(x/r) 

Thus, at ý 

dU, / dx 2 Q. cosA cos(x/r) /r 

which for x-0. becomes 

dUe / dx 2 Q. cos. A /r 

and so 

vr 
2Q. co&A 

Alternatively, since 

Q. cosA U. 

this equation can be expressed as 

asx- 

as x- 

,q= I- **I. r ,,, 2. U. 
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APPENDIX B CALCULATION OF INTERMUTENCY 
FA CTI 0 

During transition detection tests the Taw (uncalibrated) hot-wire signal was sampled 
for the purpose of calculating the intermittency factor. At several windspeeds, from 
transition onset up to fully turbulent conditions, data was sampled at 2kHz for a period of 
20 seconds. This was done for several experimental configurations covering the R vs dAl 
graph for each set of tests. Having obtained the sampled data and stored it in CSV files, a 
short computer program was written which read in each of these files, calculated a criterion 
fimction for each data point and, using a specified limiting value for this function, calculated 
the intermittency factor. The criterion function and the calculations used to obtain the 
intermittency factor are described below. 

Several methods for calculating the intermittency were considered, namely those 
reported in Schneider('95), 2hang et al('95) and Arnal & Juillen(79). In the end it was 
decided that the method of Arnal was the most suitable for the uncalibrated (unfinearised) 
hot-wire signal saimpled. 

The method is based on the calculation of the second derivative of the hot-wire 
output voltage with respect to time. A limiting value of this derivative is then used to define 
the point as laminar or turbulent. Ile total number of turbulent points divided by the total 
number of sampled points then gives the intermittency factor. 

So assuming that u(t) is the hot-wire output at time tj then the derivative can be 
estimated from: 

a2U 2u(t, ) + u(t,., )] 
at2 At, 

The maximum value of this derivative in laminar flow was calculated for each test 
configuration used. In each case the maximum was found to be slightly less than 32000. 
This value was therefore used as the specified limiting value. For derivatives smaller than 
this value the point tj is laminar, for derivatives greater it is turbulent. 

To remove freak spikes in the signal in a laminar region the derivative used for the 
point tj was actuaffy the average of four points around it, 
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ie. 

D(t) = 

+I 
a2U( 

_1)1 + JýLU(t 1+ 182U( +1)11 [I±u (ti-2)1 tt 
at2 at2 at 2 at2 i 

4 

nus, using the above equation and the specified limit, the program appointed either 
a zero (for lamina flow) or a one (for turbulent flow) to each point of the sample file. The 
intermittency factor was then shTly the sum of the appointed values divided by the number 

of points in the data file. 
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APPENDIX C EFFECTIVE SWEEP AND BLOCKAGE 
CORREMON 

Ile measured static pressure distribution did not, at first, exactly match the 
theoretical pressured distribution. Ile most likely cause for this (assuming that the pressure 
distribution should in fact match) was errors in estimated value of freestrearn. velocity and 
effective sweep angle. It was assumed that the tunnel calibration for windspeed and static 
pressure gradient was satisfactory. Ile error in windspeed must therefore have appeared 
via the blockage correction factor. 

The aswnVtion. that the pressure distribution should, in fact, match the theoretical 
distribution was checked first. It was assumed that if the model pressure distribution had 
been measured accurately then, when the distribution at each sweep was translated to zero 
sweep, all the measured distributions should match. K however, an error existed in the 
effective sweep then translating to zero sweep would introduce an error, which was greater 
for greater sweep angles, and the distributions would not match. 

To translate the pressure distribution to zero sweep, the Cp was divided by cosIA. 
So i& for example, there was a1* error in the flow angle then cos2A,., /cos2A.. would be 
0.91 for A= 70* and 0.94 for A= 60* and thus a bigger error would be introduced in the 
70* translation. 

It was found that each pressure distribution, translated to 0 11, did not match exactly. 
To quantify the difference a factor was introduced. This factor represented the value by 

which Cp,,,, ... Y was multiplied in order for the pressure gradients to match. lie following 
values were obtained by averaging the factor for each sweep angle from all the tests 
performed. 

A 55" 60" 65* 70" 

Factor 0.92 0.94 0.87 0.89 

There is a definite trend that the error increases with sweep angle and the values are 
.. ar to the error estimated for a I* error in flow angle. It therefore appears that the 

model pressure distribution should match the theoretical distribution but an error exists in 
the effective sweep angle. 

So having conchided that there was an error in the effective sweep angle, this error 
was estimated. Comparing the measured pressure distributions with the theoretical 
distribution it appeared that the gradient for the measured distribution was too shallow. 
17hus the effective sweep must be greater than the measured sweep. With the blockage 
correction factor (which was also known to contain an error) reduced to zero, the change 
in sweep required to get the pressure distribution from each test to match the theoretical 
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gradients, betweenI20 *, was examined. The value appeared relatively constant and did not 
vary significantly with model sweep or windspeed. The average value was calculated as I* 
in the 8! x6'wind tunnel (or 1.5 * in the 8'x4' wind tunnel) and thus all sweep angles must be 
coffected as foHows: 

V Sweepc = Sweep., 

11aving obtained a pressure gradient, which matched the theoretical value, the error 
in actual values of Cp was examined. This was assumed to be due to the other source of 
error, namely the freestream velocity. Since the empty tunnel calibration was taken to be 

accurate, the error in freestrearn velocity was assumed to be in the blockage correction. 
Decreasing the blockage correction decreases Q. but increase P.. However, the 

effect on p. is relatively small and the overall effect on Cp is a reduction without 
.. cantly altering the gradient. So for each test performed, the blockage correction was 

re-evaluated not by getting the Cp values to directly match the theoretical values but by 

applying Bernoulli's equation between the far upstream freestrearn. and the model taps to 
obtain V,. Q'. (the value corrected for blockage) was then calculated from V. / sinA and 
the blockage correction was calculated by comparing this value with that obtained from the 
tunnel static rings. 

So applying Bernoul9s equation between far upstream (i. e. before blockage 
correction) and the static pressure at the attachment line, assuming : 

p. = freestream static pressure 
p'. freestream static pressure corrected for blockage 
p, static pressure upstream of working section 

Ilen 
p. + q. = p'. + q'. = P&L + 1/2PVc2 

and 
(p. - pl) + q. ý* (P&L - PI) + I/We2 

where (p. - pl) is from empty tunnel static pressure gradient calibration 
q. is from empty tunnel dynamic pressure calibration 
(ALL - pl) is from the model pressure distribution measurement 

So V. is calculated without using blockage corrections. 
V. can also be estimated from the freestream dynamic pressure with blockage 

coffections. 
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Q'. sin A 
where 

q . =1/2p 1. 

The following values for blockage correction were obtained by averaging the values at each 
sweep angle. 

55 " 60* 65 " 70" 

0.022 0.027 0.0275 0.033 

it is immediately obvious that the blockage correction factor is increasing with 
sweep angle. Calculations from Rae & Pope(84) suggested the opposite. However, fitrther 

consideration ofthe model suggest some defects with the Rae & Pope values. Ile biggest 
factor should be that the model does not extend from the floor to the ceiling. Ilere will 
therefore be additional base drag, leading to greater wake blockage, at higher sweeps due 

to the top and bottom bases of the model. The values from Rae & Pope were also greater 
than those given above. With all the uncertainty, it was decided to use a single constant 
value of blockage correction factor for all tests performed in the 8'x6' tunnel. 

Different values were obtained from similar tests in the 8'x4' tunnel. The final 

accepted value for each tunnel were : 

8'x6'Tunnel: 
A-A+I* 
c. = 0.03 

8'x4'Tunnel: 
A-A+V/2* 
c. = 0.05 

The blockage correction factor is applied to measured dynamic and static pressures 
as foRows : 

q= qmd I+ 2c) 

P= Pmeasured 2e-qm..,. d 

These blockage corrections gave excellent agreement between the measured 
pressure distribution and the theoretical distribution (see Fig 3.3), and also gave good 
agreement for V. during the velocity profile tests where V. was also measured with the Pitot 
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probe. 
Comparisons between values of V. obtained using the Pitot probe and those 

obtained using the tunnel static rings, showed a maximum variation of approximately 2% 
at higher windspeeds. 

it is noted that V. can also be obtained more directly by measuring the undisturbed 
freestrearn static and dynamics pressures (far upstream of the model) and the static pressure 
at the attachment line during the actual tests. Bernouilli's equation is then applied, as above. 
However, since this requires the measurements of the model static pressure throughout the 
tests, the blockage correction approach was adopted. 
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APPENDIX D CORRECTIONS FOR FLATTENED PITOT 
TUBE 

Results obtained using the traversable Pitot probe, Le. velocity profile 
measurements, had to be corrected for various effects. These included viscous and near wall 
effects on the measured total pressure and wall deflection effects on the effective measuring 
height. The corrections used were obtained from MacMiUan('54&56). 

Corrections for viscous effects were given in terms of a Cp where: 

CP -P. 
q. 

To apply this to results obtained with the probe the following equations were 
considered: 

P. 
Cm = p. + q. Cp 

and 
P". ffca = p. + q. 

So, equating q. 

(p -P-), orrect 
p- P- Leasured 

CP 

The value of Cp varies with Reynolds number, based on velocity at the probe 
position and the external thickness of the probe. The velocity at the probe position, k from 
the surface, was calculated from the ratio Vk/V. from Rosenhead's('63) theoretical profile. 
V. was found using the tunnel static rings, as usual. 

A range of values covering the range of Reynolds number used in the tests were 
taken from the graph in MacMillan, for a flattened probe with width / height = 7, and are 
presented in the following table. 
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Itt 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Cp 0.994 0.988 0.985 0.983 0.984 0.98ý 0.986 

k 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

CP 0.987 0.988 0.990 0.991 0.992 0.993 0.994 

Corr ections for near wall effects were expressed as a correction to the measured 
velocity. It was given as a function of measured velocity and was independent of Reynolds 
number. The value varied only with the probe height. Ile following values were used: 

Height (mm) 0.00 0.15 0.30 

V/v 0.0150 0.0034 0.0006 

Where 
I+v/ V) 

Correction for wall deflection (or shear) effects were given as a displacement of the 
effective centre of the probe (or measurement height). Ile value was a constant, 
independent of Reynolds number and was applied across the boundary layer. Ile 
displacement was given in terms of the external probe height (or thickness) as: 

Az = 0.15 . height 
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APPENDIX E VELOCIEV PROFILES BEHIND TRIPS 

Tests were performed to estimate the velocity profiles behind trips and the static 
pressure gradient around trips. The two sets of tests were performed separately but the 
velocity profiles require data from the static pressure tests. In each set of tests a pressure 
difference was measured at a range of windspeeds. The two pressures measured were : 

AP 12 Pdowutrem ' Pupsbvm 

measured using the model static taps at I* from rows I and 2 
and 

q Ptw - Pupshtm 

measured using the flattened Pitot probe and the upstream model static tap positioned just 
off the attachment line ( at I* ). 

In each case the trip was positioned between the upstream and downstream pressure 
taps. 

For the static pressure gradient: 

Cp (p - p. )/q. 

where in this case p= Pdownsbwm 

So, we require ACp where 

A cp =p 
P- I 

trip -pP. I 
"Otrip q_ q. 

Since p,, P,,,. 
is not changed by the trip, we can add (p,, p,, t,.. - p. )/q. to the both the trip 

and no trip parts of the right hand side of the equation. Simplification of the resulting 
equation leaves: 

, &C = 
AP121 

_ 
AP12 

p 
q. trip q. 

I 
notrip 

And so ACp can easily be obtained from the measured values since AP121 no Uip is also 
measured during the tests. 
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For the velocity profiles the following value was measured at each probe height: 

q Ptw - P. Pt. 

Thus the static pressure nuist be corrected to the position behind the trip. This is done using 
the values Of AP121trip obtained during the static pressure gradient tests. Following the 
correction to the static pressure, the total pressure must be corrected for viscous and near 
wall effects (see Appendix D). 

So prior to MacMUWs('54&5 6) corrections, have: 

q. 
neormeted . 

q. 
easured 

API 
2 

q_ q_ q. 

This however assumes that dp/dz is negligible and since the boundary layer is 

separated this may not be true. There is no apparent easy way to estimate, or measure, this 
gradient but it seems likely that the static pressure gradient will be small and can be 

neglected. 

is obtained from q..,,, simply by Assuming that dp/dz is negligible then q, 
applying MacMillan's coffection, ie.: 

q.,,,:, = 
and 

quncoffmtcd ,(1+ 
(VN).. 

6. n 
Y/ CPM. 

MiU. 

+ 0.15H z= 

Thus the local velocity can be obtained from the measured pressure differences 
from: 

v= 
comection] AP12 

qmeasured - q- 
q_ 

tHp 
ýI 

2*p- 
CPM"'M"l" 

To normalise the calculated velocity V. is used where V. is calculated from the 
freestream. dynamic pressure. 

Ilus, during the tests the total pressure distribution at several distances downstream 
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of a trip was measured by traversing the flattened Pitot probe across the boundary layer. 
Ile wall static pressure was measured at an undisturbed location upstream of the trip and 
was then corrected to the wall static pressure at the probe position. This was done using 
results from measurements of the static pressure gradient around the trips. Ile static 
pressure gradient across the boundary layer was considered negligible, a source of error 
which is likely to be small in comparison with other effors. A far more significant error was 
probably introduced via probe intrusion. 

In a normal attached flow it was decided that the probe intrusion effects were 
insigufficant, however with a separation bubble present the probe was, in effect, upstream 
in the re-circulating flow. Ile flow was therefore forced around and under the probe, 
between it and the wall. In addition, where the probe was close to the surface and in an 
upstream flowing region, a base pressure rather than a total pressure was measured. 

The'sld legs may also intrude in cases where the reattachment point is downstream 

ofthern, though this did not appear to happen (Le. reattachment points were quite close to 
the trips). 

Finally, no corrections were applied for possible errors in the initial, or reference, 
height of the probe. 

In conclusion, the accuracy of measured profiles behind the trips is poor. However, 
the profiles should be of mfficient quality to demonstrate the general flow field downstream 

of the trip. 
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APPENDIX CALCULATION OF 
-TURBULENCE SPREADING ANGLE ý 

For the examination of turbulence spreading from downstream of the attachment 
line it was necessary to estimate a turbulence spreading angle from given values of x (for 
trip positioned downstream of attachment line) and s (for hot-wire positioned along 
attachment line). This spreading angle was required relative to the external streamline at the 
trip. This problem was approached in reverse, i. e. a range of turbulence spreading angles 
were chosen and for a given hot-wire position, x was calculated for turbulent spots at each 
spreading angle to intersect the attachment line at the hot-wire location. Since the angle 
between the external streamline and the attachment line increases with x, this calculation 
involved an iterative procedure for which a computer program was written. 

So, put angle between the external streamline and the attachment line 
then 

tanqr - 
U, (X) 

V, 

Since the areas of interest are still fairly close to the attachment line, it is possible 
to write: 

AX 

since 

Ve=V 

dU, 2 U_ 
k= 

dc 
IX-0 

r 

(see Appendix A) 

so 

tan* 
U 2x 2x 
Pý rr tanA 

since 

Q_ cosA Pý = Q_ sinA 
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So for each sweep angle and hot-wire position used in the tests a range of 
turbulence spreading angles from V to 20 * was assumed and the x-position of the trip (for 
the turbulent spot to intersect the attachment line at the hot-wire location) was calculated 
for each configuration. 

With the assumed values of a, A and s, Yq. 0 is set to zero. For each step in the 
procedure, the computer program increases x by 0.05mm, i. e. 

xi = x, -I + 0.05 

*, is then calculated from the equation : 

tan*, - 
2x, 

r tanA 

Next an intermediate distance si is calculated from: 

Ax 
tan(a-*, ) 

This loop is repeated while a running total of s is kept. 
So afterj steps then the total value of sj is given by: 

s iý1: 1-lisi 

When sj reaches a value equal to the hot-wire distance then ; ý- is noted. This value of x 
represents the point from which turbulence spreading at angle a reaches the attachment line 

at the hot-wire. 
From the table of data created a quadratic equation relating a with x was obtained 

for each hot-wire location / sweep angle configuration, allowing the turbulence spreading 
angle to be calculated for each experimental setup. 
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APPENDIX G 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

2D TRIPS - LOW TURBULENCE LEVELS 

TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 
d Swp s lz d/n s/n A d/n s/n 

T=' deg m 
. 00 56.05 . 70 553.9 . 00 3071 
. 00 56.00 . 70 552.8 . 00 3070 
. 00 56.05 2.30 532.4 . 00 9698 
. 00 56.05 2.30 525.7 . 00 9576 

. 00 60.83 . 70 591.5 . 00 2719 

. 00 60.83 . 70 601.6 . 00 2765 

. 00 60.83 . 70 604.7 . 00 2780 

. 00 60.88 . 70 612.5 . 00 2810 

. 00 60.85 . 70 621.1 . 00 2853 

. 00 60.85 . 70 616.1 . 00 2830 

. 00 60.77 1.50 541.6 . 00 5348 

. 00 60.85 1.50 562.8 . 00 5540 636.2 . 00 6262 

. 00 60.80 1.50 596.5 . 00 5883 

. 00 60.83 2.30 554.2 . 00 8371 631.9 . 00 9544 

. 00 60.77 2.30 567.7 . 00 8596 632.6 . 00 9578 

. 00 60.73 2.30 576.0 . 00 8735 

. 00 60.77 2.30 571.2 . 00 8649 

. 00 60.90 2.30 581.7 . 00 8761 636.1 . 00 9581 
00 60.88 2.30 585.6 . 00 8828 : 00 65.92 . 70 690.1 . 00 2540 

. 00 66.13 . 70 695.8 . 00 2536 

. 00 65.77 1.50 660.7 . 00 5247 

. 00 65.90 1.50 647.7 . 00 5113 715.9 . 00 5652 

. 00 66.00 1.50 664.3 . 00 5219 

. 00 65.77 2.30 637.8 . 00 7766 
00 66.08 2.30 635.3 . 00 7625 685.5 . 00 8227 : 00 66.73 2.30 641.1 . 00 7460 706.8 . 00 8225 

. 00 66.80 2.30 646.0 . 00 7492 721.4 . 00 8366 

. 00 66.80 2.30 650.7 . 00 7547 

. 00 71.06 . 70 785.3 . 00 2219 

. 00 70.98 . 70 800.5 . 00 2272 

. 00 71.15 . 70 802.8 . 00 2257 

. 00 70.82 . 70 809.2 . 00 2318 

. 00 70.82 . 70 808.0 . 00 2314 

. 00 70.98 1.50 714.3 . 00 4345 787.1 . 00 4788 

. 00 70.98 1.50 722.5 . 00 4395 

. 00 71.17 1.50 717.2 . 00 4316 

. 00 70.87 2.30 648.6 . 00 6088 690.7 . 00 6483 

. 00 71.06 2.30 647.9 . 00 6016 713.2 . 00 6622 

. 00 70.83 2.30 670.7 . 00 6309 737.4 . 00 6937 

. 00 71.15 2.30 682.3 . 00 6303 755.1 . 00 6976 

. 00 70.77 2.30 675.2 . 00 6373 718.5 . 00 6782 

. 00 70.77 2.30 675.5 . 00 6376 725.8 . 00 6850 

. 00 70.77 2.30 681.3 . 00 6430 

. 28 56.28 . 10 480.7 1.06 374 

. 28 56.28 1.00 469.6 1.03 3687 544.1 1.20 4272 

. 28 56.25 1.80 465.6 1.02 6588 542.8 1.19 7681 

. 28 60.83 . 10 526.6 . 97 342 
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. 28 60.87 1.00 526.2 . 97 3450 603.6 1.11 3957 

. 28 60.93 1.80 526.4 . 96 6197 599.8 1.10 7061 

. 28 65.95 . 10 598.0 . 88 311 

. 28 66.22 1.00 595.7 . 86 3088 669.7 . 97 3472 
28 65.77 1.80 595.0 . 88 5671 650.1 . 96 6196 
28 70.72 . 10 720.4 . 83 294 : 28 71.00 . 20 665.2 . 75 539 775.6 . 88 628 

. 28 70.67 1.00 639.7 . 74 2640 725.9 . 84 2996 

. 28 71.00 1.50 628.8 . 71 3821 695.3 . 79 4225 

. 28 70.72 1.80 627.0 . 72 4645 680.5 . 78 5041 

. 49 56.08 . 10 402.2 1.56 309 432.6 1.68 332 

. 49 56.27 1.00 384.6 1.48 3021 430.2 1.66 3379 

. 49 56.13 1.80 379.8 1.47 5398 420.4 1.63 5976 

. 49 60.82 . 10 445.9 1.44 284 485.7 1.56 310 

. 49 61.00 1.00 420.3 1.34 2741 482.8 1.54 3149 

. 49 60.77 1.80 418.3 1.35 4957 470.7 1.52 5578 

. 49 65.87 . 10 498.4 1.29 255 567.6 1.47 290 

. 49 65.87 1.00 472.3 1.22 2489 530.8 1.37 2797 

. 49 65.75 1.80 456.4 1.19 4354 513.8 1.33 4901 

. 49 71.07 . 10 575.2 1.14 225 658.2 1.30 258 

. 49 71.32 1.00 541.5 1.06 2154 613.4 1.20 2440 

. 49 70.78 1.80 530.2 1.07 3914 594.3 1.19 4388 
75 56.00 . 20 302.8 1.80 481 336.9 2.01 535 : 75 56.30 1.00 305.1 1.80 2394 342.4 2.01 2686 
75 56.37 1.80 309.1 1.81 4354 338.3 1.99 4765 : 75 60.92 . 20 352.2 1.73 461 383.6 1.88 502 

. 75 60.90 1.00 350.3 1.72 2294 382.8 1.88 2507 

. 75 60.88 1.80 353.6 1.74 4171 376.6 1.85 4443 

. 75 65.92 . 20 414.6 1.63 436 444.0 1.75 467 

. 75 66.03 1.00 399.8 1.57 2091 439.5 1.72 2299 

. 75 66.22 1.80 407.8 1.59 3806 438.7 1.71 4094 

. 75 70.83 . 20 425.5 1.31 348 507.7 1.56 415 

. 75 70.83 . 20 434.0 1.33 355 508.4 1.57 418 

. 75 70.75 . 20 453.9 1.40 373 513.7 1.58 420 
75 70.75 1.00 437.7 1.35 1798 504.9 1.56 2074 : 75 70.83 1.50 432.1 1.33 2651 505.4 1.55 3101 

. 75 70.83 1.50 426.8 1.31 2618 498.0 1.53 3055 

* 75 70.78 1.80 442.7 1.36 3269 507.0 1.56 3743 
1,04 56.42 . 20 235.1 1.91 367 314.4 2.55 491 
1* 04 56.33 1.00 240.5 1.96 1885 320.5 2.61 2512 
1,04 56.42 1.80 243.1 1.97 3417 311.8 2.53 4384 
1* 04 60.78 . 20 269.3 1.84 354 338.3 2.31 445 
1,04 60.83 1.00 275.7 1.88 1810 348.0 2.38 2285 
1* 04 60.92 1.80 266.1 1.81 3134 342.8 2.33 4037 
1* 02 65.83 . 20 301.4 1.62 318 391.6 2.11 414 
1* 02 65.83 . 20 299.5 1.61 316 389.1 2.10 411 
1* 04 65.92 . 20 332.3 1.82 349 389.2 2.13 409 
1* 04 66.03 1.00 311.3 1.69 1628 391.8 2.13 2049 
1 02 65.83 1.50 297.2 1.60 2354 390.1 2.10 3089 
1 02 65.83 1.50 301.4 1.62 2387 394.7 2.13 3126 
1 04 66.03 1.80 311.1 1.69 2929 387.8 2.11 3651 
1 04 70.75 . 20 394.3 1.68 324 444.0 1.90 365 
1 04 70.75 1.00 390.7 1.67 1605 442.0 1.89 1816 
1 04 71.20 1.80 361.8 1.51 2608 442.2 1.84 3188 
1 53 56.17 . 20 195.8 2.36 309 287.3 3.53 455 
1 55 56.05 . 20 195.9 2.41 310 268.8 3.24 424 
1 55 56.15 1.00 229.7 2.81 1812 298.0 3.64 2351 
1.53 56.17 1.50 239.9 2.89 2837 295.6 3.57 3496 
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1.55 55.72 1.80 238.4 2.96 3441 
1.55 60.87 . 20 213.7 2.17 280 327.2 3.32 429 
1.55 60.87 1.00 227.4 2.31 1491 329.1 3.34 2157 
1.55 60.80 1.80 244.6 2.49 2895 
1.55 65.83 . 20 243.5 1.99 257 372.9 3.05 394 
1.55 65.67 1.00 242.2 2.00 1288 344.0 2.84 1830 
1.55 66.10 1.80 245.5 1.98 2304 
1.55 70.73 . 20 294.7 1.88 242 
1.55 71.32 1.00 295.2 1.82 1174 433.0 2.67 1722 
1.55 70.73 1.80 275.6 1.76 2041 430.0 2.74 3184 
1.96 56.27 . 20 165.5 2.55 260 265.5 4.09 417 
1.96 56.27 1.00 220.1 3.39 1729 290.7 4.48 2283 
1.96 56.20 1.80 239.4 3.70 3394 298.0 4.60 4224 
1.96 60.75 . 20 185.5 2.40 244 300.4 3.88 396 
1.96 60.83 1.00 224.0 2.88 1471 313.3 4.03 2057 
1.96 60.83 1.80 236.0 3.04 2790 326.6 4.20 3860 
1.96 66.20 . 20 220.5 2.24 229 348.2 3.54 361 
1.96 66.07 1.00 239.9 2.45 1252 347.1 3.55 1812 
1.96 65.58 1.80 250.2 2.62 2406 345.2 3.61 3320 
1.96 71.03 . 20 260.7 2.07 211 391.7 3.10 317 
1.96 71.67 1.00 264.9 2.02 1033 381.5 2.91 1487 
1.96 71.03 1.80 260.6 2.07 1897 381.6 3.02 2778 
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3D TRIPS - LOW TURBULENCE LEVELS 

TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 
d Swp s P, d/n s/n rz d/n s/n 

rmn deg m 
. 38 56.03 . 10 467.8 1.41 375 496.2 1.49 397 

. 38 56.03 1.00 463.6 1.40 3675 481.7 1.45 3818 

. 38 56.13 1.80 465.7 1.40 6620 481.5 1.44 6844 

. 38 60.87 . 10 531.4 1.32 352 555.2 1.38 368 

. 38 60.83 . 20 551.3 1.38 724 582.2 1.45 765 

. 38 60.83 1.00 527.1 1.32 3461 544.3 1.36 3574 

. 38 60.98 1.80 526.5 1.31 6185 544.0 1.35 6391 

. 38 65.77 . 10 613.7 1.23 328 633.1 1.27 339 

. 38 66.03 . 20 652.5 1.30 683 679.6 1.35 711 

. 38 66.02 1.00 613.9 1.22 3212 626.5 1.25 3278 

. 38 65.92 1.00 640.9 1.28 3369 671.6 1.34 3531 

. 38 65.82 1.80 611.6 1.23 5815 624.7 1.25 5940 

. 38 65.92 1.80 628.2 1.26 5946 652.9 1.30 6179 

. 38 71.00 . 10 725.3 1.12 297 749.4 1.15 307 

. 38 70.92 . 20 747.0 1.16 608 770.4 1.19 627 

. 38 70.88 . 20 769.2 1.19 627 799.2 1.24 652 

. 38 71.10 . 30 774.9 1.19 936 820.6 1.26 992 

. 38 70.88 1.00 675.6 1.05 2755 747.6 1.16 3049 

. 38 70.70 1.00 709.4 1.11 2923 733.7 1.15 3023 

. 38 70.78 1.80 650.8 1.01 4804 697.7 1.09 5151 

. 38 71.10 1.80 666.2 1.02 4830 774.7 1.19 5617 

. 38 71.00 1.80 682.6 1.05 4978 719.8 1.11 5249 

. 38 70.92 1.80 688.4 1.06 5042 735.4 1.14 5386 

. 78 56.05 . 20 339.6 2.10 538 357.6 2.21 567 

. 78 56.05 1.80 337.1 2.08 4806 353.7 2.19 5043 

. 78 60.90 . 20 381.1 1.95 499 409.2 2.09 536 

. 78 60.80 . 20 381.6 1.96 502 411.5 2.11 541 

. 78 60.83 . 20 385.3 1.97 506 404.8 2.07 532 

. 78 60.83 1.00 380.9 1.95 2502 409.7 2.10 2690 

. 78 60.90 1.00 382.2 1.95 2503 403.0 2.06 2639 

. 78 60.87 1.80 380.7 1.95 4493 404.6 2.07 4775 

. 78 60.88 1.80 381.4 1.95 4500 401.9 2.05 4741 

. 78 60.88 1.80 385.5 1.97 4547 407.1 2.08 4802 

. 78 60.88 1.80 385.5 1.97 4547 407.1 2.08 4802 

. 78 60.90 1.80 383.8 1.96 4524 

. 78 65.93 . 20 448.3 1.84 471 514.0 2.11 540 

. 78 65.97 . 20 458.8 1.88 481 507.0 2.07 532 

. 78 65.97 1.00 446.3 1.83 2341 500.7 2.05 2626 

. 78 65.90 1.00 441.1 1.81 2321 502.1 2.06 2643 

. 78 65.97 1.80 446.3 1.83 4214 499.1 2.04 4712 

. 78 66.03 1.80 445.0 1.82 4190 504.3 2.06 4748 

. 78 66.73 1.80 454.3 1.79 4137 516.0 2.04 4699 

. 78 70.93 . 20 495.1 1.57 403 562.1 1.78 457 

. 78 70.93 . 20 495.0 1.57 403 564.1 1.79 459 

. 78 70.97 . 20 503.6 1.59 409 568.9 1.80 462 

. 78 70.97 . 20 517.4 1.64 420 601.1 1.90 488 

. 78 70.83 . 20 517.6 1.65 423 600.4 1.92 491 

. 78 71.10 . 30 504.1 1.58 609 585.9 1.84 708 

. 78 71.10 . 30 506.3 1.59 612 582.3 1.83 2346 

. 78 70.90 1.00 513.5 1.63 2092 572.0 1.82 2330 

. 78 70.77 1.00 518.7 1.66 2129 585.1 1.87 2401 

. 78 71.10 1.00 524.3 1.65 2112 571.0 1.79 2530 

. 78 71.10 1.10 525.1 1.65 2327 
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. 78 70.93 1.80 518.5 1.64 3796 561.5 1.78 4111 

. 78 70.77 1.80 513.1 1.64 3790 563.7 1.80 4164 

. 78 70.97 1.80 519.5 1.64 3795 562.6 1.78 4109 

. 78 70.82 1.80 517.0 1.65 3809 579.5 1.85 4268 

. 78 70.82 1.80 515.8 1.65 3799 580.3 1.85 4274 

. 78 70.97 1.80 521.2 1.65 3807 581.5 1.84 4247 

. 78 70.82 1.80 518.0 1.65 3815 580.7 1.85 4277 

. 78 70.82 1.80 518.0 1.65 3815 585.1 1.87 4310 

. 78 70.77 1.80 513.1 1.64 3790 563.7 1.80 4164 

. 99 56.12 . 20 291.5 2.28 461 339.8 2.66 537 

. 99 56.12 1.00 292.4 2.29 2310 337.3 2.64 2665 

. 99 56.28 1.80 293.1 2.28 4143 337.3 2.62 4767 

. 98 60.87 . 20 327.2 2.10 429 369.3 2.37 484 

. 99 60.78 . 20 327.5 2.13 431 386.3 2.52 508 

. 98 60.87 1.00 328.3 2.11 2152 380.6 2.45 2495 

. 99 60.83 1.00 327.8 2.13 2153 381.4 2.48 2505 

. 98 60.73 1.80 323.9 2.09 3845 371.7 2.40 4412 

. 99 60.83 1.80 328.4 2.14 3882 366.9 2.39 4337 

. 98 60.95 1.80 325.7 2.09 3831 355.8 2.28 4186 

. 98 65.98 . 20 375.4 1.93 394 422.3 2.17 443 

. 98 66.20 . 20 380.1 1.93 394 427.5 2.17 444 

. 98 65.82 . 20 375.1 1.94 396 402.4 2.08 425 
99 65.83 . 20 377.4 1.97 398 441.7 2.31 466 : 98 66.20 . 20 380.3 1.93 395 436.1 2.22 453 

. 98 66.00 . 30 379.2 1.95 596 425.2 2.18 668 

. 98 65.95 1.00 377.4 1.94 1982 438.7 2.26 2303 

. 99 65.93 1.00 378.3 1.97 1988 441.3 2.30 2319 

. 99 66.12 1.80 378.9 1.95 3553 449.9 2.32 4218 

. 98 65.97 1.80 377.7 1.94 3566 421.4 2.17 3979 

. 98 65.82 1.80 376.1 1.95 3576 407.9 2.11 3878 

. 98 66.20 1.80 384.0 1.95 3586 411.4 2.09 3842 

. 98 66.67 1.80 384.6 1.91 3513 428.5 2.13 3914 

. 98 71.03 . 20 440.4 1.75 356 505.2 2.00 409 

. 99 70.83 . 20 460.9 1.87 377 517.5 2.10 423 

. 98 70.77 1.00 445.8 1.79 1830 511.3 2.06 2098 

. 99 71.03 1.00 463.7 1.86 1875 517.8 2.07 2094 

. 98 71.03 1.80 448.2 1.78 3263 504.3 2.00 3671 

. 99 70.83 1.80 452.7 1.83 3333 516.9 2.09 3805 

. 98 70.97 1.80 446.3 1.77 3260 491.7 1.96 3591 
1.58 56.08 . 20 227.8 2.85 360 314.9 3.94 498 
1.58 56.25 1.00 239.7 2.98 1884 316.1 3.93 2485 
1.58 56.08 1.80 245.3 3.07 3493 320.0 4.00 4557 
1.58 60.83 . 20 249.5 2.59 328 333.6 3.46 438 
1.57 61.22 . 20 250.9 2.55 324 329.1 3.34 425 
1.57 60.78 . 20 247.3 2.56 325 300.9 3.11 396 
1.57 60.78 . 20 252.6 2.61 332 324.2 3.35 427 
1.58 60.83 1.00 254.1 2.64 1669 340.3 3.53 2234 
1.57 60.78 1.80 248.6 2.57 2945 302.5 3.13 3584 
1.58 60.87 1.80 252.2 2.61 2976 347.2 3.60 4097 
1.57 60.78 1.80 250.4 2.59 2966 319.9 3.31 3790 
1.57 61.22 1.80 253.3 2.57 2946 329.1 3.34 3828 
1.57 60.88 1.80 251.9 2.59 2971 330.5 3.40 3898 
1.57 60.93 1.80 257.6 2.64 3032 344.5 3.54 4055 
1.58 66.03 . 20 285.9 2.36 299 381.0 3.15 399 
1.58 65.98 1.00 285.5 2.37 1497 385.1 3.19 2019 
1.58 65.75 1.80 283.9 2.38 2708 396.5 3.32 3782 
1.57 66.83 1.80 292.6 2.31 2652 398.6 3.15 3613 
1.58 71.25 . 20 333.1 2.10 266 441.2 2.78 352 
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1.58 71.25 1.00 336.3 2.12 1343 446.6 2.82 1784 
1.58 71.10 1.80 331.7 2.11 2405 457.3 2.91 3316 
1.57 71.05 1.80 330.7 2.10 2404 443.3 2.81 3224 
1.57 70.97 1.80 339.4 2.16 2479 455.2 2.90 3325 
1.99 56.03 . 20 198.4 3.13 315 304.3 4.80 482 
1.99 56.25 1.00 220.2 3.45 1731 297.3 4.65 2337 
1.99 56.03 1.80 241.0 3.80 3438 309.8 4.89 4420 
1.99 60.78 . 20 222.8 2.92 293 290.4 3.80 382 
1.99 61.22 . 20 228.9 2.94 296 316.7 4.07 409 
1.99 60.78 . 20 225.6 2.95 297 312.2 4.09 411 
1.99 60.78 . 20 225.6 2.95 297 328.6 4.30 432 
1.99 60.92 . 20 228.6 2.98 299 321.1 4.18 420 
1.99 60.85 . 20 220.4 2.88 289 325.4 4.25 427 
1.99 60.80 1.00 236.2 3.09 1553 314.5 4.12 2068 
1.99 60.78 1.80 234.6 3.07 2779 295.8 3.87 3503 
1.99 60.78 1.80 234.5 3.07 2777 295.5 3.87 3500 
1.99 61.22 1.80 240.6 3.09 2799 315.5 4.06 3670 
1.99 60.78 1.80 240.0 3.14 2842 337.5 4.42 3998 
1.99 60.75 1.80 240.7 3.16 2855 333.8 4.38 3958 
1.99 65.83 . 20 251.2 2.64 265 365.9 3.84 386 
1.99 65.75 1.00 262.3 2.77 1390 353.9 3.73 1876 
1.99 66.03 1.80 260.1 2.71 2449 378.8 3.94 3566 
1.99 70.92 . 20 286.6 2.32 233 389.2 -3.15 317 
1.99 71.00 . 20 291.7 2.35 236 420.1 3.39 340 
1.99 70.92 1.00 296.4 2.40 1206 406.2 3.29 1653 
1.99 71.02 1.80 292.1 2.35 2127 423.9 3.41 3087 
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3D TRIPS PLACED OFF THE ATTACHMENT LINE 
LOW TURBULENCE LEVELS 

Sweep = 56.05 deg 
s=0.2m TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 

dx alpha d/n s/n 71 d/n s/n 
nm mm 
. 00 0 553.9 . 00 3071 

. 00 0 552.8 . 00 3070 

. 78 0 . 00 339.6 2.10 1883 357.6 2.21 1983 
78 4 2.36 345.4 2.14 1919 370.1 2.29 2056 

: 78 8.5 4.99 377.9 2.34 2099 460.3 2.85 2557 

. 78 10.5 6.15 454.2 2.81 2523 

. 78 12.5 7.31 548.9 3.40 3049 

. 78 14.5 8.47 560.5 3.47 3114 

. 99 0 . 00 291.5 2.28 1612 339.8 2.66 1879 

. 98 8.5 4.99 336.2 2.61 1868 434.7 3.38 2415 

. 98 10.5 6.15 421.1 3.27 2339 548.9 4.27 3049 

. 98 12.5 7.31 547.0 4.25 3039 

. 98 14.5 8.47 561.0 4.36 3116 
1.99 0 . 00 198.4 3.13 1101 304.3 4.80 1688 
1.99 8.5 4.99 240.7 3.80 1337 328.9 5.19 1827 
1.99 12.5 7.31 393.2 6.21 2184 508.5 8.03 2824 
1.99 14.5 8.47 468.0 7.39 2600 
1.99 16 9.34 548.6 8.66 3048 
1.99 17.5 10.20 562.1 8.88 3122 

Sweep 56.05 deg 
s=1.8m TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 

dx alpha rz d/n s/n rz d/n s/n 
mm ram 
. 00 0 532.4 . 00 9698 

. 00 0 525.7 . 00 9576 

. 78 0 . 00 337.1 2.08 6141 353.7 2.19 6444 

. 78 4 1.87 339.9 2.10 6193 354.7 2.19 6462 

. 78 8 3.78 351.7 2.17 6407 392.0 2.42 7141 

. 78 12 5.67 428.2 2.65 7800 555.4 3.43 10118 

. 78 14 6.60 521.6 3.22 9502 
78 15.5 7.30 530.1 3.27 9657 

: 99 0 . 00 293.1 2.28 5294 337.3 2.62 6091 

. 98 8.5 4.02 302.6 2.35 5512 361.3 2.80 6581 

. 98 12.5 5.90 413.4 3.21 7530 559.3 4.34 10189 

. 98 14 6.60 498.9 3.87 9088 

. 98 16 7.53 530.0 4.11 9655 
1.99 0 . 00 241.0 3.80 4393 309.8 4.89 5647 
1.99 12.5 5.90 329.3 5.19 5999 439.5 6.93 8007 
1.99 16 7.53 445.1 7.01 8108 
1.99 18.5 8.69 526.5 8.30 9591 
1.99 20 9.37 527.5 8.31 9609 

Sweep 60.88 deg 
s=0.2m TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 

dx alpha d/n s/n d/n s/n 
mm nm 
. 00 0 612.5 . 00 2810 

. 00 0 621.1 . 00 2853 

. 00 0 616.1 . 00 2830 

. 78 0 . 00 385.3 1.97 1771 404.8 2.07 1861 
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. 78 8 4.22 416.4 2.13 1912 523.2 2.68 2403 

. 78 12 6.31 498.8 2.55 2291 639.2 3.27 2936 

. 78 14 7.35 610.0 3.12 2802 

. 78 16 8.39 617.4 3.16 2836 

. 99 0 . 00 327.5 2.13 1509 386.3 2.52 1779 

. 98 8.5 4.48 374.1 2.41 1718 521.8 3.36 2397 

. 98 12 6.31 465.5 2.99 2138 608.6 3.91 2795 

. 98 14.5 7.61 607.5 3.91 2790 

. 98 16 8.39 616.9 3.97 2834 
1.99 0 . 00 220.4 2.88 1012 325.4 4.25 1495 
1.99 8.5 4.48 241.2 3.15 1108 370.0 4.83 1700 
1.99 12 6.31 326.9 4.27 1501 543.3 7.09 2495 
1.99 14 7.35 458.0 5.98 2103 586.0 7.65 2692 
1.99 16 8.39 573.5 7.49 2634 
1.99 18 9.43 607.6 7.93 2791 
1.99 20 10.46 614.8 8.03 2824 

Sweep = 60.88 deg 
s=1. 8m TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 

d x alpha d/n s/n On s/n 
nm nzn 
. 00 0 585.6 . 00 8828 636.1 . 00 9966 
00 0 581.7 . 00 8761 640.7 . 00 10018 : 00 o 567.7 . 00 8596 

. 00 0 571.2 . 00 8649 407.1 2.14 4936 

. 78 0 . 00 385.5 1.97 5810 

. 78 0 . 00 385.5 1.97 5810 402.5 2.15 4960 

. 78 0 . 00 383.8 1.96 5781 

. 78 3 1.15 394.5 2.02 5942 413.3 2.19 5056 

. 78 6 2.34 380.5 1.94 5735 392.7 2.08 4805 

. 78 12.5 4.88 410.8 2.10 6187 447.9 2.37 5479 

. 78 15 5.84 445.5 2.28 6709 548.6 2.89 6680 

. 78 18 6.99 533.9 2.73 8041 614.0 3.30 7605 

. 78 20 7.76 574.9 2.95 8704 
78 21.5 8.33 575.2 2.94 8662 633.0 3.38 7797 : 78 24 9.28 577.7 2.95 8700 635.7 3.37 7784 

. 99 0 . 00 328.4 2.14 4960 366.9 2.42 4396 

. 98 0 . 00 325.7 2.09 4895 355.8 2.38 4365 

. 98 8.5 3.32 328.2 2.10 4933 366.1 2.46 4520 

. 98 12 4.68 349.5 2.24 5253 393.7 2.65 4862 

. 98 16.5 6.42 446.1 2.86 6705 582.4 3.90 7166 

. 98 20 7.76 573.5 3.70 8683 630.7 4.29 7874 

. 98 20.5 7.95 569.3 3.65 8557 624.1 4.19 7694 

* 98 24.5 9.46 571.0 3.66 8599 
1 99 0 . 00 240.7 3.16 3648 333.8 4.49 4064 
1: 99 9 3.51 244.0 3.19 3687 334.8 4.46 4038 
1.99 12.5 4.88 270.1 3.53 4081 370.1 4.94 4465 
1.99 16 6.23 351.2 4.59 5307 478.6 6.38 5773 
1.99 20 7.76 533.5 6.99 8078 637.8 8.55 7732 
1.99 24 9.28 565.7 7.41 8565 
1.99 24.5 9.46 576.8 7.53 8704 

Sweep = 70.83 deg 
s=0.2m TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 

dx alpha On s/n R d/n s/n 
rmn rrun 
. 00 0 800.5 . 00 2272 

. 00 0 809.2 . 00 2318 
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. 00 0 808.0 . 00 2314 

. 78 0 . 00 517.6 1.65 1482 600.4 1.96 503 

. 78 9 3.85 520.6 1.66 1491 613.0 2.00 514 

. 78 12 5.13 560.9 1.79 1607 790.1 2.58 662 

. 78 16 6.83 635.5 2.03 1820 

. 78 20 8.53 798.1 2.55 2286 
78 24 10.21 802.5 2.56 2299 : 99 0 . 00 460.9 1.87 1319 517.5 2.13, 431 

. 98 12.5 5.35 497.2 1.99 1424 755.8 3.10 634 

. 98 16 6.83 560.3 2.25 1605 807.9 3.33 679 

. 98 20 8.53 779.7 3.13 2234 

. 98 24 10.21 812.2 3.26 2327 
1.99 0 . 00 286.6 2.32 816 389.2 3.23 325 
1.99 12.5 5.35 338.9 2.76 971 596.6 4.98 500 
1.99 16.5 7.05 403.0 3.28 1154 807.6 6.78 681 
1.99 20 8.53 629.6 5.13 1804 820.8 6.97 700 
1.99 22 9.37 720.4 5.87 2064 
1.99 24 10.21 804.8 6.55 2305 

Sweep = 70.8 2 deg 
s=1. 8m TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 

d x alpha R On s/n A d/n s/n 
nm mm 

. 00 0 670.7 . 00 6309 733.0 . 00 7098 

. 00 0 681.3 . 00 6430 727.6 . 00 7119 

. 00 0 675.2 . 00 6373 725.8 . 00 7201 

. 00 0 675.5 . 00 6376 

. 78 0 . 00 513.1 1.64 4843 563.7 1.85 4277 

. 78 0 . 00 513.1 1.64 4843 563.7 1.85 4277 

. 78 3 . 71 507.8 1.61 4740 534.5 1.76 4052 

. 78 6 1.46 515.9 1.63 4815 544.8 1.79 4130 

. 78 12.5 3.08 507.0 1.62 4769 528.2 1.75 4048 

. 78 24 5.90 524.6 1.67 4935 613.7 2.04 4703 

. 78 27 6.62 586.1 1.86 5470 668.3 2.20 5072 

. 78 30 7.35 618.0 1.96 5784 659.6 2.19 5062 

. 78 33 8.07 625.3 1.98 5836 670.8 2.21 5107 

. 78 36.5 8.91 631.3 2.00 5892 679.7 2.25 5190 
78 41 9.98 661.9 2.12 6247 713.8 2.40 5542 : 78 48 11.62 675.0 2.14 6300 725.9 2.41 5562 

. 99 0 . 00 452.7 1.83 4259 516.9 2.13 3868 

. 98 0 . 00 446.3 1.77 4165 491.7 2.04 3745 

. 98 16.5 4.06 444.2 1.77 4162 486.7 2.03 3736 

. 98 20.5 5.04 460.3 1.81 4252 515.8 2.13 3906 
98 24.5 6.02 488.5 1.95 4577 591.8 2.47 4543 : 98 28.5 6.99 519.3 2.07 4858 671.3 2.75 5047 

. 98 32 7.83 615.7 2.45 5759 663.5 2.72 4988 

. 98 35.5 8.67 631.1 2.51 5890 677.2 2.77 5095 

. 98 41 9.98 659.4 2.65 62 24 707.8 2.99 5496 

. 98 48 11.62 678.9 2.70 6336 731.8 3.00 5501 

. 98 52 12.56 676.7 2.69 6316 733.6 3.01 5531 
1.99 0 . 00 292.1 2.35 2718 423.9 3.50 3170 
1.99 9 2.21 295.7 2.37 2735 437.4 3.57 3229 
1.99 16 3.94 301.4 2.42 2801 421.8 3.46 3128 
1.99 24.5 6.02 374.0 3.01 3480 522.5 4.26 3855 
1.99 32 7.83 568.3 4.58 5289 676.6 5.52 4993 
1.99 40.5 9.86 635.4 5.11 5910 682.9 5.65 5113 
1.99 41 9.98 643.2 5.25 6071 689.9 5.92 5357 
1.99 47.5 11.51 669.5 5.39 6228 733.0 6.09 5504 
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2D TRIPS - MEDIUM TURBULENCE LEVELS 

TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 
d Swp S rz d/n s/n d/n s/n 

nm deg m 

. 00 73.35 1.30 607.0 . 00 2776 

. 28 73.17 . 90 606.6 . 60 1943 

. 48 56.63 . 20 314.6 1.17 488 349.8 1.30 542 

. 48 56.53 . 90 306.3 1.14 2144 341.1 1.27 2388 

. 48 61.92 . 20 354.8 1.07 445 389.9 1.17 489 

. 48 61.88 . 90 347.3 1.05 1965 377.2 1.14 2134 

. 48 67.80 . 20 417.4 . 96 401 449.7 1.04 432 
48 67.73 . 90 412.4 . 95 1788 441.7 1.02 1915 

: 48 73.52 . 20 504.6 . 84 351 542.4 . 91 378 

. 48 73.67 . 90 499.3 . 83 1549 539.0 . 89 1672 

. 75 56.62 . 20 263.9 1.53 409 290.7 1.69 451 

. 75 56.62 . 90 266.7 1.55 1860 293.5 1.71 2047 

. 75 61.87 . 20 292.0 1.38 367 326.9 1.54 411 

. 75 61.90 . 90 288.7 1.36 1632 325.6 1.53 1841 
75 67.78 . 20 334.7 1.21 322 378.0 1.36 363 

: 75 67.80 . 90 325.0 1.17 1404 364.2 1.31 1573 

. 75 73.57 . 20 397.8 1.04 276 446.1 1.16 310 
75 73.37 . 90 391.3 1.03 1237 433.0 1.14 1369 

1: 04 56.60 . 20 220.5 1.78 342 292.1 2.36 453 
1.04 56.67 . 90 243.3 1.96 1694 291.7 2.35 2031 
1.04 61.95 . 20 247.7 1.61 311 308.9 2.01 387 
1.04 61.88 . 90 255.9 1.67 1448 302.7 1.98 1713 
1.04 67.88 . 20 282.5 1.40 270 339.9 1.69 325 
1.04 67.78 . 90 278.7 1.39 1206 329.1 1.65 1424 
1.04 73.42 . 20 331.6 1.21 232 394.3 1.44 276 
1.04 73.42 . 90 326.2 1.19 1028 388.6 1.42 1225 
1.55 56.60 . 20 190.5 2.29 296 262.9 3.16 408 
1.55 56.67 . 90 234.6 2.81 1634 285.4 3.42 1987 
1.55 61.90 . 20 207.1 2.02 260 276.6 2.69 347 
1.55 61.90 . 90 234.3 2.28 1325 292.9 2.85 1656 
1.55 67.68 . 20 234.4 1.75 226 311.4 2.33 301 
1.55 67.78 . 90 243.6 1.81 1054 321.9 2.40 1392 
1.55 73.53 . 20 277.2 1.49 193 371.1 2.00 258 
1.55 73.42 . 90 277.7 1.51 875 381.8 2.07 1204 
1.96 56.83 . 20 172.1 2.59 265 257.8 3.89 396 
1.96 56.65 . 90 231.3 3.51 1612 287.7 4.37 2005 
1.96 62.00 . 20 189.4 2.32 237 284.2 3.48 356 
1.96 61.92 . 90 226.0 2.78 1276 305.2 3.75 1724 
1.96 67.73 . 20 218.9 2.07 211 331.7 3.13 320 
1.96 67.70 . 90 225.1 2.13 978 339.5 3.21 1474 
1.96 73.27 . 20 240.3 1.67 170 370.1 2.57 262 
1.96 73.17 . 90 243.8 1.70 781 371.7 2.59 1190 
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2D TRIPS - HIGH TURBULENCE LEVELS 

TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 
d Swp s rz d/n s/n d/n s/n 

mm deg m 
. 00 61.85 . 60 312.6 . 00 1181 

. 00 61.82 1.30 280.7 . 00 2300 

. 00 61.95 . 60 326.6 . 00 1229 

. 00 61.87 1.30 288.9 . 00 2362 441.4 . 00 3609 

. 00 67.72 . 60 321.4 . 00 930 

. 00 67.63 1.30 308.7 . 00 1943 

. 00 67.72 . 60 330.3 . 00 955 520.8 . 00 1506 

. 00 67.72 1.30 313.0 . 00 1961 497.4 . 00 3117 

. 00 73.45 . 60 330.7 . 00 694 

. 00 73.45 1.30 325.7 . 00 1480 

. 00 73.35 . 60 337.0 . 00 711 527.5 . 00 1114 

. 00 73.00 1.30 323.1 . 00 1511 516.8 . 00 2416 

. 28 56.63 . 20 290.6 . 63 450 

. 28 56.53 . 90 257.5 . 56 1802 377.2 . 82 2641 

. 28 61.95 . 20 322.6 . 57 404 

. 28 61.92 . 90 288.9 . 51 1632 427.7 . 75 2416 

. 28 67.83 . 20 318.0 . 43 305 517.2 . 69 496 

. 28 67.78 . 90 315.3 . 42 1364 483.7 . 65 2092 

. 28 73.47 . 20 333.7 . 33 233 525.8 . 51 367 

. 28 73.67 . 90 321.9 . 31 999 503.8 . 49 1563 

. 48 56.63 . 20 271.0 1.01 420 324.3 1.21 503 

. 48 56.55 . 90 207.0 . 77 1448 318.6 1.19 2229 

. 48 61.92 . 20 292.5 . 88 367 365.2 1.10 458 

. 48 61.90 . 90 281.9 . 85 1593 355.6 1.07 2011 

. 48 67.77 . 20 327.0 . 75 315 423.8 . 98 408 

. 48 67.78 . 90 313.8 . 72 1357 402.9 . 93 1743 

. 48 73.62 . 20 312.8 . 52 216 496.5 . 82 343 

. 48 73.67 . 90 306.0 . 51 949 471.6 . 78 1463 

. 75 56.62 . 20 226.6 1.32 351 276.2 1.61 428 

. 75 56.52 . 90 219.8 1.28 1539 282.9 1.65 1981 

. 75 61.92 . 20 254.0 1.20 319 304.5 1.43 382 

. 75 61.90 . 90 258.8 1.22 1463 301.6 1.42 1705 

. 75 67.77 . 20 294.7 1.06 283 350.5 1.26 337 

. 75 67.73 . 90 285.2 1.03 1237 332.9 1.20 1443 

. 75 73.47 . 20 323.8 . 85 226 410.7 1.08 287 

, 75 73.47 . 90 320.5 . 84 1007 385.9 1.01 1213 
1* 04 56.60 . 20 194.3 1.57 301 260.1 2.10 403 
1* 04 56.77 . 90 184.8 1.48 1282 272.4 2.18 1889 
1* 04 61.88 . 20 218.5 1.43 275 279.4 1.83 351 
1* 04 61.80 . 90 231.4 1.52 1314 294.6 1.93 1673 
1,04 67.77 . 20 247.8 1.24 238 312.7 1.56 301 
1 04 67.72 . 90 250.1 1.25 1085 312.1 1.56 1354 
1 04 73.48 . 20 285.2 1.03 199 369.3 1.34 258 
1 04 73.48 . 90 281.4 1.02 884 362.1 1.31 1137 
1 55 56.58 . 20 174.5 2.10 271 259.0 3.12 402 
1 55 56.60 . 90 190.4 2.29 1330 278.4 3.35 1944 
1 55 61.97 . 20 192.6 1.87 241 271.3 2.63 340 
1 55 61.87 . 90 214.9 2.10 1217 281.9 2.75 1596 
1 55 67.78 . 20 219.8 1.64 211 299.5 2.23 288 
1 55 67.78 . 90 227.2 1.69 983 305.1 2.27 1320 
1 55 73.48 . 20 251.2 1.36 175 350.3 1.89 244 
1.55 73.48 . 90 250.2 1.35 786 357.6 1.93 1123 
1.96 56.83 . 20 150.2 2.26 231 254.0 3.83 391 
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1.96 56.90 . 90 182.5 2.74 1260 277.5 4.17 1916 
1.96 61.92 . 20 162.8 2.00 204 266.6 3.28 335 
1.96 61.90 . 90 204.9 2.52 1159 283.9 3.50 1605 
1.96 67.73 . 20 187.0 1.77 180 292.7 2.76 282 
1.96 67.73 . 90 208.8 1.97 906 299.4 2.83 1298 
1.96 73.17 . 20 208.4 1.45 148 336.8 2.35 240 
1.96 73.17 . 90 216.9 1.51 695 345.8 2.41 1108 
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3D TRIPS - MEDIUM TURBULENCE LEVELS 

TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 
d Swp s d/n s/n d/n s/n 

rrffn deg m 
. 39 73.50 . 20 637.9 . 87 445 
. 39 73.50 . 90 616.8 . 84 1935 
. 78 56.47 . 20 338.8 2.06 528 359.6 2.19 561 
. 78 56.37 . 90 335.3 2.05 2362 346.6 2.12 2441 
. 78 61.80 . 20 386.1 1.90 487 411.0 2.02 519 
. 78 61.83 . 90 385.1 1.89 2184 397.9 1.96 2256 
. 78 67.65 . 20 454.0 1.71 439 480.5 1.81 465 
. 78 67.68 . 90 451.1 1.70 1961 465.8 1.75 2025 
. 78 73.63 . 20 553.5 1.49 383 601.0 1.62 415 
. 78 73.63 . 90 547.1 1.47 1702 569.6 1.54 1772 
. 98 56.30 . 20 297.1 2.28 466 306.4 2.36 481 
98 56.35 . 90 294.8 2.26 2078 303.6 2.33 2140 : 98 61.78 . 20 338.8 2.10 428 346.6 2.14 438 

. 98 61.80 . 90 336.5 2.08 1910 343.2 2.12 1949 

. 98 67.68 . 20 399.7 1.89 386 413.0 1.96 399 

. 98 67.63 . 90 395.6 1.88 1724 406.6 1.93 1772 

. 98 73.42 . 20 481.5 1.65 337 508.5 1.75 356 
, 98 73.47 . 90 479.5 1.64 1507 494.5 1.69 1554 

1* 57 56.47 . 20 237.0 2.90 370 248.6 3.04 388 
1* 57 56.47 . 90 245.7 3.01 1724 269.8 3.30 1893 
1* 57 61.80 . 20 261.1 2.59 329 275.2 2.73 347 
1* 57 61.82 . 90 262.2 2.59 1487 277.5 2.75 1574 
1* 57 67.67 . 20 302.6 2.30 292 318.5 2.42 308 
1* 57 67.70 . 90 300.6 2.28 1305 314.0 2.38 1364 
1* 57 73.58 . 20 366.6 2.00 254 389.3 2.12 270 
1* 57 73.58 . 90 365.2 1.99 1140 381.8 2.08 1191 
1* 99 56.48 . 20 211.1 3.27 329 228.6 3.54 356 
1,99 56.47 . 90 244.6 3.79 1716 269.3 4.18 1890 
1,99 61.77 . 20 233.5 2.93 295 254.9 3.20 322 
1* 99 61.80 . 90 244.5 3.07 1388 277.0 3.48 1573 
1* 99 67.68 . 20 265.5 2.55 256 304.6 2.93 294 
1,99 67.68 . 90 267.0 2.57 1160 287.8 2.77 1251 
1* 99 73.48 . 20 320.7 2.23 224 343.5 2.39 240 
1.99 73.48 . 90 318.8 2.21 1001 333.6 2.32 1048 
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3D TRIPS - HIGH TURBULENCE LEVELS 

TRANSITION ONSET TRANSITION COMPLTN 
d Swp s rz d/n s/n rz On s/n 

mm deg m 

. 39 61.72 . 20 314.5 . 78 398 

. 39 61.83 . 90 281.6 . 69 1597 420.3 1.03 2383 

. 39 67.67 . 20 318.2 . 60 307 

. 39 67.68 . 90 315.9 . 60 1373 483.8 . 91 2103 

. 39 73.37 . 20 330.2 . 45 232 542.1 . 74 381 

. 39 73.33 . 90 326.6 . 45 1036 505.9 . 70 1604 

. 78 56.27 . 20 286.1 1.75 449 344.5 2.11 541 

. 78 56.40 . 90 261.3 1.59 1838 335.6 2.05 2361 

. 78 61.80 . 20 309.6 1.52 391 390.4 1.92 493 

. 78 61.80 . 90 277.9 1.37 1578 380.6 1.87 2161 

. 78 67.65 . 20 314.0 1.18 304 460.1 1.74 445 

. 78 67.63 . 90 289.1 1.09 1260 443.3 1.67 1932 

. 78 73.52 . 20 328.3 . 89 229 540.6 1.47 376 

. 78 73.30 . 90 322.0 . 89 1023 499.6 1.38 1587 

. 98 56.40 . 20 272.9 2.09 427 305.5 2.34 478 

. 98 56.47 . 90 239.3 1.83 1679 299.1 2.29 2099 

. 98 61.77 . 20 298.6 1.85 377 344.4 2.13 435 

. 98 61.83 . 90 275.7 1.70 1563 337.9 2.09 1916 

. 98 67.65 . 20 317.1 1.50 307 405.8 1.92 393 

. 98 67.68 . 90 322.3 1.53 1401 395.8 1.87 1721 

. 98 73.50 . 20 324.5 1.11 226 491.8 1.68 343 
98 73.50 . 90 302.3 1.03 948 477.7 1.63 1498 

1 57 56.47 . 20 211.8 2.59 330 241.0 2.95 376 
1 57 56.47 . 90 228.6 2.80 1604 278.1 3.40 1952 
1 57 61.82 . 20 243.6 2.41 307 282.2 2.79 356 
1 57 61.80 . 90 247.2 2.45 1403 285.7 2.83 1622 
1 57 67.68 . 20 282.6 2.14 273 318.6 2.42 308 
1 57 67.65 . 90 282.3 2.14 1229 314.1 2.39 1367 
1 57 73.65 . 20 319.4 1.73 220 384.8 2.09 266 
1 57 73.37 . 90 305.0 1.68 964 369.7 2.04 1169 
1* 99 56.48 . 20 188.8 2.93 294 219.1 3.40 341 
1* 99 56.47 . 90 223.1 3.46 1566 257.5 4.00 1807 
1* 99 61.77 . 20 209.0 2.63 264 247.1 3.11 312 
1,99 61.83 . 90 229.0 2.87 1298 266.5 3.34 1511 
1,99 67.65 . 20 246.2 2.37 238 283.8 2.73 275 
1,99 67.70 . 90 254.6 2.44 1105 287.8 2.76 1250 
1 99 73.40 . 20 293.3 2.05 206 340.1 2.37 239 
1: 99 73.40 . 90 287.4 2.01 907 329.0 2.30 1038 
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INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO 2D TRIPS 
TRANSITION ONSET ; LOW TURBULENCE LEVELS 

dl = 0.28mm Sweep = 71.00deg 
d2 S12 Shw rz d/n S12/n Shw/n 
rrm rim rrm 

. 00 . 00 200 665.21 . 75 . 00 539 

. 00 . 00 1500 628.83 . 71 . 00 3821 

. 28 2.80 200 704.98 . 80 8.00 571 
28 2.80 1500 639.06 . 72 7.25 3883 : 28 5.50 200 666.71 . 76 14.85 540 

. 28 5.50 1500 630.59 . 72 14.05 3832 

. 28 200 200 610.37 . 69 495 495 

. 28 200 1300 598.95 . 68 485 3154 

dl = 0. 75mm Sweep = 70.83deg 
d2 S12 Shw R d/n S12/n Shw/n 
rfm mm Trm 

. 00 . 00 200 425.51 1.31 . 00 348 

. 00 . 00 200 434.00 1.33 . 00 355 

. 00 . 00 1500 432.08 1.33 . 00 2651 
00 . 00 1500 426.80 1.31 . 00 2618 : 75 4.00 200 493.12 1.51 8.07 403 

. 75 4.00 1500 484.69 1.49 7.93 2974 

. 76 7.50 200 454.12 1.39 13.93 371 

. 76 7.50 1500 452.93 1.39 13.89 2779 

. 76 15.10 200 419.64 1.29 25.92 343 

. 76 15.10 1500 408.73 1.25 25.24 2508 

. 75 200 200 405.31 1.24 332 332 

. 75 200 1300 394.95 1.21 323 2100 

. 75 200 1300 398.50 1.22 326 2119 

dl = 1. 02mm Sweep = 65.83deg 
d2 S12 Shw R d/n S12/n Shw/n 
rim mm mm 

. 00 . 00 200 301.43 1.62 . 00 318 

. 00 . 00 200 299.48 1.61 . 00 316 
00 . 00 1500 301.43 1.62 . 00 2387 : 00 . 00 1500 297.19 1.60 . 00 2354 

1.04 5.30 200 356.15 1.92 9.97 376 
1.04 5.30 1500 354.79 1.91 9.93 2810 
1.04 10.10 200 322.05 1.73 17.17 340 
1.04 10.10 1500 322.05 1.73 17.17 2551 
1.03 19.80 200 283.99 1.53 29.69 300 
1.03 19.80 1500 283.99 1.53 29.69 2249 
1.04 200 200 299.63 1.61 316 316 
1.04 200 1300 299.63 1.61 316 2057 

dl = 1. 53mm Sweep 56.17deg 
d2 S12 Shw On S12/n Shw/n 
rmu nm nm 

. 00 . 00 200 195.85 2.36 . 00 309 

. 00 . 00 1500 239.86 2.89 . 00 2837 
1.55 8.00 200 216.81 2.62 13.68 342 
1.55 8.00 1500 246.35 2.97 15.54 2914 
1.55 15.80 200 195.85 2.36 24.40 309 
1.55 15.80 1500 239.86 2.89 29.88 2837 
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1.55 30.00 200 178.33 2.15 42.18 281 
1.55 30.00 1500 239.86 2.89 56.74 2837 
1.55 200 200 185.94 2.24 293 293 
1.55 200 1300 239.86 2.89 378 2459 
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INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO 3D TRIPS 
TRANSITION ONSET - LOW TURBULENCE LEVELS 

dl = 0.38mm Sweep = 70.92 
d2 S12 Shw d/n S12/n Shw/n 
mm mm rrm 

. 00 n/a 200 746.96 1.16 . 00 608 

. 00 n/a 1800 666.15 1.02 . 00 4830 
00 n/a 1800 688.39 1.06 . 00 5042 : 38 . 80 200 773.18 1.20 2.52 629 

. 38 . 80 1800 682.19 1.05 2.22 4997 

. 38 2.00 200 721.09 1.12 5.92 592 

. 38 1.90 1800 658.69 1.03 5.14 4866 

. 38 3.70 200 718.98 1.12 10.92 590 

. 38 3.80 1800 663.56 1.03 10.35 4902 

. 38 4.00 1800 663.05 1.03 10.88 4898 

. 38 7.60 200 709.26 1.11 22.12 582 

. 38 7.40 1800 660.70 1.03 20.06 4880 

. 38 11.70 200 706.27 1.10 33.91 580 

. 38 100 200 720.41 1.10 290 580 

. 38 100 1000 704.20 1.08 284 2836 
38 200 200 760.14 1.16 612 612 : 38 200 1000 699.63 1.07 564 2818 

. 38 800 200 709.51 1.09 2286 572 

. 38 800 1000 668.36 1.02 2154 2692 

dl = 0.78mm Sweep 70.93de g 
d2 S12 Shw rz dl/n S12/n Shw/n 
r= nun rim 

. 00 n/a 200 495.13 1.57 . 00 403 

. 00 n/a 200 494.98 1.57 . 00 403 

. 00 n/a 1800 515.76 1.65 . 00 3799 

. 00 n/a 1800 517.97 1.65 . 00 3815 

. 78 1.70 200 555.13 1.76 3.84 452 

. 78 1.70 1800 550.33 1.75 3.80 4029 

. 78 4.30 200 484.70 1.55 8.53 397 

. 78 4.00 1800 488.22 1.56 7.99 3596 

. 78 7.70 200 481.81 1.54 15.18 394 

. 78 7.40 1800 488.22 1.56 14.78 3596 

. 78 15.40 200 471.79 1.51 29.73 386 

. 78 15.60 1800 474.13 1.51 30.27 3493 

. 78 100 200 477.39 1.50 192 385 

. 78 100 1000 495.55 1.56 200 1996 

. 78 200 200 480.05 1.51 387 387 

. 78 200 1000 501.07 1.57 404 2018 

. 78 Soo 200 501.73 1.58 1617 404 

. 78 800 1000 511.05 1.61 1647 2059 

di = 0.98mm Sweep 66.10deq 
d2 S12 Shw dl/n S12/n Shw/n 
Trm rrm Irm 

. 00 n/a 200 380.08 1.93 . 00 394 

. 00 n/a 200 380.31 1.93 . 00 395 

. 00 n/a 1800 383.96 1.95 . 00 3586 

. 00 n/a 1800 376.12 1.95 . 00 3576 

. 98 2.10 200 408.00 2.11 4.53 431 

. 98 2.10 1800 438.91 2.27 4.87 4173 
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. 98 5.10 200 349.84 1.78 9.26 363 

. 98 4.90 1800 356.26 1.81 9.06 3327 

. 98 10.10' 200 351.34 1.79' 18.41 365 

. 98 10.10 1800 354.84 1.80 18.60 3314 

. 98 20.90 200 348.32 1.77 37.77 361 

. 98 20.00 1800 348.97 1.77 36.22 3259 

. 98 100 200 367.67 1.89 193 385 

. 98 100 1000 371.25 1.91 194 1945 
98 200 200 363.22 1.86- 381 381 

: 98 200 1000 369.28 1.90 387 1934 

. 98 800 200 352.83 1.81 1478 370 

. 98 Soo 1000 377.30 1.94 1581 1976 

dl = 1. 571mn Sweep 60.78 
d2 S12 Shw dl/n S12/n Shw/n 
Trm Irm mm 
00 n/a 200 247.31 2.56 . 00 325 

: 00 n/a 200 252.57 2.61 . 00 332 

. 00 n/a 1800 248.64 2.57 . 00 2945 

. 00 n/a 1800 250.37 2.59 . 00 2966 
1.57 4.00 200 289.35 2.94 7.48 374' 
1.57 4.00 1800 289.35 2.94 7.48 3366 
1.57 8.10 200 232.19 2.40 12.38 306 
1.57 8.20 1800 240.53 2.48 12.98 2849 
1.57 16.10 200 232.19 2.40 24.60 306 
1.57 16.10 1800 240.53 2.48 25.48 2849 
1.57 31.50 200 232.19 2.40 48.13 306 
1.57 31.60 1800 243.10 2.51 50.55 2879 
1.57 100 200 239.93 2.48 158 316 
1.57 100 1000 245.67 2.54 162 1617 
1.57 200 200 244.90 2.53 322 322 
1.57 200 1000 247.31 2.56 325 1627 
1.57 800 200 240.29 2.48 1265 316 
1.57 800 1000 255.81 2.64 1347 1683 

dl = 1. 99mm Sweep = 60.78 
d2 S12 Shw dl/n S12/n Shw/n 
rrm mm TM 

. 00 n/a 200 225.59 2.95 . 00 297 

. 00 n/a 200 225.59 2.95 . 00 297 

. 00 n/a 1800 239.97 3.14 . 00 2842 

. 00 n/a 1800 240.07 3.10 . 00 2803 
1.99 5.00 200 250.31 3.23 8.12 325 
1.99 5.00 1800 250.31 3.23 8.12 2923 
1.99 9.70 200 219.05 2.87 13.98 288 
1.99 10.50 1800 234.57 3.07 16.21 2778 
1.99 20.00 200 215.54 2.82 28.37 284 
1.99 20.00 1800 234.57 3.07 30.87 2778 
1.99 39.70 200 219.05 2.87 57.22 288 
1.99 39.90 1800 234.57 3.07 61.59 2778 
1.99 100 200 219.12 2.87 144 288 
1.99 100 1000 225.18 2.95 148 1482 
1.99 200 200 222.47 2.91 293 293 
1.99 200 1000 229.16 3.00 302 1508 
1.99 800 200 219.45 2.87 1155 289 
1.99 800 1000 233.98 3.06 1232 1540 



TABLE 6.1 

3D TIUIP POSITIONED DOSMSTREAM OF ATTACHMENT LINE 

- LIMHANG VALUES FOR IS LATER SPOTS 

X, x2 a2 

(MM) 
- 

(m) 
-- 

(MM) (deg) d/TI (MM) (deg) d/1 
- 

56* 0.78 0.2 4.5 2.6 344 12.5 7.3 549 
2.10 3.40 

1.8 5 2.6 344 14 6.6 521 
2.08 3.22 

0.98 0.2 4.5 2.5 295 14 7.3 547 
2.28 4.25 

1.8 6.5 2.5 295 19.5 7.5 530 
2.28 4.11 

1.99 0.2 6 2.5 201 22 9.3 548 
3.08 8.6 

1.8 12 2.9 244 35.5 8.7 526 
3.80 8.30 

61 0.78 0.2 5 3.0 391 12.5 7.3 610 
1.97 3.12 

1.8 6.5 3.1 388 17 7.8 575 
1.96 2.95 

0.98 0.2 3 2.7 333 14.5 7.6 607 
2.13 3.91 

1.8 7 2.7 330 20 7.8 570 
2.11 3.65 

1.99 0.2 6 2.5 221 22.5 9.4 607 
2.08 7.93 

1.8 12 2.9 244 35 8.5 550 
3.16 7.20 



71* 0.78 0.2 7 4.1 522 14.5 8.5 798 
1.65 2.55 

1.8 9.5 4.4 517 19 8.9 631 
1.64 L 2.00 

0.98 0.2 7 3.6 465 16 8.5 780 
1.87 3.13 

1.8 10.5 4.1 454 26 10.0 659 
1.80 L 2.65 

1.99 0.2 7 3.0 290 24 10.2 804 
2.32 6.55 

1.8 12 3.0 295 36.5 8.8 600 

1 2.35 4.84 



kimer d/Tj,, 
DDer 

kink dAlkink NOV" d/ij,. 

low 600 0.90 376 1.67 250 1.97 

medium 500* 0.7* 310 1.29 250 1.62 

high 300 0.7 285 1.03 250 1.26 

cr 
dAj,,,, t)er 

Rkink dAlkink Rlo%cr d/ill,, 

low 

1 

600 1.33 451 1.82 250 2.63 

medium 500* If 366 2.00 250 2.70 

high 300 1.4 290 2.07 250 2.36 

*- Estimated value 
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